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I N T R O D U C T I O N 
This thesis is included in the project of the Department of Moral 
Theology of the University of Navarre which aims at establishing the 
«Personalist Foundations of Conjugal Love» through a deeper un-
derstanding of the doctrine of conjugal love and the articulation of 
the ends of marriage in some «personalist» writings prior to the Se-
cond Vatican Council. 
A BACKGROUND O N T H E PASTORAL C O N S T I T U T I O N 
GAUDIUM ET SPES, N N . 4 7 - 5 2 
Throughou t the entire exposition of the Pastoral Const i tut ion 
Gaudium et spes on the «Dignity of Marriage and the Family», the 
patent novelty of a «personalist and existentialist* 1 presentation of 
marriage is incontestable. The development of the conciliar doctrine 
on marriage and family revolves around a focal point: the person 2 . 
As a starting point, the Council describes marriage in a persona-
list manner without depreciating its institutional character: juridical 
precisions are later utilized in order to avoid an identification of the 
fate of marriage with the evolution of love 3. Marriage is considered 
as an «intimate union of their persons» 4, a «community of love»5, an 
«intimate communi ty of life and conjugal love», which is rooted in 
the «conjugal covenant of irrevocable personal consent» of the spou-
ses, that is, from «the human act by which the spouses mutually bes-
tow and accept each other» 6 . Marriage is not considered predomi-
nantly from the viewpoint of a totality of rights and duties deduced 
from the not ion of an institution or of a contract, but rather as a 
community born from the reciprocal donation of two persons of dif-
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ferent sexes who unite themselves through the conjugal covenant 
which also ratifies this union. In view of an interpersonal perfection 
in a community of life and of a total and exclusive love, this union is 
ordained towards the procreation and education of the children, as 
its fruit and coronation 7 . 
In the personalist presentation of marriage of Gaudium et spes, a 
distinctive feature is evident: the central role which conjugal love oc-
cupies in marriage. Apparently, the role of conjugal love in marriage 
has not been well taken into account before in the documents of the 
Magisterium and the manuals of moral theology. M. Zalba notes 
that the role of love in conjugal life has perhaps remained in semi-
darkness in ecclesiastical literature due to an excessive insistence on 
the procreative end of the matrimonial institution. O n the other 
hand, he also notes that conjugal love has been treated in a overly 
spiritual perspective, not only in the ascetical and moral treatises of 
theology, but also in the documents of the Magisterium 8 . 
T h e nature of conjugal love recognized in its totality is a great 
achievement of the Council. It is not limited in the spiritual plane, 
but rather it encompasses both the corporal and spiritual dimensions 
of the person of the spouses. Its nature has been described in para-
graph no. 49 as an «eminently human love», «directed from one per-
son to another through an affection of the will», involving «the good 
of the whole person» and enriching «the expressions of body and 
mind with a unique dignity». «Such love, merging the human with 
the divine, leads the spouses to a free and mutual gift of themselves, 
a gift providing itself by gentle affection and by deed» thereby perva-
ding «the whole of their lives»9. 
Moreover, in Gaudium et spes no. 47-52, conjugal love is mentio-
ned at least thirty-three times, and is correlated with different as-
pects in marriage: its institutional aspect, its essential properties, its 
relationship with procreation and responsible parenthood, and its 
role in the sanctification of the spouses. Conjugal love appears as the 
fundamental principle which directs the entire matrimonial life. It is 
love which gives a human and personal note 1 0 to the distinct ends of 
marriage: procreation 1 1 and the mutual help of the spouses 1 2 . At the 
same time, it vivifies the essential properties of marriage: unity and 
indissolubility 1 3 . In Gaudium et spes, the essential properties of ma-
rriage are not only recognized as objective qualities which emerge 
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from the nature of the matrimonial institution itself, but are also 
presented as intrinsic demands of conjugal love 1 4. 
Aside from informing all the acts of married life, conjugal love is 
also «uniquely expressed and perfected through the marital act». The 
Council has recognized the noble value inherent in conjugal act by 
which the «spouses are united intimately and chastely». «Expressed 
in a manner which is truly human, these actions signify and promo-
te that mutual self-giving by which the spouses enrich each other 
with a joyful and a thankful will. Sealed by mutual faithfulness and 
hallowed above all by Christ's sacrament, this love remains stead-
fastly true in body and in mind, in bright days or dark» 1 5 . 
Now, it is interesting to note that in numerous passages, «matri-
monial institution and conjugal love are presented by the conciliar 
text in the same essential plane, be it as juxtaposed subjects of global 
affirmations of marriage or as isolated affirmations which have con-
cordant contents» 1 6 . The reason for the presence of conjugal love in 
all matrimonial realities is that «institution and conjugal love are the 
two formalities which define marriage adequately; that is, marriage 
is the institution of conjugal love» 1 7. We believe that this indicates 
that the Council preferred to consider conjugal love not as an end of 
marriage, but rather as a substantial principle which must inform 
the entirety of matrimonial life, as a formal aspect of marriage itself, 
parallel to its institutional aspect 1 8. 
Nevertheless, the redactional history of the text shows that the in-
corporation of conjugal love and the recognition of its due place in 
marriage is an outcome of an assiduous endeavor before arriving at 
its final form. Four schemes were able to reach the Council floor 1 9 . 
Prior to the first Conciliar scheme, the Schema De Ecclesia in mundo 
huius temporis prepared by B. Haring, at least three projects were ela-
borated but never approved 2 0 . The reason for its rejection was that, 
al though the Catholic doctrine was explained with precision and 
force in its juridical and dogmatic aspects, it contained a visible po-
lemical tone against the errors and deviations. O n the other hand, 
these schemes did not take into account the new acquisitions of psy-
chology and theology regarding conjugal love; but rather, it was con-
sidered as something negative and suspicious. Moreover, the excessi-
ve juridical precision of its doctrinal content lacked the necessary 
pastoral warmth which was intended by the Council 2 1 . 
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The conciliar discussion of the Text of Ariccia or textus receptus 
sufficiently showed the desire of the majority of the Fathers to ex-
plain the value and the nature of conjugal love 2 2 . Nevertheless, many 
Fathers expressed their fears that it might give way to a unilateral in-
terpretation to the detr iment of marriage as an institution and the 
requirement of the donation of oneself in favor of the good of the 
children. During the Council, there were two tendencies which the 
conciliar text wanted to confront. The first tendency underlines the 
capital value or role of conjugal love but ends up depreciating the 
importance of procreation as the principal end of marriage. The ot-
her tendency fears emphasizing or developing the theme of conjugal 
love because of the danger of obscuring the primordial importance 
of procreation. Both tendencies coincide in situating conjugal love 
in the structure of ends, even if they differ in the grade of importan-
ce: principal, co-principal or secondary 2 3 . The solution opted by the 
Commission was the middle ground between the two tendencies 2 4 . 
O n the other hand, another novelty found in the Pastoral Consti-
tution Gaudium et spes is the silence regarding the traditional theory 
on the ends of marriage. 
The doctrine about the ends of matrimony, delineated in the text 
of Gaudium et spes, can be resumed in this manner: it affirms that 
marriage, having God as its Author, is gifted with «various goods and 
ends» 2 5 . However, it does not make any mention of the classification 
and the hierarchy of these ends, as formulated by canon 1013 § 1 
(Code of Canon Law 1917) and again in the encyclical Casti Connu-
bii and in the speech of Pius XII to the Italian midwives. It declares 
twice that marriage, by its nature, is ordained to the procreation of 
children 2 6 and recalls on ten occasions its procreative finality; howe-
ver, it affirms that «marriage has not been instituted only for procre-
ation» 2 7 insofar as it is conferred with other ends which are safeguar-
ded, harmonized and defended 2 8 . Finally, it cites «mutuum 
adiutorium» only once 2 9 but outside the context of category of ends; 
though it does not make any ment ion of «remedium concupiscen-
tiae», it admits that the use of marriage serves for the satisfaction of 
the sexual appetite 3 0 . 
Nevertheless, during the elaboration of the conciliar text, nume-
rous Fathers insisted that the doctrine on the hierarchy of ends be re-
affirmed. This seems to be a continuation of the controversy of the 
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ends of marriage which occurred in the theological panorama two 
decades before the Council. In the in aula debates on the Schema re-
ceptum during the 112th General Congregation (October 29, 1964) 
an opposition is thrown into light between a majority group which 
sustained a personalistic conception of marriage, and a minority-
group, which strongly adhered to the traditional thesis of the subor-
dination between the ends of marriage 3 1 . 
After hearing and assessing all the oral and written observations, 
the Conciliar Commission decided that it purposely did not want to 
offer an explanation on the hierarchy of the ends of marriage since 
this was viewed as being a very specialized theme which would de-
mand a technical and juridical language which would not be appro-
priate to the style of a Pastoral constitution 3 2 . 
This silence, however, is not equivalent to a pure and simple ne-
gation or reaffirmation of the precedent doctr ine 3 3 . W i t h the rene-
wed reflection of the Council, «the traditional teaching on the ends 
of marriage (and on its hierarchy) remains confirmed and at the 
same time deepened, from the point of view of the spouses, i.e. from 
the viewpoints of conjugal and familiar spirituality* 3 4. 
OBJECTIVES OF THIS STUDY AND T H E CONCLUSIONS 
OF T H E FIRST FOUR CHAPTERS 
The opposition between the two tendencies regarding the ends of 
marriage and the exaltation of conjugal love and of the personalist 
values found in marriage in the Pastoral Const i tut ion Gaudium et 
spes could be better understood if we were to trace its origin four de-
cades prior to the promulgation of this document. 
In fact, Cardinal Meouchi, Patriarch of Antioch, observed in his 
animadversion of textus recognitus, that the third conciliar scheme 
contains similar ideas which H . Doms and D . von Hildebrand have 
already pronounced before 3 5. 
In effect, the writings of these two Catholic authors paved way 
for a personalistic t reatment of marriage in this century by underli-
ning the importance of conjugal love in marriage which seemed to 
be overlooked by the existing theological and canonical reflection on 
marriage 3 6 . Their personalistic approach to marriage, though much 
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later to be influential in sparking a controversy among the theolo-
gians and the intervention of the Church's Magisterium, opened up 
new horizons which culminate in the consecration of conjugal love 
and the personalistic matrimonial values in the Pastoral Const i tu-
tion Gaudium etspes. 
We believe, however, that this does not signify a direct assump-
tion and confirmation by the Council of the thought of these two 
authors 3 7 . Rather, the reflections made by D . von Hildebrand and 
H . Doms form part of the antecedent theological reflection of ma-
rriage which is fundamental to understand the personalistic presen-
tation of the doctrine of marriage of the Second Vatican Council 
and the extensive process of its laborious elaboration. 
Hence, this demands that we pose the following questions: H o w 
did these two authors, Dietrich von Hildebrand and Herbert Doms, 
perceive conjugal love and how did they formulate the ends of ma-
rriage? Wha t factors led to an emphasis on the personalist values in 
marriage and what were the consequences of such philosophical and 
theological reflections? 
Accordingly, we have divided our investigation into five parts. 
Chapter /analyzes the immediate contributing factors in the empha-
sis of the personalist values in marriage wherein we have tried to 
identify the context during which these two authors presented their 
personalistic reflection on marriage. Note that in this chapter, we do 
not intend to present a detailed study of the factors which contribu-
ted to the emphasis of personalist values in marriage. An extensive 
investigation is necessary for this matter. Rather, we aim to present a 
brief sketch of the factors which are indispensable to situate the rea-
der in the proper historical context during which these two authors 
elaborated their reflections on marriage. 
In this chapter, we have arrived at the following conclusions: 
1. Conjugal love is not a discovery of the contemporaneous phi-
losophical and theological reflection. The Sacred Scriptures, the Pa-
tristic and Scholastic authors, and the magisterial documents, in one 
way or another, were aware of the importance of love in matrimonial 
life. O n the other hand, we can affirm that, although the above sour-
ces were conscious of the element of love in marriage, a speculative 
reflection and analysis on the genesis, role and characteristics of con-
jugal love in marriage are not appreciated. 
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2. T h e philosophical and theological reflections on conjugal love 
actually coincide with the reaction of Catholic authors on the reduc-
tionist and juridical perspective of marriage seen as a «society for 
procreation*. This view is a consequence of a radical interpretation 
of traditional theory on the ends of marriage, synthesized by the 
Code of Canon Law of 1917. Besides, there was a real tendency to 
identify marriage with the essence or object of the matrimonial con-
sent, the so-called ius in corpus, and thereby, the obvious consequen-
ce of seeing marriage as a mere relation of rights and duties to matri-
monial acts and the excessive insistence on the procreative finality of 
marriage. 
Consequently, there was an apparent oversight of conjugal love in 
marriage. Marriage, before being a conglomeration of rights and 
obligations, is a relationship not between bodies but between human 
persons, an interpersonal relationship in which human values are re-
alized. 
3. T h e above-mentioned situation together with an interplay of 
several factors which contributed to an emphasis on the personalist 
values found in marriage during the present century were already de-
lineated: the influence of individualist, rationalist and materialist 
philosophies and ideologies on love, marriage and sexual morals 
founded on a materialistic and dualistic vision of man; the counter-
reaction of the personalistic philosophies which appreciated and de-
fended the intangible value and the dignity of the human person; 
coupled with the advances in the scientific investigation, particularly 
in the female reproductive physiology were among the factors which 
called for a revision of the doctrinal presentation of marriage and its 
ends. 
Concomitant with these elements, we also found the following 
phenomena as decisive: an aspiration for a renovation of Catholic 
Moral theology; a vision of sexuality founded on a dualistic anthro-
pology which has seeped into Catholic theology and the misreading 
of the «personalist» perspective of the Encyclical Casti connubii. 
There was a desire for a more personalistic and less legalistic vision 
of Moral theology which would be capable of an intense contact 
with the vital conditions of man and which is less dependent on the 
casuistic method of elaborating and explaining Catholic Morals. 
Moreover, there was an increasing awareness among the married pe-
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ople of the personal and spiritual significance of their conjugal life 
which presented some dilemmas on the equilibrium between the 
different finalities of marriage, on the meaning and the end of ma-
rriage, on the role of love and of sexuality and its compatibility to a 
conjugal spirituality. 
4. It was in this particular context when writers belonging to two 
philosophical currents commenced their reflection on the person, on 
love and marriage. These philosophical currents, which are influen-
tial in the entry of conjugal love in the theological reflection on ma-
rriage, are phenomenology and French Personalism, which arose in 
the German and French philosophical circles respectively. T h e philo-
sophical and theological efforts in explaining what conjugal love is 
persisted for several decades and culminated in the central position 
which it has in the Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the mo-
dern world Gaudium et spes, 
5. O u r authors in question, D . von Hildebrand and H . Doms 
presented their own reflections on conjugal love and the ends of ma-
rriage utilizing the phenomenological method. It is characterized by 
an emphasis on receptivity and reverence to the objective reality 
(marriage), distrusting theories in favor of a sober grasping of the 
message of the reality examined, thereby, tending to affirm the posi-
tive values discovered in the process: the value of the human person, 
of love, of sexuality and of marriage. 
Chapter II deals with the thought of Dietrich von Hildebrand. 
O u r main concern is to understand von Hi ldebrands concept of 
conjugal love. For this reason, we found it necessary to give a pano-
ramic view of the anthropological elements of conjugal love: his no-
tion on the human person and sexuality We were able to clarify the 
following points: 
1 . In stressing the spiritual significance of marriage and in explai-
ning that love is its primary meaning, Dietrich Von Hildebrand re-
acts against the anti-personalistic ideologies: collectivism, totalitaria-
nism and biological materialism which view human life in general 
and marriage in particular from an exclusively biological poin t of 
view. Further, he perceives the traditional doctrine of marriage as in-
complete, for it does not call into attention the value of human love. 
H e insists, though, that the insufficiency of the traditional doctrine 
in explaining marriage does not signify that it is false. 
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2. Von Hildebrand's thought on love, sexuality and marriage can 
be comprehended by his conception of the human person. The hu-
man person is a rational being, intentional and transcendent in na-
ture and is capable of realizing his destiny. H e admits that man is a 
contingent creature and dependent on his Creator. Among all crea-
tures, he is the most precious because he has been created according 
to God s image. His metaphysical situation is a dialogue with God. 
T h e human person as imago Dei is manifested by two essential 
traits: his capacity for knowledge and his capacity to adopt a posi-
tion, decide freely and orient his destiny. This is carried out through 
the recognition of values which he discovers in realities and his capa-
city to elicit a value-response which is adequate to the reality which 
he confronts. These enable man to be capax Dei. He has been gifted 
with the capacity of transcending himself, i.e., the ability to come into 
a close relationship with another being or a thou, the capacity for res-
ponding to another's value and for becoming interested in h im for 
his own sake. 
Man's capacity to transcend himself signifies a capacity of self-gi-
ving which further distinguishes h im from the rest of the creation 
since he is directed towards something who is superior to h im. As 
subject and person, man is called, ordained and destined towards an 
intimate relationship with God. H e is the only creature who can and 
must consciously carry out a response to the infinite majesty of God. 
The supreme dignity of man precisely consists in this: in his capacity 
of adoring, loving and glorifying God in a conscious manner. 
This transcendence is also unfolded in human activity and in his 
relationship with created beings. Man as a person, as imago Dei, pos-
sesses a sublime value which reflects God in a special manner. Hen-
ce, in h u m a n relationships, this principle has to be accounted for. 
M a n must respect and adequately respond to the sublime value of 
the other person who is an image of God. There is no other way for 
man to reach his perfection other than to actualize all the values 
which he is capable of and to which he is destined: man attains his 
fulfillment by giving himself. 
3. We can safely assume that the core of von Hildebrand's 
thought is founded on his not ion on value. Man is ordained and 
destined to capture and respond to that which is important-in-itself. 
Something is important-in-itselfbeczuse it possesses an intrinsic qua-
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lity which is capable of attracting and motivating man, appealing 
first to his intellect and then to his free will and affectivity inorder to 
elicit a response. This intrinsic and ontic quality which a being pos-
sesses is what von Hildebrand calls value. It is further differentiated 
into ontological and qualitative (moral, intellectual and aesthetic) va-
lues. 
T h e human person possesses a wide array of qualitative values 
which differ from one person to another. However, all human per-
sons have the same ontological value, as imago Dei. We believe that 
with this, von Hildebrand refers to the same dignity which all hu-
man persons have. This ontological value of the human person does 
not admit whatever disvalue. It is linked with the being of the hu-
man person who is a reflection of God, the sum of all values. T h e 
ontological value of the human person is present at the momen t of 
his existence and there is no possibility of losing it. Neither is it sus-
ceptible to an augmentation nor a diminution. It is inseparable from 
the being of the human person as imago Dei. 
Before the value of the human person, the adequate value-response 
implies a reverence and submission to the value of the human person 
in its entirety. It excludes whatever egocentric motives which signify 
a utilitarian purpose. Rather, an adequate value-response is characte-
rized by an element of respect towards the good, an interest for its 
integrity which is directed towards preserving the dignity of the ob-
ject in question. Hence, the value of the human person as imago Dei 
demands a corresponding sublime response. T h e only fundamental 
response to the value of the human person as imago Dei is love. The 
human person completely realizes his transcendence through love. 
4. Love is an affective value-response. Whatever type of love it may 
be, it is always aimed at the person in its entire beauty, preciousness 
and full worth. It differs frorp other affective responses (admiration, 
esteem, enthusiasm and veneration) in that love is encompassing. It 
does not consider the values encountered in the person in a partial 
manner but rather responds to the entire value of the person. Love is 
the value-response par excellence. In this regard, von Hildebrand spe-
cifies that the most sublime type of love, the love par excellence, is the 
love of God. 
The affirmation that love is an affective value-response does not at 
all signify that is purely emotive response, as if equivalent to what we 
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know as passions. Von Hildebrand differentiates between spiritual 
and non-spiritual affective responses. Spiritual affective responses al-
ways include a cooperation between the human intellect, the human 
will and the heart, which are considered von Hildebrand as the three 
spiritual centers on man. Hence, won Hildebrand views love as an 
interplay of cognition, volition and affection. 
5. Sexuality in von Hildebrand s thought, acquires an encompas-
sing character. His vision is not limited to a mere procreative menta-
lity but rather sexuality permeates the whole person. The bisexual dif-
ferentiation of man and woman is not merely physiological nor 
biological: rather, it also reaches their spiritual spheres such that their 
differences are geared towards a specific mutual enrichment between 
man and woman and provide the possibility of a deeper and a more 
preeminent communion based on their supplementary nature. 
Von Hildebrand reproves a deceptive vision of sex which percei-
ves it as a mere subdivision of the realm of instincts and biological 
urges. Sexuality has an intrinsic relation with the spiritual sphere. To 
rupture this intrinsic connection would be to equate sexuality with 
instincts and appetites which do not have a meaning in themselves. 
Sexuality, on the other hand, involves the person's intelligence, his 
freedom and his capacity to respond meaningfully. Its exercise is a 
human act inseparable from the person himself and therefore, it al-
ways acquires a moral significance. Sexuality is so intimate to the 
person that whatever unveiling of it supposes a revelation of the per-
son. Therefore, sexuality merits a profoundly reverent att i tude, an 
attitude of respect since it presupposes the human person: it should 
not be approached without the specific sanction of God. 
This att i tude of respect, as we have ment ioned earlier, demands 
that the sexual sphere be united with and directed by the spiritual 
sphere. This union between the two spheres is only carried out by a 
specific type of love: conjugal love. 
6. All types of love possess two essential characteristics: intentio 
unionis and intentio benevolentiae. The specificity of conjugal love 
however, is provided by the fact that conjugal love consists in a uni-
que and complete surrender of the entire person to the other, consti-
tuting an exclusive and lasting I-thou community through a bond se-
aled in conspectu Dei (marriage). It can only exist between man and 
woman who do not only live with each other but for each other. 
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Further, conjugal love discovers the value and the reason of being 
of the beloved not in a partial but rather in a total manner. The on-
tological worth of the beloved as an imago Dei is considered in a cen-
tral manner. 
7. Von Hildebrand acknowledges the double meaning of the con-
jugal act: unitive and procreative. Von Hildebrand remarks that the 
conjugal act is a particular means of expression of conjugal love and 
is the summit of its specific signification, the fulfillment of the deep 
union of love. It realizes the mutual and irrevocable self-donation 
which is destined to constitute an indissoluble union and as such 
procreation must not be considered as the sole and primary meaning 
of the conjugal act. To conceive conjugal act merely in a procreative 
view would be to subordinate the person in quantum homo to the 
person in quantum animal. 
As early as 1927, von Hildebrand specified that though conjugal 
act has a meaning of expressing and perfecting conjugal love, this 
does not in any manner authorize nor justify an artificial separation 
from its procreative meaning. These two meanings have been orga-
nically united by God and to destroy this unity constitutes a grave 
offense. 
The conjugal act has to be realized in conspectu Dei, i.e. to consi-
der everything in the depth of our eternal destiny, in relation with all 
our interior experiences of valuable content and specially in function 
of the imago Dei. The integrity and purity of the conjugal act as una 
caro is preserved only by a love which is expressly and consciously 
founded in God. Conjugal love has to be founded and guided by the 
love of God, loving God in the person of the spouse {amare in 
Deojwith the view of transforming all realities into an affirmation of 
one's love for God. 
8. W h e n Von Hildebrand affirmed that love is the primary mea-
ning of marriage just as procreation is its primary end, there was no 
astute intention of inverting the hierarchy of ends: love was not 
identified with mutual help, nor was there a subtle desire to justify a 
separation between the unitive and procreative aspects of the conju-
gal act, which he categorically affirmed as a grave sin. O n the con-
trary, von Hildebrand intended to insist on the proper manner by 
which marriage and procreation be understood. The distinction bet-
ween meaning and end (and the difference between instrumental fi-
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nality and finality of superabundance) were necessary in order to 
avoid identifying marriage as a mere means for procreation. 
Love as the primary meaning, is the soul of this most intimate 
human community. It is not only geared towards the natural happi-
ness of the spouses but also to their supernatural perfection. Authen-
tic conjugal love considers the beloved as a person who has an eter-
nal destiny and whose eternal welfare (salvation) is a task which is 
directly confided to the spouse. 
Utilizing the same methodology we have investigated the thought 
of Herbert Doms in Chapter III. Briefly, we can summarize our fin-
dings in the following ideas: 
1. Whereas von Hildebrand's philosophical-theological reflec-
tion on marriage was a reaction against the ideological situation du-
ring his t ime which debased the spiritual significance of marriage, 
Doms ' reflection was motivated by the increasing awareness on the 
personalist values of marriage in philosophical and theological do-
mains. 
2. Doms centers his reflection on the dignity of the human per-
son and on conjugal love as the onto logical, moral and spiritual 
foundation of marriage. Marriage is a contract between two persons. 
The object of the marriage contract is the entire person of the spou-
se wherein each spouse wants each other in his full worth and dig-
nity and in view of their personal perfection. 
3. T h e specific essence of the human person is realized into two 
sexes. This typification is not merely biological but also manifested 
in psychological and spiritual particularities which enable man and 
woman to perform specific tasks which are suited to them. 
4. T h e bisexual differentiation of the human person into man 
and woman is the foundation of the conjugal community. Marriage 
is defined by Doms as the juridical and moral relationship conclu-
ded on a contract between man and woman. It possesses a meaning 
of its own, independent of the ends to which it may serve for. Its im-
manent meaning which is the same as its proximate end, is the reali-
zation of the communi ty of life between two persons -the conjugal 
two-in-oneness (I unite a deux), a community of life which embraces 
all the spheres of the human being: physical, psychological, spiritual. 
This community is vivified and impregnated by conjugal love. Only 
a profound personal love justifies the mutual , irrevocable singular 
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and personal self-giving of two persons as God's images. T h e realiza-
tion of the marital ends is possible only through personal love. 
5. Aside from being the foundation of a marriage, the diversity of 
the sexes is also the most powerful means intended by God to love a 
person in his inherent value and realize it in a strictly individual 
manner. In conjugal love, the principal object is the loved person in 
all his dignity and value, considered as God's creature who is called 
towards an eternal destiny. Conjugal love is described as total, exclu-
sive, faithful, chaste, fecund and benevolent. It is not a sentimental, 
erotic nor a passional love. Rather, it is a profound moral love, i.e. a 
love for a person which has the spirit as its center but having a speci-
fically sensual nuance. 
Its totality signifies that conjugal love comprehends the sexual di-
mension of the person for man is not a pure spirit nor is he meant to 
live as a pure spirit. T h e body has the function of being the visible 
and living instrument of participating in the life of the person. 
Unadmittedly assumed in the person, the body participates in this 
total and mutual self-surrender implied in conjugal love, which finds 
its fullest expression in the conjugal act. 
6. T h e conjugal act, aside from being the expression and fulfill-
ment of the total and mutual self-giving demanded by conjugal love, 
is by nature, the act and the actualization of the two-in-oneness. 
It is a human act, rational and freely wanted, originating from the 
spiritual sphere and terminating in the physical sphere. Realized in 
such manner, it is inseparable from the person: it consists in the self-
gift of the person and as such, the sexual act possesses a dignity of its 
own. Doms emphasizes the personal and unitive meaning of the 
conjugal act. He, however, proceeds in a manner which is prejudicial 
to procreation. 
7 . Doms recognizes the fecundity of conjugal love, saying that 
parental and conjugal love are one and the same love and that the 
child is a mutual proof of the love of the spouses. However, D o m s 
places a tension between love and procreation. The interdependence 
between love and procreation is sacrificed in Doms ' thought upon 
viewing it as a remote biological end, a natural necessary phenome-
non and, upon analyzing his perception on the child as an extrinsic 
good situated outside the love of the spouses, a thing which can only 
be indirectly desired, that is, wanted by the spouses in a secondary 
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manner. Doms ' extrinsic view of the child may be accounted for by 
his desire to stress on the personal values of marriage and sexuality. 
However, he falls into the extreme point of disregarding the intrinsic 
ordination of love in procreation. 
8. Backed up by biological, ontological, psychological and analogi-
cal arguments, Doms articulates the ends of marriage upon demons-
trating the invalidity of the Thomistic theory on the ends of marriage. 
Though in some occasions, Doms affirms that procreation is the 
primary end of marriage and that the Canon Law is justified in 
doing so, the entire framework of his work contradicts such justifica-
tion. A rejection of the traditional theory of the ends of marriage was 
being called for. 
Doms never declared that conjugal love is the primary end of ma-
rriage. But did Doms reject and invert the traditional theory of the 
ends of marriage? We believe so. Though he denied that mutual help 
and perfection of the spouses are really distinct from the immanent 
meaning and proximate end of marriage, we have demonstrated ba-
sed on his own affirmations that the realization of the conjugal two-
in-oneness (the immanent meaning and proximate end of marriage), 
the completion of the spouses in all the spheres of their personality, 
can be equivalent to what the traditional theory calls mutual help 
and perfection. Moreover, the identification of conjugal love with 
mutual perfection of the spouses, prevalent during this period, ac-
counted for the common opinion that Doms inverted the hierarchy 
of the ends. 
Furthermore, Doms ' articulation of the ends of the conjugal act 
seem to express a confusion between the finis operis and finis operan-
tis of marriage. Doms asserts that procreation is not the objective 
end of the sexual act: the child is just a achievement of the spouses 
and contributes to their personal perfection; the child cannot be as-
signed as the objective end of the sexual act because it is something 
which can be wanted indirectly and, strictly speaking, can only be 
desired. It could be admitted that the spouses (finis operantis) in the 
first place, desire to perform the conjugal act inorder to realize their 
reciprocal love, but it cannot be denied that procreation is the objec-
tive end (finis operis) to which such acts tend to. 
It is true that Doms wanted to understand marriage from a sub-
jective viewpoint, placing himself on the side of the spouses. In 
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doing so, however, he applied his conclusions to the objective and 
institutional aspect of marriage, as shown by the manner he articula-
ted the ends of marriage. O n e must never confuse the psychological 
and ontological viewpoints of marriage and of the conjugal act. Sin-
ce they belong to different planes, an opposition between them 
should not be exaggerated. Rather, efforts must be directed in fin-
ding an equilibrated way of presenting their complementariety. 
Doms' approach, however, latendy manifest an arbitrary determina-
tion of the meaning and ends of marriage upon rejecting the tradi-
tional doctrine on the hierarchical order of the marital ends. 
9. In assessing the morality of the conjugal acts, Doms shows the 
importance of considering the following points: 
(a) T h e dignity of the human person as a fundamental poin t of 
reference. The human person has to be respected in all his value and 
should not be debased into an instrument of pleasure. As such, if the 
sexual act is realized only for pleasure without consideration of the 
dignity of the spouses, or in cases of extramarital affairs, the personal 
dignity of the spouses is violated. 
(b) T h e meaning of the sexual act as a mutual donat ion of the 
persons of the spouses is the intimate foundation of morality, inde-
pendent from procreation or the subjective satisfaction of the spou-
ses. T h e ontological meaning of the sexual act must be totally res-
pected. This giving must be total and complete: otherwise, there is 
an effective degradation and violation of the dignity of the h u m a n 
person. 
(c) In this regard, Doms also insists that complete self-giving in 
the sexual act is achieved when it is realized without falsification: it 
must be entirely free from all fraud. It must be realized in a natural 
manner, in conformity to the anatomic-physiological structure of 
the organs. Doms views any artificial intervention of the biological 
act as a falsification and thereby a corruption of the integrity of the 
act. It constitutes a transgression of the sphere which God has reser-
ved for Himself. 
Wi th these principles, Doms arrived at conclusions which can be 
compatible with the Catholic sexual morals. Doms ' merit is found in 
his at tempt of assigning a place for the dignity of the human person 
and the unitive dimension of the sexual act in conjugal morality. His 
thought is, however, not without doctrinal loopholes. 
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10. Moreover, Doms affirms that the two remote ends —biologi-
cal and personal— are bound together and normally compenetrate 
each other in an inseparable manner. This statement is similar to 
what Humanae vitae will later pronounce. Perhaps, one could notice 
that its possible consequences are in agreement with the principles 
which he had laid down for conjugal morality. 
However, when one tries to reconcile it to the manner by which 
Doms formulates the ends of marriage wherein the mutual comple-
tion of spouses in the communi ty occupies a more important place, 
one cannot avoid doubt ing the complete trustworthiness of his 
doctrine, especially if one radically accepts his statement on mutual 
donat ion as the int imate foundation of the morali ty of the sexual 
act, independent of procreation. Wherefore, on one hand, D o m s 
admits that procreation is a natural consequence of the marital 
union and, on the other hand, it is not the objective end of the se-
xual act? In this respect, one could discern an apparent disconnec-
tion between its procreative and unitive dimensions. T h e spouses, 
at the pretext of their mutual completion and perfection, can easily 
perform the sexual act, disregarding its intrinsic ordination to pro-
creation. 
11 . Finally, we acknowledge the contributions of Doms ' reflec-
tion on marriage. But some of his affirmations are not in accord to 
Catholic doctrine. We shall support this statement in the conclu-
sions of the last chapter. 
Chapter TVis an overview of the reaction of the Catholic theolo-
gians on the thoughts of these two authors, the reaction of the 
Church Magisterium regarding the polemics on the ends of marriage 
and a brief survey on how conjugal love and the ends of marriage 
were dealt with in the theological literature published prior to the 
Second Vatican Council with the aim of finding out if the novelties 
in the theological reflection on marriage are somehow integrated in 
them. In this regard, some Moral Theology manuals of Scholastic 
orientation and other writings of personalistic orientation were exa-
mined and compared. 
1. Wi th the desire of inquiring on the consequences of von Hil-
debrand's and Doms ' thoughts on conjugal love and the ends of ma-
rriage, we have tried to present a panorama of the reactions of the 
Catholic theologians to their works. 
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2. The reception of von Hildebrand s book was generally benevo-
lent. He was praised for inserting a reflection on conjugal love in ex-
plaining the natural and supernatural essence of marriage. T h e per-
sonalistic presentation of the communi ty of marriage of his book, 
Marriage, had the advantage of being sensible to the experiences of 
the spouses. Save for one author who saw an incompatibility with 
the Catholic doctrine and who lamented the fact that von Hilde-
brand did not give a sufficient evaluation on the procreative end of 
marriage, others have given their approval on his thoughts and have 
desired for its wider distribution. 
3. O n the other hand, Doms' book, particularly his theory on the 
ends of marriage, provoked a widespread positive acceptance among 
married French and German couples but an ambivalent reaction 
among Catholic theologians. There was a massive elaboration of ar-
ticles made by Catholic theologians who recognized some positive 
contributions of Doms ' work with regard to conjugal love and his 
notion on the dignity of the human person and of the sexual act. In 
particular, Doms was praised for the following points: (1) his des-
cription of marriage as a community; (2) the profound value and 
dignity attributed to the sexual act as a realization of the self-gift of 
the person; (3) the legitimacy of insisting the personal values in ma-
rriage and in the sexual act. 
As it can be noted, these ideas were already expounded by von 
Hi ldebrand in his books Reinheit und Jungfräulichkeit, 1928 {In 
Defense of Purity) and Die Ehe, 1929 (Marriage) which were publis-
hed before D o m s ' Vom Sinn und Zweck der Ehe, 1935 (Du sens et 
de la fin du mariage,1937). T h e reason why many attr ibuted these 
ideas to Doms was, perhaps, due to a wider resonance and dissemi-
nat ion of his ideas especially among the Cathol ic theologians. 
Doms ' exposition was coupled with the latest findings in biologi-
cal, anthropological and theological sciences, whereas von Hi lde-
brand limited himself to a philosophical-theological exposition on 
marriage. 
However, Doms was widely criticized for the ambivalence of his 
ideas upon declaring contradictory statements especially with regard 
to the primacy of procreation in the hierarchy of the ends. Authors 
saw an inversion of the order of marital ends in Doms' thoughts af-
ter placing the mutual perfection of the spouses (or the realization of 
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the conjugal two-in-oneness in all the spheres of the persons of the 
spouses) as the immanent and objective end of marriage. 
Boigelot presented a paradigmatic rebuttal which was assumed by 
Lanza: (1) Doms made use of the subjective experiences of the spouses 
inorder to conclude in the objective order. There was a confusion bet-
ween the psychological and ontological levels of viewing marriage. (2) 
He was also criticized for his exaggerated exaltation on the values of se-
xuality for personal perfection. Upon reacting against Jansenism, Doms 
passed on to the extreme position, falling into Reductionism. (3) Fi-
nally, Doms was criticized for his aggressive stance against Thomism. 
Wilms, Urdanoz and Lanza were in accord that Doms' interpretation 
of the Thomistic doctrine on marriage was partial and inexact. 
Doms' polemics with these authors was the channel for an accele-
rated diffusion of the personalist ideas on marriage upon motivating 
the Catholic theologians to defend the traditional doctrine on ma-
rriage which is founded on the Augustinian and Thomist ic philo-
sophies. This phenomenon, the so-called controversy on the ends of 
marriage, thereby culminated into several interventions from the 
Church Magisterium during the pontificate of Pope Pius XII. 
Though clear these interventions may be in insisting on the traditio-
nal doctrine, they did not succeed in extinguishing the amoun t of 
thought dedicated on this topic. Catholic theologians desired for a 
classification of the ends of marriage which would be compatible 
with the teachings of the Church and at the same time appreciate 
conjugal love and other personalist elements in married life and in 
conjugal spirituality as a whole. 
4. We have also studied the manner by which some manuals of 
Moral Theology dealt with the topic on conjugal love and the ends 
of marriage. Although some of the characteristics of conjugal love 
were ment ioned by B. Merkelbach, the other manuals which we 
have studied, nevertheless, either dealt with it in passing, in a very 
cachectic and superficial manner (A. Lanza-P. Palazzini and A. Ver-
meersch); or in a supernatural manner and from a sacramental view-
point, as a precept which arises from the sacrament (E. Regatillo-M. 
Zalba); or simply, did not at all include conjugal love in its theologi-
cal systematization (A. Royo Marin). 
Assuming the affirmations of Casti connubii, Merkelbach consi-
dered conjugal love as a necessary condition of conjugal life in the 
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sense that it must create the climate proper to marriage and conjugal 
life, regulating and pervading the rights and duties of the spouses. 
Nevertheless, this affirmation is linked with another which situates 
conjugal love as a secondary and accessory end of marriage, together 
with mutual help (Merkelbach and A. Lanza-Palazzini). 
We have already manifested our negative view towards such clas-
sification since it may signify that the love between the spouses occu-
pies a secondary relevance, as compared to the procreative end. Besi-
des, it could discredit the formative and perfective value of conjugal 
love in all acts of conjugal life, including procreation. 
O n the other hand, the following points were not at all discussed 
in the manuals: (a) the genesis of conjugal love and its relationship 
with the matrimonial consent; (b) the intimate relationship of love 
and procreation; (c) an explicit elucidation on the sexual dimension 
of conjugal love: that the sexual act is the expression and fulfillment 
of conjugal love; (d) the personal significance of conjugal love: the 
object of this love is the person of the spouses. 
We can affirm that al though B. Merkelbach and Lanza-Palazzi-
ni glossed over some of the characteristics of conjugal love, the 
profundity and extensive manner by which D . von Hi ldebrand 
and H . D o m s dealt with conjugal love were not integrated in their 
manuals . In effect, a p redominan t canonical vision of marriage 
can be perceived in the exposition of the manuals , at the expense 
of its personal and existential aspects. Too m u c h insistence was 
placed on ius in corpus (Lanza-Palazzini and Vermeersch) wi thout 
giving leeway for the importance of the personalist values in ma-
rriage 
5. W i t h regard to the exposition on the articulation of the ends 
of marriage, the manuals are faithful to the teachings of the Magis-
ter ium. However, they lack the necessary explanation which clari-
fies its real meaning. The traditional theory on the ends of marria-
ge, though it may have its juridical and institutional significance, is 
susceptible to a radical interpretation which accentuates on the pro-
creative finality and depreciating the personal ends of marriage. We 
believe that it would have been better if the authors of the manuals 
have exerted effort in explaining this theory, not only l imiting 
themselves to the pronouncements of the Magisterium regarding 
such matter, but rather inculcating on its readers the pastoral man-
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ner by which they could better explain this theory to the married 
spouses, without excessively insisting on a dogmatic fashion. 
We have alluded that the reason of the absence of a profound 
analysis on conjugal love was that such speculative analysis on conju-
gal love does not fit in the existing methodology utilized by the ma-
nuals which depended more on a systematic exposition of the argu-
ments of authority: Sacred Scriptures, Tradition and Magisterium, 
inorder to prove a specific aspect. 
6. T h e traditional theory on the ends of marriage refers to ma-
rriage as a natural institution, established by God and gifted with its 
own laws and purposes. It should not be confused with the psycho-
logical arguments which lead man and woman to contract marriage. 
Nor must it be considered as a classification of ends which despises 
what is just and estimable in personal values found in marriage. The 
subordination of ends may have its juridical use but it must never be 
interpreted in a radical manner: otherwise, a legalistic, reductionistic 
and biological vision of marriage would prevail over its personalist 
and existentialist values. Hence, an extensive explanation of the co-
rrect interpretation of the traditional theory and subordination of 
the ends of marriage is indispensable. T h e said manuals of Moral 
Theology regarded this theory in a dogmatic manner, without giving 
enough room for appreciating what is just and estimable in the per-
sonal values found in marriage. This may unfortunately signify a 
lack of esteem on these values, evidently demonstrated by the phe-
nomenon of the controversy of the ends of marriage instigated by 
Doms' theory. 
7. O n e must confide with the traditional principles founded on 
reason and authority. This does not signify, on the one hand, a hin-
drance to a profundization of an understanding of the doctrine, nor 
on the other hand an automatic repulsion of novelties brought about 
by the progress in human and theological sciences. In view of these 
novelties, one must discern what is true and what can be taken ad-
vantage of inorder to incorporate with in the doctrine of the 
Church , but wi thout regarding traditional teaching as something 
obsolete and which can be easily discarded. 
8. Some writings immediately prior to the Second Vatican Coun-
cil unveiled a progressive assimilation of the personalistic treatment 
of marriage initiated by Von Hildebrand and Doms. This is exem-
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plified in the thoughts of B. Háring, C. Massabki and P. Anciaux. 
Conjugal love is considered in its totality. It is not limited to its spi-
ritual dimension but also comprehends the sexual dimension. It is si-
tuated not on the level of ends, but as von Hildebrand and Doms 
earlier described, as the soul of marriage, imbuing all its aspects. 
At the same time, conjugal love is at the service of new life (pro-
creation), which is acknowledged as the primary end of marriage. 
Marriage has two ends which are essential and equally necessary for 
the perfection of marriage. Marriage is considered (Boigelot, Bois-
sard, Massabki, Adnés) from two distinct viewpoints: institutional 
(objective) and psychological (subjective). These two ends are mu-
tually implied in each other and there is no reason to oppose them. 
Finally, Chapter V, which we now publish as the thesis extract, is 
an assessment of the doctrines of von Hildebrand and Doms based 
on the Pastoral Constitution Gaudium etspes. O u r main objective in 
this chapter is not a thorough study of the doctrine of Gaudium et 
spes, nor do we aim to prove that the ideas of these two authors were 
confirmed by the said document . Rather, we aim to find out up to 
what point and in what manner the ideas of these two authors are re-
flected by the said document. In view of this, we have selected and 
studied the parts which we think are necessary inorder to come up 
with a comparative analysis of the doctrines of these two authors 
with what is expounded by Gaudium etspes. 
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cularly to the director of this thesis, Prof. D . Augusto Sarmiento, 
who provided the indispensable orientation and encouragement; to 
my professors at the Faculty of Theology of University of Navarre 
for their effort to inculcate in their students a thorough academic 
formation; to P I U N A (Plan de investigaciones de la Universidad de 
Navarra) and Fundación Horizonte, for facilitating the necessary me-
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(4) Love is not the end, the procreation of children is; «Amor vero coniugalis, qua 
talis, qui regulatur virtute castitas, non est finis, sed sicut ipsa amicitia humana 
castitas, sive coniugalis sive virginalis, est medium ad caritatem obtinendam. Finis 
autem immediatus matrimonii propie dicendus est filius: finis immo unicus et to-
talis, tribus relucens aspectibus». Animadversio Exc.mi. P.D. NICOLAS LAUDA-
DIO: Acta Synodalia, vol. Ill, pars VII, p. 309. 
(5) The end of marriage is the exercise of an honest and normally fertile love. «II 
suffirait pour cela de laisser aux théologiens la liberté de presenter una formule 
plus nuancée, plus realiste, celle-ci par exemple: la pratique d'un amour conjugal 
honnête et normalement fécond». Animadversio Exc.mi P.D. EDUARDI JETTE: 
Acta Synodalia, vol. III, pars VII, p. 294. 
However, the results obtained by Gil Hellin's investigation reveal, as mentioned 
above, that conjugal love is not considered as an end of marriage in Gaudium etspes. 
19. The first conciliar scheme, Schema De Ecclesia in mundo huius temporis, was ap-
proved for discussion by Pope Paul VI on July 3, 1964. It was discussed during 
the Council's 112th General Congregation on Oct. 29-30, 1964. It is found in 
Acta Synodalia Sacrosancti Concila Oecumenici Vaticani II, vol. III, Pars V, 
116.142; 147-200. In the succeeding footnotes, we will simply refer to this docu-
ment as Acta Synodalia. 
The second conciliar scheme which was discussed on the Council floor is Consti-
tutio Pastoralis de Ecclesia in mundo huius temporis, also known as the text of Arri-
d a or Receptus. It was discussed during the Council's 138th and 139th General 
Congregation. The section on marriage of the text of Schema Receptum is found 
in Acta Synodalia, vol. IV, Pars I, 477-482. 
The third conciliar scheme, Schema Constitutio Pastoralis de Ecclesia in mundo 
huius temporis, also known as textus recognitus, was presented to the Fathers on 
Nov. 1965, not for debate but for voting. Numerous placet iuxta modum were ob-
tained so it was prudent to take these into consideration. This scheme can be 
found in Acta Synodalia, vol. IV, Pars VI, 474-480. 
The fourth conciliar scheme, Schema Constitutio Pastoralis de Ecclesia in mundo 
huius temporis, also called textus denuo recognitus, included the suggestions of the 
Council Fathers and the amendments submitted by Pope Paul VI. The chapter 
on Marriage was finally placed into vote on Dec. 4, 1965, whereas the whole do-
cument was voted on in public session on Dec. 7, 1965. This scheme can be 
found in Acta Synodalia, vol. IV, Pars VII, 271-278. 
20. Briefly, the three schemes which did not reach the Council floor are the follo-
wing: 
(1) Schema De Castitate, Vtrginitate, Matrimonio, Familia, prepared by the Theo-
logical Commission, presented to the Central Commission on May 7, 1962. It is 
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found in Acta et Documenta Concilio Oecumenico Vaticano IIApparando, Series II, 
vol. II, Pars III, Vatican 1968, 893-937.; 
(2) Before the first session of the Second Vatican Council, a new scheme was pre-
pared and sent to the Council Fathers. Another scheme was prepared De Castita-
te, Matrimonio, Virginitate, Familia. It is found in Acta Synodalia, vol. I, Pars IV, 
718-771. 
(3) The third project Schema «Depraesentia efficaci Ecclesiae in mundo hodierno» 
was prepared by the Mixed Commission, which is formed by members of Theo-
logical Commission and the Commission for the Apostolate of the Laity, and was 
sent to the Coordinating Commission on May 25, 1963 for approval. Neverthe-
less, Cardinal Suenens, the relator, judged that it still had many defects. 
21. Cf. G. D E . ROSA, op. cit., p. 685. 
22. «In num. 62, iuxta vota multorum Patrum, de vero sensu amoris, qui exclusive co-
niugibus proprius est, disseritur»: Acta Synodalia, vol. IV, pars I, p. 534. 
23. Cf. F. GIL HELLIN, El Matrimonio: Amor e Institución, loc. cit., p. 231. 
24. «Numerus ille Patribus placuit (E/5650 + 33, E/5659 [E/5649]). Mediam quasi 
viam tenet inter sentientiam eorum qui putant amorem coniugalem primum lo-
cum tenere (et ideo postulant ut textus in hoc sensu reelaboretur) et opinionem 
eorum qui ambiguitatem vocabuli "amoris" eiusque "subiectivitatem" timent»: 
Acta Synodalia, vol. IV, pars VI, p. 485. 
25. G S 4 8 . 
26. GS48 ;50 . 
27. GS50 . 
28. Cf. GS50. 
29. GS50 . 
30. Cf. A. FAVALE, op. cit., pp. 192-193; U. NAVARRETE, Structura iuridica matrimo-
nii secundum Concilium Vaticanum II, PUG Roma 1969, pp. 42-43. 
31 . De Rosa refers to the minority group as that which sustained the classical doctri-
ne, assigning procreation and the education of children as the primary end, and 
mutual help and perfection of the spouses as the secondary end which is subordi-
nated to the primary end. The majority group, or that which sustained a modern 
tendency, did not want to speak of primary nor secondary ends, nor of the hie-
rarchy of ends, but saw marriage essentially as a communion of life and of love th-
rough which the spouses perfect themselves and the children as the fruit, the cul-
mination and coronation of conjugal love. Cf. G. DE ROSA, op. cit., p . 714. On 
the other hand, Lener thinks that there were three tendencies present, instead of 
two. To wit: «Suol dirsi che in esse vennero a manifestarsi due principali e con-
trastanti tendenze; forse, con maggiore esattezza se ne possono individuare tre. 
Una prima, favorevole a mantenere più o meno immutata, nella stessa sua termi-
nologia e trilogia di "schemi concettuali", l'anteriore dottrina. Una seconda, altret-
tanto estremistica e con seguito parimenti esiguo, che voleva fosse affermato come 
fine essenziale e primario del matrimonio l'amore coniugale personalisticamente 
inteso. Una terza, con amplissimo seguito, ancorché non toppo determinatamen-
te concorde, superando più che mediando le due precedenti, voleva che l'intera 
materia fosse trattata varie sue parti, anche per rispondere alle arrese del mondo e 
della scienza contemporanea, nella costituzione Gaudium et spes solo l'ultima ten-
denza risulta decisamente accolta dal Concilio. Se in essa, non meno profonda-
mente che ampiamente innovatrice, non può vedersi un'assoluta "rottura" con la 
dottrina tradizionale, ben le si può riconoscere la funzione di una "svolta", su tut-
to ciò che non appartiene all'immutabile sostanza della concezione giusnaturalis-
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tica e cristiane del matrimonio, visto sub specie universitatis». S. LENER, Matrimo-
nio e amore coniugale nella «Gaudium etspes» e nella «Humanae Vitae», in CivCatt 
120(1969) II 26-27. 
The two schemes prepared by B. Haring evaded the problem on the hierarchy of 
the ends of marriage. However, during the 112th-113th General Congregation, 
Patriarch Máximos W Sayegh of Antioch and Cardinals Léger, Suenens and Al-
frink raised up their views regarding the ends of marriage. The ideas which they 
emphasized can be summarized into the following points: 
1) With regard to the hierarchy of the ends of marriage, Patriarch Máximos IV 
Sayegh of Antioch affirmed that «in marriage, the blossoming out of the persona-
lity and his or her integration into God's creative plan form a whole. The end of 
marriage ought therefore not to be dissected into a primary end and a secondary 
end». Oratio Beat.mi P.D. MAXIMI IV SAIGH, Acta Synodalia vol. Ill, pars VI, p. 
59f. The English excerpt is taken from Three Speeches on Marriage, in «The Ta-
blet.. 7 (1964) 1.257. 
On the other hand, Cardinal Suenens pointed out that «there is no question of 
modifying or challenging the truly traditional teaching of the Church. That 
would be mad». But with the help of the Holy Spirit, the «Church never has to 
repudiate a truth that has once been taught, but to the extent that she progresses 
in a more deepened examination of the Gospel, she can and she must integrate 
this truth in a richer synthesis, and reveal the more complete fruitfulness of these 
same principies». Card. Suenens proposes an examination of the doctrine on the 
ends of marriage to see whether in it, the role of love has been overlooked. 
Hence, «it is essential to examine if we have maintained in perfect equilibrium all 
the dimensions of the Church's teachings on marriage. It could be that we have 
emphasized the saying of Scripture, "Increase and multiply" to the point where 
we have obscured the other divine saying: "And the two shall become one flesh". 
These two truths are central and both are scriptural: they should be mutually en-
lightening in the light if the complete truth which is revealed to us in Our Lord 
Jesus Christ. St. Paul in fact gave Christian marriage as an archetype the very love 
of Christ for His Church. This "two in one" is a mystery of interpersonal com-
munion ratified and sanctified by the sacrament of marriage. And this union is so 
deep that divorce can never separate those whom God Himself has united... Ora-
tio Em.mi P.D. LEONI IOSEPH CARD. SUENENS, Acta Synodalia, vol. Ill, pars VI, 
p. 57f. The English excerpt is taken from Three Speeches on Marriage, in «The Ta-
bler» 7 (1964) 1.256. 
On the other hand, Card. Léger noted that a lot of theologians «think that the 
difficulties that are met today in expounding the doctrine of marriage are rooted 
in an unsatisfactory exposition of the ends of this institution. A certain pessimis-
tic and negative attitude towards human love has prevailed which can be attribu-
ted neither to Scripture nor to tradition but to the philosophies of the past centu-
ries, and which have obscured the importance and legitimacy of conjugal love in 
marriage... As such, Card. Léger proposes that. 
«It is absolutely imperative to propose human conjugal love —and I mean— hu-
man love, where both body and soul are involved, as an end in itself of marriage, 
as something which is good in itself and which has its needs and laws of its own... 
It is not much use if the schema avoids the term "secondary end" but can only 
present love as being at the service of fecundity... Isn't this mutual help and love 
the very things which husband and wife solemnly swear they will give each other 
at the time of their marriage? And unless love is declared as an end of marriage, 
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the tie which binds husband and wife together cannot be correcdy understood. 
The partners of a marriage consider each other not as simple procreators, but as 
people loved for their own sakes... May this Council, without fear and without 
reticence, clearly proclaim the two ends of marriage as equally good and holy». 
Oratio Em.mi P.D. PAULI AEMILII CARD. LEGER, Acta Synodalia, vol. Ill, pars VI, 
p. 54f. The English excerpt is taken from Three Speeches on Marriage, in «The Ta-
blet.. 7 (1964) 1.255-1.256. 
With the apparent diametrical opposition between conjugal love and procreation, 
Cardinal Alfrink insisted that the profound unity between the two of them be 
shown. He admits that the difficulties of matrimonial life not rarely create, an an-
xious conflict between two values: love and procreation. In reality, «the conflict is 
not between two separated values because without love and fidelity of the spou-
ses, the same motive of procreation is morally placed in danger... Oratio Em.mi 
P.D. BERNARDUS IOANNIS CARD. ALFRINK, Acta Synodalia, vol. Ill , pars VI, p. 
83f. 
2) A renewal of the Church's doctrine on marriage at the light of the advances in 
modern sciences: theological, medical, psychological and sociological, is being ca-
lled for. Patriarch Maximus IV hypothetically presented the following questions: 
«are we not in the right to ask ourselves if certain official positions are not to be 
attributed to outdated conceptions and perhaps also to a psychosis of celibates 
who are strangers to this sector of life? Are we not, without wishing it, burdened 
by that Manichaean conception of man and of the world for which the work of 
flesh, vitiated in itself, is only tolerated in view of the child?». 
Card. Suenens challenged the Commission «to examine whether the classical doc-
trine, especially that of the manuals, takes sufficient account of the new insights 
of modern science... Progress has been made since Aristotle and there is a more 
complete awareness of the complexity of human nature, of «the unity of man, 
both in his being as an embodied spirit and in the dynamism of all his life, a unity 
that is as it were the heart of Thomist anthropology... Who does not see that thus 
we are perhaps being led to further inquiries on the question of what is according 
to or against nature? We must follow the progress of science... let us avoid a new 
Galileo case. One is enough for the Church... Oratio Em.mi P.D. LEONI IOSEPH 
CARD. SUENENS, Acta Synodalia, vol. Ill, pars VI, p. 57f. The English excerpt is 
taken from Three Speeches on Marriage, in «The Tablet" 7 (1964) 1.256. 
The traditional position was vigorously defended by Cardinals Ottaviani and 
Browne. After speaking of the doctrine on marriage taught by both the Magiste-
rium and the Scholastic theologians, Cardinal Browne admits that it is necessary 
that conjugal love have its own place within the ends of marriage. But in assig-
ning such place to conjugal love, it is necessary to distinguish between love of 
friendship and love of concupiscence. Oratio Em.mi P.D. MlCHAELI CARD. 
BROWNE, Acta Synodalia, vol. Ill, pars VI, p. 86f. 
Card. Ottaviani, manifested his disapproval on the scheme which he thought is 
against the Church's doctrine on marriage. Cf. Oratio Em.mi P.D. ALFREDI 
CARD. OTTAVIANI, Acta Synodalia, vol. Ill, pars VI, p. 85f. 
This polarization of the Council Fathers' opinions will persist until the in aula 
debates on the Textus recognitus during the 138th General Congregation. 
32. Various formulas have been used by the Relatio in order to insist on this point: 
«Commissio ceteroquim iam antea statuit quaestiones technicas de finibus non 
esse tractandas» (Acta Synodalia, vol. IV, pars VI, p. 487). As a response to the pe-
tition of 190 Fathers, to indicate or explain better the hierarchy of the ends of 
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marriage, the Conciliar Commission responded: «In textu pastorali qui dialogum 
cum mundo instituere intendit elementa iuridica non requiruntur. Insuper in 
textu, qui stylo directo et pastorali mundum alloquitur, verba nimis technica 
(hierarchia) vitanda apparent»; «Intextu pastorali praecisio illa iuridica non requi-
ring Acta Synodalia, vol. IV, pars VI, p. 478. 
In this respect, we do not share the same opinion of another author who holds 
that the silence on the hierarchy of the ends of marriage in Gaudium et spes signi-
fies that the traditional doctrine on the ends of marriage has been surpassed. Sevi-
lla cites L. Vela, L. Janssens and curiously, P. Delhaye among this trend. A SEVI-
LLA DE SEGOVIA, El Pensamiento de Herbert Doms. Sobre algunos aspectos ignorados 
del matrimonio. Tesis doctoral. Universidad Pontificia de Comillas, Madrid 
1985, p. 334. 
33. V. HEYLEN, op. cit., p. 358. The same opinion is sustained by A. FAVALE, op. cit., 
pp. 192-193. 
34. J O H N PAUL II, Allocution Continuiamo, 10-X-1984, n. 3, in A. SARMIENTO-J. ES-
CRIVA IVARS, Enciridion Familiae, V, Rialp, Madrid 1992, pp. 4.200-4.201: «Se-
gún el lenguaje tradicional, el amor, con "fuerza" superior, coordina las acciones 
de la persona, del marido y de la mujer, en el ámbito de los fines del matrimonio. 
Aunque ni la constitución conciliar, ni la encíclica, al afrontar el tema, empleen el 
lenguaje acostumbrado en otro tiempo, sin embrago, tratan de aquello a lo que se 
refieren las expresiones tradicionales... Con este renovado planteamiento, la ense-
ñanza tradicional sobre los fines del matrimonio (y sobre su jerarquía) queda con-
firmada y a la vez se profundiza desde el punto de vista interior de los esposos, o 
sea, de la espiritualidad conyugal y familiar». 
35. Cf. Animadversio Em.mi. P. D. PAULI PETRI CARD. MEOUCHI , E/5287, Acta Sy-
nodalia, vol. IV, Pars III, p. 150: «Ce chapitre qui nous met dans des perspectives 
relativement neuves (Doms et Von Hildebrand avaient déjà lancé des idées sem-
blables)...». 
36. Several authors point out in a general manner of the achievements and contribu-
tions which these two authors made. For example, Y. M. Congar affirms that in 
order for us to understand the «réintégration of love in the religiuos literatures, 
the reading of Doms' book is indispensable. Y.M. CONGAR, Recherches et débats, 
54 (1966) 93 cited by G. MARTELET, la existencia humana y amor, Desclée du 
Brouwer, Bilbao 1969, p. 35. 
R. Lawler et al., affirm that «Oresmes conception of the value of sexual intercour-
se between spouses as expressive of their mutual love is foreshadowed by the work 
of St. Thomas Aquinas, St. Bonaventure and other medieval writers. It was to be 
developed and more fully articulated only in the nineteenth and twentieth cen-
tury in the works of thinkers like Jean Gury and Dietrich von Hildebrand». R. 
LAWLER, J. BOYLE JR. , W . E . MAY, Catholic Sexual Ethics. A Summary, Explanation 
and Defense, Sunday Visitor, Indiana 1985, p. 54. 
J. Ford and G. Kelly state that Dietrich von Hildebrand is a «forerunner of much 
of the Catholic literature on marriage which in succeeding years emphasized the 
personalist values in marriage» whereas Herbert Doms is undoubtedly «among 
the personalist writers... who made the greatest impression on other Cathoic wri-
ters, and probably on Protestants too». FORD, J.C. and KELLY, G., Marriage Ques-
tions. Contemporary moral theology, II, Newman Press, Maryland 1964, pp. 18 
and 40 respectively. 
Similar opinions were expressed by M. LAWLER, Marriage and Sacrament: A The-
ology of Christian marriage. Liturgical Press, Collegeville, Minn. 1993, p. 68; 
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T.MACKIN, What is marriage?, Paulist Press, New York 1982, pp. 30; 255; IDEM, 
The Marital Sacrament, Paulist Press, New York 1989, p. 598; A. MATTHEWS, 
Unión y procreación. Evolución de la doctrina de los fines del matrimonio. Promo-
ción Popular Cristiana, Madrid 1990, p. 50; G. PALA, Valori e fini del matrimonio 
nel magisterio degli ultimi cinquant'annL Extract of doctoral thesis, n. 27, Cagliari 
1973, p. 37. 
37. We do not share the position of some authors who attest that the Pastoral Cons-
titution Gaudium et spes is a confirmation of Doms' doctrine. Cf. A. SEVILLA DE 
SEGOVIA, El Pensamiento de Herbert Doms. Sobre algunos aspectos ignorados del ma-
trimonio. Tesis doctoral. Universidad Pontificia de Comillas, Madrid 1985, p. 
348: «Creemos que la Constitución Gaudium et spes ha sido la confirmación, en 
lo sustantivo, de la doctrina de Doms, lo que afirmamos sin lugar a dudas respec-
to del tema del amor, de la indisolubilidad, del personalismo y de los fines». See 
also A. MATTHEWS, Unión y procreación. Evolución de la doctrina de los fines del 
matrimonio. PPC, Madrid 1990, p . 51 . 
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A N A P P R A I S A L O F T H E T H O U G H T S O F D I E T R I C H V O N 
H I L D E B R A N D A N D H E R B E R T D O M S O N C O N J U G A L 
L O V E A N D T H E E N D S O F M A R R I A G E I N T H E L I G H T O F 
T H E P A S T O R A L C O N S T I T U T I O N GAUDIUM ET SPES 
We have just reviewed a panoramic account on the conclusions 
of the first four chapters regarding (1) the immediate contributory 
factors which led to a personalistic approach in doctrinal presenta-
tion of marriage; (2) the doctrines of Dietrich von Hildebrand and 
of (3) Herbert Doms on conjugal love and the ends of marriage; and 
(4) the reactions which they provoked on the part of the Magiste-
r ium and the Catholic theologians along with a sketch on the pro-
gressive assimilation of the personalistic presentation of marriage in 
Catholic Theology. In this thesis extract, our objective is to find out 
if and by what manner the ideas of these two authors are reflected in 
the personalistic treatment of marriage as presented by Gaudium et 
spes. We do not aim to make an extensive study of Gaudium et spes' 
doctrine on marriage 1 . Rather, we have chosen some parts which are 
necessary to make a comparison with the thoughts of our two aut-
hors. We will first analyze the anthropological elements of conjugal 
love inorder to proceed later to its nature and relationships with the 
ends of marriage. 
I . T H E ANTHROPOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS O F CONJUGAL 
LOVE I N GAUDIUM ET SPES 
T h e general lines of anthropology from which we will base our 
reflection on the anthropological elements of conjugal love are 
found in the first part of Gaudium et spes. The reductional history of 
the text demonstrates that it was a result of an assiduous effort which 
lasted throughout the council and took in each epoch a new form of 
presentation before arriving at the final text 2. Numerous Council 
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Fathers and experts were involved in the elaboration of the text 3 ac-
counting for the difficulty, if not impossibility, of pinpointing a sin-
gle philosophical school in which the text was inspired in view of the 
Church's aim to establish a dialogue with today's world. Neverthe-
less, P. Delhaye 4 testifies that Monsignor H a u b t m a n n was inspired 
by the personalism of Monsignor Nedoncelle and Emmanuel Mou-
nier 5 in the elaboration of the first part of the document. 
T h e first part of the document is divided into four chapters, co-
rresponding to the three elements of this anthropology: the personal 
dimension of man and his personal relation with God are studied in 
the first chapter; man's communitarian dimension, i.e., his relations-
hip with his fellowmen is studied in the second chapter 6; man's total 
historical dimension7 and his relationship with the cosmos are studied 
in the third chapter 8 . This is completed with the description of the 
mission of the Church in the contemporary world in the fourth 
chapter 9 . All these will culminate and will be reassumed in the last 
paragraph of the first part of the document: Christ, alpha and omega 
(n. 45 ) 1 0 . 
Gaudium et spes considers «the entire man, with body and soul, 
heart and conscience, mind and will, as the central object» of its ex-
position (GS 3a). In the Council's effort to make a concrete descrip-
tion of man and his condition, his essence and history are analyzed: 
the profound structure (essence) of man — t h e image, the unity of 
the soul and body as the constitutive properties of the human per-
son—; and on the other hand, sin, death, atheism and his redemp-
tion by Christ with regard to his concrete (historical) condition. 
T h e analysis of man's essential and historical condit ion will be 
centered on the category of the image—the image created by G o d — 
1 1 the fundamental category on which the dignity of the human per-
son is founded. Accordingly, the text proceeds in the following man-
ner in establishing the general lines of anthropology: it discusses the 
image of God In man as deformed by sin (GS 13); in its structural 
unity of body and soul (GS 14); in its manifestation in the three po-
tential properties —intelligence, conscience and freedom— (GS 15-
17); in its dislocation by death (GS 18); its inversion by atheism (GS 
19-21) and its full restoration in Jesus Christ (GS 22). Upon descri-
bing man as image of God, the Council not only underlines man's de-
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pendence on God but also indicates essential traits of this image, 
thereby providing the foundations of a Christian anthropology: his 
relationship with God, his relationship with the cosmos and his rela-
tionship with other men without which man cannot realize himself. 
Both Dietrich von Hildebrand and Herbert Doms consider the 
human person as imago Dei. Doms commences his thought on the 
dignity of the human person having His condition as a creature cre-
ated by God according to His image as a presupposition. Neverthe-
less, it was von Hildebrand who has provided a deeper insight on 
this topic. His perspective, though, differs from the presentation of 
Gaudium et spes. Von Hildebrand's analysis on imago Dei is linked 
with his thought regarding value and adequate value response th-
rough which man can attain his eternal destiny. M a n is the most 
precious of all creatures for his condition as imago Dei reflected by 
the fundamental traits of man as a spiritual person 1 2 : his rational na-
ture —intellect and will—; and his transcendence through which 
man is «able to respond to something greater than himself, to inte-
rest himself in goods possessing a value, that he is, above all, able to 
respond to God with adoration and love. T h e metaphysical situa-
tion of man is characterized by the great dialogue between man and 
God» 1 3 . 
1. The human person and his dignity 
T h e dignity of the human person is a concept which cannot be 
defined nor conferred to h im by an external agent, say, the society. 
T h e h u m a n person possesses dignity not because men have placed 
themselves in accord and have established it in such a manner. Rat-
her, to understand the dignity of the human person, a recognition of 
a sacred value, which man possesses and which is inherent in him, is 
necessary. 
However, the dignity of the human person can never be fully un-
derstood and comprehended if one were to limit himself in his being 
as a person. Man is not the cause of his own existence. Thus, inorder 
to understand this reality, it is necessary to have recourse to the divi-
ne transcendence. This is how the first chapter of Gaudium et spes 
laid down the principles of the dignity of the human person. 
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1.1. The principles of the dignity of the human person 
Gaudium etspes expounds that the dignity of the human person is 
founded on his origin and his supernatural destiny. O n e can see here 
that the Council presents two notions of the dignity of the human 
person: intrinsic and acquired*. 
The first dignity which is proper to man is inherent and inaliena-
ble to h im simply because of his origin. Man is the only creature 
whom God has created according to his image (GS 12c) and w h o m 
God has loved for his own sake (GS 24c). 
Created according God's image, man is an intelligent and free 
being. God constituted h im to be the lord of the entire visible crea-
tion, governing it and through it he glorifies God (GS 12c). Man's 
superiority over the entire universe is manifested above all by his in-
feriority, that is, his capacity to know himself at the depths of his 
soul, upon being gifted with —intelligence, conscience and freedom 
(GS 15-17)— a spiritual and rational nature by which man is ena-
bled to acquire the dignity to which he is called as an intelligent and 
free being, capable of determining his own life by his own choice. 
The dignity of man to which he is called to acquire is manifested 
above all in his supernatural destiny. Man is called to live in commu-
nion with God (GS 18b, 19a), a calling which is revealed by and 
which is realized in Jesus Christ (GS 22a). The entire human person, 
in the union of body and soul, is called towards his full realization th-
rough his eternal communion with God. Through his spiritual natu-
re, man as God's image is capable of knowing God in the depths of 
his heart wherein he discovers a law that tells h im to do good and 
avoid evil. Man's dignity lies in the observance of this law and by it he 
will be judged (GS 16a). H e personally decides his destiny and can-
not be considered as a mere particle of nature nor as an anonymous 
element of the human race. His spiritual and immortal condition 
manifests that he is not a mere puppet provoked by external condi-
tions but occupies the zenith of over all the visible creation (GS 14b). 
T h e fact that all men are created according to God's image — 
with same nature, origin and destiny— and are redeemed by Christ, 
all men are vested with the same dignity and calling. They are all 
equal and possess the same human rights which must be respected 
(GS 29). 
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Further, man's vocation has a communitar ian dimension. Man 
can only discover himself through a sincere giving of self (GS 24c). 
Man is a social being. If man remains solitary and resists to form re-
lationships with other persons, he can neither live nor develop his 
gifts. This sincere giving of self is realized in the first form of com-
munion of persons. God created man not as a solitary being but as 
male and female(GS 12d). Hence, in Gaudium et spes, the human 
person is presented as possessor of the following traits: inferiority, 
communicability, transcendence and vocation. 
We have earlier seen that in von Hildebrand's thought, the dig-
nity of the human person provided by his condition as imago Dei, 
which is manifested by his rational nature (intelligence and free will) 
and which enables h im to transcend and give himself 5 . Through his 
intellect, man is capable of knowing. Knowledge is the basis of all 
spiritual life, serving as a foundation of all spiritual acts of man such 
as willing and loving 1 6 . His rational nature enables h im to transcend 
himself, i.e. enter into a close relationship with another thou, respon-
ding to his value and taking interest in the other person for his own 
sake. This transcendent dimension of man is that which specifically 
gives man his personal character. Inspite of his contingent condition, 
a condition shared with the rest of the creation, his capacity to trans-
cend himself distinguishes h im from the other created beings. O n 
this transcendent character depends the dignity of the human person 
which is unique among all created beings 1 7 . T h e sublime dignity of 
man requires a sublime response in human relationships and the only 
fundamental response which is due to the value of the human person as 
imago Dei is love19. These ideas, as we have seen are concordant to 
what has been expounded by Gaudium et spes. 
O n the other hand, Doms simply affirmed the fact that man has 
been created according to G o d s image and as such, he possesses a 
specific and unique dignity distinguishing from the rest of the crea-
t ion 1 9 . Doms stated that man is the end and the center of nature 
upon being the highest peak of an evolutionary process wherein «ani-
mal life as a substrate of spiritual life attains a totally new importan-
ce... the human individual as person attains his own absolute value» 2 0. 
As to what can be inferred in this comparison, we can say that 
there are apparent similarities in the principles of the dignity of the 
human person between Gaudium et spes and some ideas of von Hil-
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debrand: the dignity of the h u m a n person is rooted in man's con-
dit ion as an image of God and man's transcendent dimension. To 
go beyond this s tatement, to us it seems, would be too p resump-
tuous. 
1.2. Substantial union of body and soul in the human person 
The realization of man's vocation is carried out by man in his in-
tegrity, in the union of his body and soul. Both the corporal and spi-
ritual dimensions are implied in the correspondence to God's calling. 
The human person designates the complete individual of rational 
nature: man in his body and soul 2 1 . Gaudium et spes affirmed that 
the human person is a union of body and soul (corpore et anima 
unus)22. Now, the h u m a n person is, in the first place, a person th-
rough his spirituality 2 3 . Tha t which specifies a being as a person is 
his subsistence, i.e. he is a personal being in himself and by himself. 
But only the spiritual and not the material can be in itself and by it-
self. O n e can find individuals which are not spiritual, whereas one 
cannot find a person who is not spiritual. Hence, to be a person is to 
be spiritual. 
This affirmation, however, has to be illuminated from the stand-
point of substantial union in order to avoid an unfortunate dualistic 
interpretation. Dualism negates a place of what is corporal in the 
person and considers the body as something juxtaposed to the per-
son or something which the person possesses, but is not constitutive 
of his personal condition. 
In pronouncing man as a substantial union of body and soul, 
Gaudium et spes also implies that the dignity of the body is derived 
from its information by the soul. The body is a constitutive part of 
the person. By reason of the substantial union, the body possesses a 
personal dignity upon the communication of the act of being by the 
soul. As such, the «body is conditioned by the spirit and the spirit by 
the body which is integrated in the spirit. Man is a spiritually indivi-
sible greatness... To unjustly violate the body is to maltreat the spi-
rit*. To disrespect man is to disrespect God since man, in his absolu-
te value as a person, is the genuine image of God 2 4 . Hence, from this 
metaphysical viewpoint, it can be affirmed that the body is personal 
and the human person is corporal. 
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T h e personal character and the inherent dignity of the human 
person affect both his body and soul. Not only the spiritual but also 
the corporal dimension of man possess a personal dignity 2 5 . The 
grandeur of the human person is not only a grandeur of his spiritual 
nature without being at the same time a spiritual grandeur of the 
body to which the soul is united and through which the soul mani-
fests itself. Through this substantial union, man is a synthesis of the 
elements of the material universe which is brought to its highest per-
fection. And for this reason, man must not despise what is corporal: 
rather, he must consider it as good and glorify God through and in 
his body (GS 14a). 
In our investigation, we did not come across a profound exposi-
tion in Von Hildebrand and Doms regarding the substantial union 
between the body and soul which may enable us to compare it with 
Gaudium etspes. Nevertheless, Doms provides some isolated affirma-
tions which enable us to have a slight idea on this topic. According 
to Doms, the soul is the form of the body 2 6 . Being rational and spiri-
tual, the human person is capable of recognizing the values of reali-
ties and acting in pursuit of his end 2 7 . This is made possible by its 
union with the body, which Doms affirms as the instrument of the 
soul and as its field of expression 2 8. As such, «the act of the bodies is 
inseparable from the person and becomes a corporal and visible ex-
pression of the love of the person who gives himself in order to com-
plete the other» 2 9 . As such, it appears that the self-gift of the person, 
carried out in the conjugal act, is possible because of the substantial 
union between body and soul. 
2. H u m a n sexuality 
It is unfortunate that the Council did not provide an elaborate 
exposition on human sexuality considering it as a crucial theme in 
the contemporary society. Nevertheless, several ideas defined by the 
Council allow us to have an insight on its conception on human se-
xuality: (1) H u m a n sexuality is far superior than animal sexuality; 
(2) Conjugal act as an expression of the authentic conjugal love pos-
sesses a sublime dignity which have to be respected. 
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2 .1 . Human and animal sexuality 
T h e Council describes the profound difference between h u m a n 
and animal sexuality in an explicit manner. 
Indoles vero sexualis hominis necnon humana generandi facultas 
mirabiliter exsuperant ea quae in inferioribus vitae gradibus habentur; 
proinde ipsi actus vitae coniugali proprii, secundum germanam digni-
tatem humanam ordinati, magna observantia reverendi sunt (GS 51c). 
H u m a n and animal sexuality are differentiated by their subject. 
The human being is a person, that is, a rational being created by 
God according to His image and thus, is gifted with a sublime dig-
nity which no other creature possesses. As such, the human person, 
who is situated at the zenith of all visible creation, is the only creatu-
re whom God has wanted for himself. 
H u m a n sexuality is no t envisioned from a merely biological 
s tandpoint as in animal sexuality. Rather, it affects the h u m a n per-
son in a total manner: physically, psychologically and spiritually as 
well. As Bishop Joseph Reuss declares in one of his interventions: 
«Human sexuality has to be considered not from a mere biologi-
cal point of view but also in that which differs it essentially from all 
other non human sexuality. Human sexuality always redounds in the 
entire human person and orients the person towards another person 
of a different sex; in this way and at the same time, man and woman 
become apt to form the specific community of persons and for mu-
tual love»30. 
Both von Hildebrand and Doms insisted on the difference bet-
ween animal and human sexuality. Von Hildebrand manifested that 
human sexuality cannot be reduced to its mere procreative signifi-
cance, which identifies it to animal sexuality 3 1 Tha t which differen-
tiates h u m a n sexuality from animal sexuality is the fact that in the 
former, a conscious participation of the human spiritual soul is in-
volved and to isolate this conscious participation would be to equate 
it with a mere instinctive animal drive, in short, to animalize i t 3 2 . 
H u m a n sexuality is seen by von Hildebrand as essentially profound, 
for it connotes an unbreakable connection between the sexual and 
spiritual spheres of man 3 3 . The corporal experiences always have re-
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percussions on the rational or spiritual sphere: unlike animal sexua-
lity or even acts of man, human sexuality always has moral implica-
t ions 3 4 . 
O n the other hand, Doms based himself on some biological indi-
cations inorder to demonstrate that human sexuality differs from 
animal sexuality. The absence of the period of rut and the possibility 
of carrying out the sexual act during pregnancy demonstrate that 
human sexuality cannot be limited to its procreative end 3 5 . Further, 
Doms contended that the sexual act is a human and personal act, 
i.e. it can never be a simple activity of organs, nor can it be conside-
red as merely instinctive but rather originates in the depths of the 
human spirit because it is freely willed and consists in the self-giving 
of the person 3 6 . As such, it can never be separated from the person, 
nor can be considered as independent from h i m 3 7 . D o m s believes 
that there is a strong compenetrat ion between sexuality and spiri-
tuality. T h e human spirit ordains and transfigures the acts of the 
sensible part of the human nature inorder to acquire a spiritual con-
tent 3 8 . 
From what has been discussed, we can summarize that Doms and 
von Hildebrand present the following ideas in differentiating animal 
and h u m a n sexuality: (1) H u m a n sexuality is not restricted in its 
procreative function. The rational dimension of sexuality is recogni-
zed, thereby differentiating it from animal sexuality. In h u m a n se-
xuality, particularly in the sexual act, there is an interplay of the cor-
poral and spiritual dimensions. A dominion of reason and its 
ordaining role over the body is recognized. As such, the human se-
xual act is freely willed. It is a human act and thereby, a moral act. 
(2) Further, the personal dimension of sexuality is also appreciated. 
An inseparable connection between sexuality and the person is im-
plied in the fact that its exercise indicates a gift of the person. More 
of this shall be taken in the next section. 
2.2. Sexuality as integral to the human person 
As mentioned above, the Council presents human sexuality in its 
integral dimension. It determines a persons manner of thinking, ac-
ting and relating with another person. It is the ultimate foundation 
of the formation of the first communion of persons. 
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Heylen comments that the personalism followed by the Council 
enunciates two subsidiary principles which guide the relationship 
between conjugal love and sexuality. The first is that the spouses, as 
images of God, are ministers of life, a ministry which is confided to 
them by God. T h e second principle is the sexual totality in man. 
Wi th regard to the second principle, two complementary affirma-
tions are included. 
«Human sexuality surpasses the analogous phenomena in the infe-
rior species of life; human sexuality embraces the totality of man and 
this sexual totality must be safeguarded in the human sexual behavior. 
Precisely, human sexuality cannot be reduced to biological or psycholo-
gical phenomena similar to the processes which occur in inferior living 
beings; it is a manner of being of the whole personality entirely pene-
trated by humanity. In the same manner as human voice and sense, wit-
hout losing their primary functions, have reached a development which 
became the source of culture, sexual union also acquires a particular 
axiological transcendence without renouncing its primordial function. 
This transcendence is not an alienation of the body but of the superior 
unity of body and soul»39. 
Both von Hildebrand and Doms appreciated the following: 
(1) that man and woman are two particular types of the human 
person and that bisexual differentiation of the human person posses-
ses a value which goes beyond what is biological. They identified the 
spiritual particularities of man and woman and their complementary 
difference serves as the foundation for a specific mutual enrichment 
and the formation of a specific community 4 0 ; 
(2) and that this bisexual differentiation enables man and woman 
towards a mutual self-gift, through marriage and above all, through 
the marital act. 
Von Hildebrand describes this self-gift in the context of expoun-
ding the character of intimacy or secrecy which sexuality possesses. 
This indicates that the disclosure of one's sexuality, as constitutive of 
his person, is equivalent to revealing something intimate or personal. 
To unveil it or to surrender it is to relinquish or abandon ones self to 
the other person 4 1 . 
In a parallel manner, Doms manifested that the meaning of the 
sexual act is the self-gift of the person. T h e act of the body is inse-
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parable from the person and sexuality is a means to give oneself and 
participate in the life of another 4 2 . It enables two persons toward a 
mutual self-giving and mutual perfection 4 3 . Moreover, Doms recog-
nized sexuality in its personal dimension: sexuality is a mark which 
is inseparable to the human person and contributes to his determi-
nation and perfection. H e affirmed that it is not limited to an isola-
ted activity of the sexual organs, that is, it cannot be reduced to its 
mere physiological function, but is rather gifted with values which 
contribute to the realization of the human person 4 4 . As such, sexua-
lity — i n particular, the sexual ac t— «is determined in its essence 
and its structure by God» to possess a «highly immediate value, the 
expression of the self-surrender of the person» 4 5 . It is a means which 
enables a person to give himself inorder to participate in the life of 
the other: «it is the apti tude of the persons of different sexes to-
wards perfect mutual self-giving» 4 6. Mutual self-giving in marriage 
involves both spirit and body. If not, it is not human at all 4 7 . 
Though meritorious these affirmations may be, one can glean a 
disproportionate exaltation of sexuality: it seems that the essential 
reason for the bisexual difference between man and woman is prima-
rily the mutual perfection and completion of the spouses 4 8 . 
Perhaps, we can give Doms the benefit of the doubt by unders-
tanding this statement in the context of emphasizing the personal 
value of sexuality. Nevertheless, one must not exaggerate this affir-
mation in detriment of the procreative meaning of bisexual differen-
tiation. As B. Merkelbach and E. Regatillo-M. Zalba affirmed, se-
xual complement should not be confused with human perfection, 
nor should it be considered as a requisite for the perfection of the 
human being, as if an unmarried man or woman remains unfulfilled 
in life 4 9. 
In effect, sexuality is no t limited to sexual organs, which are in-
deed personal and revelatory of one's being; but rather, it is an inse-
parable dimension of the h u m a n person. O n the other hand, hu-
man perfection is no t at all exhausted by sexuality in the same 
manner as sexuality is not limited by the mere fact of having sexual 
organs. W h a t enables the h u m a n person to fully realize himself or 
herself, is not his or her capacity to relate with the opposite sex and 
carry out the acts proper and exclusive to the spouses but rather: 
vir tue 5 0 . 
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2.3. The insertion of sexuality in love 
Upon emphasizing the superiority of human sexuality over ani-
mal sexuality and underling the participation of the human body in 
the dignity of the human person, the Council decisively proceeds in 
inserting sexuality in its dynamic relationship with love 5 1 This is de-
monstrated when it declares the conjugal act as a singular expression 
and perfection of conjugal love. Moreover, the Council recognizes 
the importance and the dignity which the sexual act has in realizing 
and fomenting the mutual self-gift of the spouses. 
Haec dilectio proprio matrimonii opere singulariter exprimitur et 
perficitur. Actus proinde, quibus coniuges intime et caste inter se 
uniuntur, honesti ac digni sunt et, modo vere humano exerciti, dona-
tionem mutuam significant et fovent, qua sese invicem laeto gratoque 
animo locupletant (GS 49b). 
As we have discussed above, the body is personal: it participates 
in the dignity of the human person. Hence, human sexuality and its 
acts through which it is manifested also participate in the personal 
dignity. T h e entire person of the spouse is involved and implicated 
and this explains why the conjugal act inherendy possess a dignity of 
its own. T h e conjugal act is a means of expressing, realizing, fomen-
ting and perfecting the free and mutual donation of persons deman-
ded by an authentic conjugal love. In this respect, the conjugal acts 
specific to conjugal love enjoy such great esteem and sublime dignity 
for being an expression of the conjugal love of the person and for its 
potentially procreative value 5 2 . 
In the light of an authentic conjugal love, the Council presents 
human sexuality as a profound value and sublime dignity which has 
an integral and perfective effect on the personality of the spouses. 
This, moreover, differentiates human from animal sexuality. It does 
not only serve for engendering new lives but it has a «psychological 
finality, that of the communicat ion of the persons in love. It does 
not simply deal with a means for generation... but of a value which 
can be sought for itself»5 3. The specific act acquires a new dimension 
of expressing and developing not only conjugal love but the person 
in his entirety: in his body and soul inseparably united. Hence, «hu-
man sexuality is intrinsically ordained to express the vocation of the 
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person to be a self-gift to another person: sexuality constitutes the 
possibility of this donation» 5 4 . However, this perfective dimension of 
human sexuality is inseparable from its procreative dimension, as we 
shall see later. 
It must be noted that the two ideas above mentioned have been 
explicitly enunciated by von Hildebrand and Doms. 
(1) Wi th regard to the insertion of sexuality in conjugal love, von 
Hildebrand affirmed in several occasions that the true nature of se-
xuality, as essentially profound, as constitutive and identifiable with 
the person himself and its procreative significance, can only be reve-
aled by its connection with conjugal love 5 5 . For instance, von Hilde-
brand remarked that the «sexual sphere does not have the seal of an 
intimate and central mystery and ineffable union if it is not actuali-
zed as a profound expression of conjugal love» 5 6. Love is the key in 
understanding the meaning of sexuality 5 7. 
Further, there is a preestablished harmony between love and sexua-
lity such that if one concedes autonomy from the sexual sphere separating 
it from its union with conjugal love, one begins to falsify its meaning^*. 
Only a love which is conjugal is capable of uniting the sensual and 
spiritual spheres and maintain its integrity. Only conjugal love can 
uphold the sovreignty of the spirit over the body 5 9 . 
O n the other hand, Doms affirmed that sexuality can only attain 
its sublime value within marriage for only in marriage can the sexual 
act contribute to the personal fulfillment of the spouses 6 0 . Only an 
intentional and real love enables the spirit to ordain and elevate that 
which is corporal 6 1 and that the «satisfaction of the instinct must be 
done only through is harmonious insertion in conjugal love» 6 2. 
(2) W i t h regard to the conjugal act, von Hildebrand pronounced 
as early as 1924, that «it constitutes the unique expression and the 
specific realization of conjugal love», to be repeated later in his pos-
terior works 6 3 . Doms stated that the conjugal love «finds its highest 
expression in that by which a spouse confides himself to the other up 
to the point of physically surrendering oneself* in a «specifically con-
jugal carnal union* 6 4 . 
The Council integrates sexuality within the dynamism of conju-
gal love and recognizes the value of conjugal act as an expression and 
fulfillment of conjugal love. As such, it flees from any spiritualiza-
tion of conjugal love common to the antecedent theology, but rather 
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recognizes an encompassing nature of conjugal love which embraces 
both body and soul. O u r task now is to investigate the nature and 
characteristics of such conjugal love. 
II. T H E N O T I O N A N D CHARACTERISTICS O F CONJUGAL LOVE 
The incorporation of conjugal love in Gaudium etspesand. the re-
cognition of its due place in marriage is the outcome of a painsta-
king effort of the Council. It wanted to present a Catholic doctrine 
on marriage in a pastoral tone without jeopardizing juridical and 
dogmatic precision 6 5. Albeit the text had to take into account recent 
advances attained in the fields of anthropology and theology, parti-
cularly with regard to conjugal love. Apprehensions on the part of 
some Council Fathers regarding conjugal love had to be offset by 
clarifying the notion of an authentic conjugal love. Four schemes be-
longing to different periods of the Council were approved and dis-
cussed 6 6. 
1. The notion of conjugal love 
After numerous amendments done to the four schemes presented 
to the Council floor, the final text of Gaudium etspes reveals a recep-
tive attitude towards the advances made in philosophical and theolo-
gical reflection on conjugal love. It does not see conjugal love as ne-
gative but rather as inserted into the structure of marriage as a 
natural institution and as a sacrament. T h e notion of conjugal love 
in Gaudium et spes is described in the following text: 
«Ille autem amor, utpote eminenter humanus, cum a persona in 
personam voluntatis affectu dirigatur, totius personae bonum complec-
titur ideoque corporis animique expressiones peculiari dignitate ditare 
easque tamquam elementa ac signa specialia coniugalis amicitiae nobili-
tare valet. Hunc amorem Dominus, speciali gratiae et caritatis dono, sa-
nare, perficere et elevare dignatus est» (GS 49a 6 7). 
The ideas contained in the final text were introduced above all in 
the text of Ariccia 6 8 or the second conciliar text. Yet, many Fathers 
wanted to know the true meaning of love which is exclusive to the 
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spouses. The relator indicated several points which elucidate the me-
aning of conjugal love. To wit: 
(1) Human love can move the entire man, in body as well as in soul. 
Nevertheless, genuine human love always concludes in the person as 
such and springs into a love of friendship. (2) Such conjugal love by 
which two persons are intimately and in a special way united, can attain 
a certain human plenitude and is given by God the gift of grace and 
charity. (3) A truly human love, sanctified by God differs from a mere 
egoistic and erotic inclination. (4) It is also cultivated with the proper 
and varied honest acts and is fomented by sacrifices of the spouses. (5) 
Such love is faithful and indissoluble as the institution itself demands 6 9. 
Moreover, the relatio which accompanied the text of Ariccia jud-
ged the following points regarding the nature of conjugal love had to 
be emphasized: 
«a) that it be united with charity; b) that it be presented as love of 
friendship, hence avoiding its confusion with love of concupiscence; c) 
that the sexual reality be recognized but emphasizing its eminently hu-
man character and its assumption into supernatural love; d) that it be 
united with the fulfillment of the obligations of daily life and with its 
sacrifices»70. 
The second scheme (Ariccia) was revised such that the next sche-
me textus recognitus included a more personal character of conjugal 
love. Notwithstanding, many Fathers expressed their fears that it 
might give way to a unilateral interpretation to the detriment of ma-
rriage as an institution and the requirement of the donation of one-
self in favor of the good of the children. Several observations were 
made: 
(1) Regarding the eminently human character of conjugal love, the 
relator would later specify that what is being dealt with in this phrase is 
not an act but a habit, thereby avoiding that love be considered as pas-
sion or as an act of man. (2) It is a love which is above all rooted in the 
will (now that it is directed from a movement of the will of one person 
to another) and seeks the good of the whole person, thereby avoiding a 
confusion between love and lust. (3) Affectus voluntatis does not exclude 
affectivity which phenomenologically can hold the first place71. 
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Basing ourselves in the above-mentioned observations made du-
ring the elaboration of the text of Gaudium et spes, the not ion of 
conjugal love according to the mind of the Council can be summari-
zed into the following points: 
(1) Conjugal love is an eminently human love. It does not refer to 
an act of man nor to a passion: rather, it is a habit and thus, must not 
be equated with mere egoistic and erotic inclination. 
(2) Conjugal love is rooted in the will, being directed from one per-
son to another: it concludes in the person. As such it is a personal love 
which entails the good of the whole person and thereby entails a love of 
friendship which is faithful and indissoluble, as demanded by the insti-
tution of marriage. 
(3) Conjugal love covers the totality and the manifestations of the 
indivisible union of the body and soul of the spouses. As such, conjugal 
love neither excludes afFectivity nor the sexual dimension of the person 
of the spouse but rather comprehends them. 
(4) Conjugal love is dynamic: it is united with the fulfillment of the 
obligations of daily life and sacrifices and is cultivated and fostered th-
rough them. 
(5) Conjugal love is assumed, healed and perfected by the divine 
love. 
Having these characteristics of conjugal love in mind, we can 
now compare them to the ideas of von Hildebrand and Herbert 
Doms. 
1.1. Conjugal love is an eminently human love. It refers 
to a habit and not an act of man nor to a passion 
The eminently human character of conjugal love signifies that it 
is neither an exclusively sexual nor spiritual love but rather human, 
in all its consequences. It manifests itself in the substantial unity of 
the corporal and spiritual dimensions of the human person. Two 
prominent Council Fathers, Archbishop Joseph Urtasun of Avignon 
and Cardinal Leger of Montreal attest to this fact 7 2. 
Further, Bishop Bueno Cuoto specifies that this is what differen-
tiates man from irrational animals. W h e n a person loves, he seeks 
the truth of the object loved in an integral manner thereby not limi-
ting himself in its external appearance. «Someone can love the appe-
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arance of a thing but is against the t ruth of the thing itself. It is a 
strictly sensual love which tends only to the satisfaction of the senses. 
Evidently, it can arise in man but it is surely not human» 7 3 . But 
when man loves the t ruth of a thing according to the nature of a 
thing, subsisting under the appearance and not through the appea-
rance, or even when he loves the t ruth of a thing even if its appea-
rances are deformed, this love is the perfection of the human love 7 4 . 
Inorder for conjugal love to be eminently human , it has to res-
pect the entire truth of the loved person. And the entire truth of the 
loved person is provided by his dignity as a human person, as God's 
image. On ly man is gifted with these potencies in all the visible 
creation, only man is the subject of love. Love connotes that the en-
tire t ru th of the object loved is perceived and respected. Since the 
object loved is another person, then the entire t ruth of the person 
must be encompassed by such love. This signifies that the person, as 
we have said, must not be reduced to his aspects, nor love directed 
to some partial aspects of the person. It embraces the good of the 
person in his totality, in all his physical and spiritual components , 
bringing one to love another not for what he has nor for what he 
can give, bu t for what he is: a person 7 5 . Therefore, it is a personal 
love. 
Hence, «conjugal love in the Council appears in the constitution 
as a fully human love which is governed by the will and is rooted in 
all spheres of the person, body and soul, and expressed in all its di-
mensions: biological, psychological, spiritual, and even supernatu-
ral» 7 6. 
Consequently, conjugal love, for being eminently human, cannot 
be a mere act of man, nor a passionate or sensual love in the strict 
sense of the word. It is a habit, i.e. a stable disposition in the person, 
in contrast to a transitory state of an isolated sexual desire. As Mira-
lles comments , «that which is exhausted in transiency, that which 
surges, blooms and withers» in a short period of time cannot be con-
sidered as a truly human love 7 7 . 
Von Hildebrand described love as a value-response. His thought 
revolves around the idea that the human person has the sensibility of 
capturing the value of the realities which he confronts, which moti-
vates h im to act in a certain manner and to give his adequate respon-
se. The primary requisite in the perception of values is an attitude of 
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reverence and respect. Now, man possesses a wide range of values 
which may differ from one person to the other. However, all men 
have that same ontological value which does not admit any devalua-
tion and which is inseparable from him: his dignity as imago Dei. An 
adequate value response implies a respect toward the good and an in-
terest for its integrity and existence as such, and to give the response 
which is due to the object. W i t h regard to the human person, an 
adequate value response would be to consider h im in his entire va-
lue, as an imago Dei. 
Von Hildebrand contended that where love is concerned, it pri-
marily deals in taking the person's sublime worth in its entirety. 
Love cannot be reduced neither to the spiritual realm nor to an irra-
tional desire which respond to a physical craving. If so, it would be 
a misunderstanding of the notion of the value in itself. Nor can love 
be identified with an isolated sexual desire in which the person is 
considered as an instrument for the satisfaction of one's sexual desi-
res. 7 8 Rather, it is a personal love that is, a love which embraces the 
totality of the person of the spouse. Several statements of the author 
confirm this affirmation. H e explained that in this relationship, the 
total object of the love is the other person 7 9 which constitutes the 
center of one's life. This personal love enables the spouses not only 
to give their whole being to the o ther 8 0 and discover the reason of 
being, the essence of the beloved as a free, spiritual person made ac-
cording to the image of God 8 1 , bu t also «the mutua l abandon of 
love, an ardent interest in the spiritual and moral growth of the be-
loved, an affirmation of the unique idea of God which is incarnated 
in the other person* 8 2 . Al though marriage demands love from the 
spouses and the qualities of both constitute a reason for loving each 
other, the supreme motive of love must consider the loved person as 
such, as a person 8 3 who has an eternal destiny and whose eternal 
welfare, i.e. salvation, is a task which is directly confided to the 
spouse. 
O n his part, Doms also considered that love has the human per-
son as its principal object. The person is considered as a creature of 
God, endowed with body and spirit and possessing a sublime dig-
nity and a capacity for being elevated to the supernatural order, all of 
which are derived from his creatural condit ion and from his rela-
tionship with God 8 4 . D o m s notion of conjugal love is intimately lin-
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ked with the personal condition of the spouses. It is a love which is 
capable of unit ing two persons and which permits them to value 
each other as a person 8 5 with a specific personal dignity which is de-
rived from their being created by God and placed at the zenith of the 
creation 8 6 . H e asserted that «conjugal love cannot be reduced to a 
mere strong sentimental inclination. The profound moral intelligen-
ce that marriage is the exclusive self-giving of the person to his part-
ner renders possible a conjugal relationship full of meaning even if in 
it, the feelings are involuntarily congealed. In such a case, the conju-
gal relationship, by its ontological nature will act in such a manner 
that the feeling of conjugal love be revitalized» 8 7. 
1.2. It is rooted in the will, being directedfrom one 
person to another. It entails the good of the whole 
person: love of friendship 
The fact that conjugal love is rooted in the will and is directed to-
ward another person demonstrates further that it cannot be taken 
exclusively either as a sexual or a spiritual love, but rather compre-
hending the entire person. It is a love which is not a result of a spon-
taneous movement as in the case of urges of appetites. Rather, it re-
sults from a free and voluntary decision, founded on reflection. It 
leads the person to make a choice, an electio such that it is directed to 
the entire person and not to his partial aspects. The person cannot 
be reduced neither to his spirituality nor to his corporeality —alt-
hough each of these may indicate his personal character—, nor can 
he be reduced as an instrument or a means for an end. T h e person as 
such in an end in himself. 
The encompassing character of conjugal love also does not exclu-
de affectivity. In Von Hildebrand's phenomenological description, 
he contends that love, as an affective spiritual response, originates in 
the heart and not properly in the will. This is explained by von Hilde-
brand's anthropological conception wherein man has three spiritual 
centers: intelligence, will and the heart. However, the fact that it is 
an affective spiritual response does not at all signify that it is equiva-
lent to passionate love. Von Hildebrand explained that an affective 
spiritual response presupposes a cooperation of man's intelligence 
and will: cognition, volition and affection are the traits of love as a 
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value-response 8 8. Nevertheless, the Council expressly created a place 
for the phenomenological description of love upon saying that affec-
tus voluntatis does not exclude affectivity which phenomenologically 
holds the first place. 
It is a love which entails the good of the whole person. T h e be-
nevolent character of conjugal love is insisted by the Council . Car-
dinal Browne cautioned the Fathers that in assigning a place for 
conjugal love and in revindicating its rights in the matrimonial so-
ciety, it is necessary to distinguish love of friendship from love of 
concupiscence 8 9 . In another intervention, Dominican Master Gene-
ral, Monsignor Aniceto Fernandez laid it clear that love of friends-
hip or benevolence is proper only for persons whereas love of con-
cupiscence is proper to things. Friendship does not exist with 
things, but between persons 9 0 . 
Von Hildebrand identified two essential characteristics of love: 
intentio unionis and intentio benevolentiae. These two characteristics 
are uniquely present in conjugal love wherein not only a physical 
union is craved for but a union of hearts with a genuine concern for 
the beloveds happiness and his eternal destiny 9 1 . Dpms also maintai-
ned that conjugal love, if it were to be personal, must be a benevo-
lent and disinterested love, for it considers the spouse as a good wan-
ted and loved in itselP 2. It is a love which does not debase the person 
of the spouse into the level of an instrument or as a means for an 
end. 
1.3. Conjugal love covers the totality and the manifestations of 
the indivisible union of the body and soul ofthe spouses 
We have already seen how the Council viewed conjugal love as an 
eminently human love. If the human person is an indivisible unity 
of body and soul, then it follows that this love encompasses the tota-
lity and the manifestations of this indivisible union of body and 
soul 9 3 . 
Hence, the self-gift of the spouses includes both body and soul 
and all its manifestations. As such, conjugal love neither excludes af-
fectivity nor the sexual dimension of the person of the spouse but 
rather comprehends them. As Bishop Bueno Couto concludes in his 
intervention, the term coniugalis connotes the sexual dimension of 
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the spouses. A true and perfect conjugal love is that which loves the 
person of another in his integral truth, thereby including his sexua-
lity. However, if this love formally excludes sexuality or if it considers 
merely the other person as a source of pleasure, then, it is neither hu-
man nor conjugal 9 4 . 
From this, one can see that the merit of von Hildebrand and 
Doms consists in stripping off whatever pessimistic and Gnostic no-
tions with respect to conjugal love, upon recognizing that the conju-
gal act is an expression and fulfillment of conjugal love. This is in 
contrast to a dualistic and erroneous notion of conjugal love, poin-
ted out by von Hildebrand, which debases what is corporal and li-
mits conjugal love to the confines of spirituality: a conception which 
is influenced by a pessimistic attitude towards what is carnal and se-
xual, or its extreme position which views conjugal love as something 
exclusively sexual 9 5. 
Von Hildebrand explicitly said that conjugal love involves «the 
gift of one's own person* 9 6 and that it is conjugal love which forms 
an organic bridge between the sexual and spiritual spheres of the hu-
man person 9 7 . O n the other hand, Doms admitted that conjugal love 
involves a total and mutual self-giving of the spouses which is ex-
pressed in the act proper to marriage 9 8 . 
«The act of bodies is inseparable from the person and become a 
corporal and visible expression of the person's love who gives h im-
self*99. As the person is both body and spirit at the same time, conju-
gal love —which begins in the spiritual sphere— must also compre-
hend the sexual dimension of the spouses 1 0 0 , presupposing that the 
mutual and total self-surrender of the persons of the spouses, expres-
sed through the conjugal act must take place only after marriage has 
been lawfully contracted 1 0 1 . 
These aforementioned statements imply that these two authors 
understand how conjugal love comprehends all the dimensions of 
the spouses: corporal, psychological and spiritual. It is a love which 
is not limited to a particular sphere but rather, embraces the totality 
of the person. As Martelet comments, the encompassing character of 
conjugal love demands that «no spiritual gift which excludes corpo-
ral gift must exist, inasmuch as no corporal gift which is at the same 
time not directed by the spirit* 1 0 2 must exist. 
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1.4. Conjugal love is dynamic 
The Council admits that conjugal life is not an easy task. Conju-
gal love demands a constant self-giving which presupposes a persis-
tent self-abnegation. It has to be nourished and fostered in the daily 
sacrifices of conjugal life and by means of its generous exercise 1 0 3 . 
Von Hildebrand made similar statements. «Marriage is the wonder-
ful union of two persons in love and by love» 1 0 4 . Since the commu-
nion of love constitutes the most profound sense of marriage, love 
has to be fostered and cultivated by the spouses 1 0 5 . It is a task and 
obligation of each of the spouses and this task persists inspite of 
whatever difficulty they may encounter, aware that the love for the 
spouse «consists primarily in sacrifice, in renunciation and in the 
care for the salvation of the loved one» 1 0 6 . 
O n his part, Doms admitted that love, being subordinated to fre-
edom, can waver during life. But then, by the same fact of its subor-
dination to freedom, the spouses are capable of revitalizing their love 
for one another 1 0 7 . 
1.5. Conjugal love is assumed, healed and perfected 
by the divine love 
Aware of the difficulties of conjugal life and of the fallen nature 
of the spouses, the Council asserts that the realization of an authen-
tic conjugal love needs Divine assistance. This eminently human 
love, like any other noble human reality, is wounded by original sin 
such that it tends to give way to libido, i.e. in the egoistic search for 
one's own pleasure and satisfaction, making use of the other person 
for one's caprice 1 0 8 . But then, like any other noble reality, it can be 
healed by grace 1 0 9 . Grace sanctifies this love and leads the spouses to 
live a truly heroic and virtuous life. 
Gaudium et spes wonderfully shows that the «authentic conjugal 
love is assumed into the divine love and enriched by the saving ac-
tion of the Church so that the spouses might be led efficaciously to 
God and be helped and supported in their sublime task as father and 
mother» (GS 48 b). Moreover, this love has been healed and elevated 
by our Savior with a special gift of grace and charity (GS 49b) . As 
such, helped by the sacramental grace and imbued by the spirit of 
Christ which permeates their whole life with faith, hope and charity, 
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the spouses, in the fulfillment of their conjugal and family duties, at-
tain their proper perfection and mutual sanctification, and thereby gi-
ving glory to God (GS 48b). Garcia de Haro rightly notes that «by 
affirming this, Gaudium et spes does nothing else than to place the 
very meaning of marriage in harmony with what has been proclai-
med by Lumen gentium regarding the universal call to holiness» 1 1 0: 
Due merit is to be given to von Hildebrand's at tempt to present a 
conjugal spirituality and the role of conjugal love within it. B. Scar-
pazza testified that he was among the first proponents who set the 
trend for the progressive rediscovery of values in marriage and of 
presenting marriage as a means of sanctification 1 1 1. Von Hildebrand 
affirmed that the «unique, sublime end which is proposed to all is 
sanctity, i.e. the real and complete transformation of the human 
being in Christ and by Christ; we must reflect Christ. His image 
must irradiate from us» 1 1 2 . For von Hildebrand, Christian marriage 
is also a «way to attain an ever-increasing union with Jesus» 1 1 3 , as a 
way of salvation" 4 , and that the spouses have the unique task of 
sanctifying themselves and glorifying God through marriage 1 1 5 . 
The sacrament transforms both conjugal love and marriage and 
elevates them to a sublime degree such that the love between the 
spouses becomes an image of the love of Christ to his Church 1 1 6 and 
that marriage becomes a «communion of love in Jesus and for Je-
sus» 1 1 7 such that a growth in conjugal love between the spouses im-
plies a growth in love for Jesus 1 1 8 . 
True conjugal love acquires a new depth which captures the es-
sence of the loved person as an image of God possessing a sublime 
dignity and vocation 1 1 9 . Otherwise, if the person is not conceived as 
God's image destined to an eternal communion with God; if he is 
not considered as a spiritual person who is a «vessel of grace», one 
has not «grasped the authentic dignity and ultimate solemnity which 
is invested in the beloved and which is connected with the destiny, 
depth and beauty which the person is called upon to fulfill»1 2 0. 
The love towards one's spouse does not limit itself in seeking the 
earthly happiness of the latter but goes beyond it. The intentio bene-
volentiae of conjugal love in a supernaturally transfigured conjugal 
love «is elevated to a fervent desire for the eternal welfare of the belo-
ved 1 2 1 . "The center of attention of this love is occupied by its effort 
in collaborating in the sanctification of the spouses». There is an ar-
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dent interest for the spiritual and moral progress of the loved per-
son 1 2 2 — w h o incarnates the unique idea of G o d — culminating in 
the ardent zeal for the salvation of the beloved. Conjugal love then 
«embraces the beloved not only within the limits of this life and for 
this life but also for eternity. The eternal welfare of the beloved is the 
culminating point of all that this love affirms» 1 2 3. 
O n the other hand, Doms contended that marriage is a source of 
sanctification 1 2 4 wherein, «each of the spouses is given in the person 
of the other, an image of God destined to eternity, inorder to perfect 
his personality in view of eternal life» 1 2 5 In marriage, the spouses 
«should give themselves to each other as persons whose souls have 
been created in God's image, in real dependence and in conscious re-
cognition of God, Creator and immediate Author of spiritual souls, 
who has made them to be His portrait in the world and to visibly re-
present God in the k ingdom of creation* 1 2 6 . As a result of sin, «the 
dignity and the specific value of the person as such ceased to be re-
cognized and the profound, truly h u m a n love was submerged by 
passion*. As such, «grace and revelation are indispensable* 1 2 7 . Doms 
believes that husband and wife must sanctify and enrich each other 
in the same manner as Christ did to the Church. Once this has been 
understood, the spouses will discover the person of Christ in the per-
son of their partners. Moreover, they will come to realize that the re-
ason of being and the demands of conjugal love arise from the fact 
that it is modeled on the love of Christ for His Church 1 2 8 . 
Hence, from what has been discussed, the following points can 
be summarized : 
( 1 ) Both authors were aware that marriage is a means of sanctifi-
cation. Nevertheless, it was von Hildebrand who provided a more 
comprehensive explanation of this fact, enunciating that all are ca-
lled towards sanctity and that the spouses are called to be transfor-
med in Christ and by Christ in marriage, discovering the person of 
Christ in the spouses. Both viewed sacramental conjugal love as an 
image of Christ's love for the Church. 
(2) Finally, conjugal love is not only ordained to the natural but 
also to the supernatural perfection of the spouses. T h e love between 
the bethroted leads them to give their mutual and irrevocable con-
sent and thereby to constitute marriage. Thereafter, conjugal love, 
for von Hildebrand, is the unifying principle of marriage, whether 
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natural or sacramental. It constitutes the soul of this most intimate 
community, wi thout which it withers away towards its annihila-
t ion 1 2 9 . Wi thou t conjugal love, the eternal welfare of the beloved is 
jeopardized. 
After having discussed the notion and characteristics of conjugal 
love in Gaudium et spes and comparing them with the thoughts of 
von Hildebrand and Doms, we can safely assume that there is a ge-
neral degree of similarity in the following points: 
(1) The encompassing and personal nature of conjugal love. It is not 
limited nor reduced to a particular dimension of the human person but 
rather embraces all the manifestations of his corporeality and spiritua-
lity. As such, the exercise of the conjugal act, which is the maximum ex-
pression of conjugal love, signifies the self-gift of the person. 
(2) Nor is it a passionate love nor a mere erotic sentiment. Rather, it 
is a personal love which is directed towards the good of the whole per-
son: as such, it is faithful, benevolent and unique. 
(3) The benevolence of conjugal love is manifested by its dyna-
mism: love is concretized and nurtured in the daily demands and sacri-
fices of conjugal life. 
(4) Conjugal love is aided and perfected by divine grace. This is es-
pecially manifested in von Hildebrand's thought wherein sacramental 
marriage transforms conjugal love into an image of Christ's love for His 
Church. An ardent desire for the salvation of the beloved is central to 
conjugal love. Marriage becomes a way of salvation. Conjugal love is in-
dispensable not only for the natural but for the supernatural happiness 
of the spouses. 
The next question then which needs to be answered is this: Wha t 
is the role of conjugal love in the structure of marriage and how is it 
related to its essential properties and ends? 
2. T h e relationship of conjugal love with marriage 
In the first place, when does this specific type of love arise? The 
Commission explains that conjugal love supposes the existence of a 
matrimonial pact between the spouses which is made inviolable by 
the law 1 3 0 . This specific type of love is differentiated from a love 
which exists between two friends. However intense fraternal love 
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may be, it is not binding. O n e may speak of self-gift in friendship 
but this self-gift is not made inviolable by a juridical pact. 
In Doms' thought, explicit affirmations as to whether or not it ari-
ses at the conclusion of the contract were not found. He maintained, 
though, that this personal love may not exist during the conclusion of 
marriage, i.e. during the exchange of the consent of the parties 1 3 1 . Ne-
vertheless, he avowed that the mutual self-surrender of the persons, 
inorder to be total, must incorporate their sexual differences through 
the conjugal act: only then shall love between husband and wife, 
which at first belongs to the spiritual sphere, becomes conjugal love 1 3 2 . 
O n the other hand, von Hildebrand contends that there is a real 
distinction between conjugal love and marr iage 1 3 3 . Moreover, he is 
aware that the irrevocable and indissoluble bond of marriage is for-
med once the spouses manifest their consent. However, the consent 
of the spouses is implied in the conjugal love which possesses the 
characteristic of intentio unionis, i.e. the desire to participate in the 
life of the loved being, to bind oneself for life 1 3 4. The intentio unionis 
of conjugal love finds its valid and full expression in the irrevocable 
union which constitutes the consent 1 3 5 . 
The question then arises: what do these affirmations imply? The-
se affirmations lead us to think that von Hildebrand does not consi-
der conjugal love as an end of marriage; nor does he consider it as a 
cause of marriage in the juridical sense of the word. As von Hilde-
brand affirmed: «The existence of conjugal love between partners 
makes marriage desirable and gives it its meaning, but does not in it-
self establish this objective bond» 1 3 6 . Perhaps, we can say that von 
Hildebrand, inspite of his several precisions between conjugal love 
and marriage, lacked a distinctive specification between the love bet-
ween the bethroted and conjugal love, which he identified in nume-
rous occasions 1 3 7 . Moreover, he did not determine the specific mo-
ment when conjugal love arises. Nevertheless, it would be unjust to 
demand such a precision since his essay was not meant to be a juridi-
cal treatise even though it was clear that he was well aware of the ju-
ridical distinctions between matrimonium in fieri and in facto esse. 
Strictly speaking, conjugal love is formed once the conclusion of 
the traditio-acceptatio of the consent is objectively carried out . T h e 
love between the bethroted, which brings them to contract marriage, 
is not yet conjugal love in strictu sensu. Rather, it can be considered as 
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conjugal love in radice. This love should be that which leads man 
and woman to give their marital consent. Though marriage may be 
legitimate and valid even without love, its stability would not be in 
accord to God's desires nor with that which man yearns for. This is 
the reason why von Hildebrand asserted in many occasions that the 
proper motive for entering marriage is mutual love 1 3 8 . Likewise, it 
also explains why he emphasized the necessity of love in conjugal 
life. 
2 . 1 . Is conjugal love an end of marriage? Is the traditional 
doctrine of marriage surpassed? 
The conciliar fathers asked with frequency that conjugal love be 
treated adequately, situating it in its true place within marriage. We 
have already pointed out in the introduction that among the Fat-
hers, there were divergent affirmations which were difficult to recon-
cile. Affirmations such as the following: love is an end if it were un-
derstood as a relation and not as a virtue; love is not situated in the 
order of final but in the formal cause; love is a true end of marriage; 
love is not the end, the procreation of children is; the end of marria-
ge is the exercise of an honest and normally fertile love 1 3 9 . 
T h e redactional itinerary of the document reveals two tendencies 
which the conciliar Fathers wanted to confront. T h e first tendency 
underlines the capital value or role of conjugal love but ends up de-
preciating the importance of procreation as the principal end of ma-
rriage. The other tendency fears placing emphasis or developing the 
theme of conjugal love because of the danger of obscuring the pri-
mordial importance of procreation. Both tendencies coincide in si-
tuating conjugal love in the structure of ends, even if they differ in 
the grade of importance: principal, co-principal or secondary 1 4 0 . 
T h e solution opted by the Commission was the middle ground 
between the two tendencies 1 4 1 . This middleground perspective of the 
Council is «neither eclectic nor syncretistic» of the two previous po-
sitions «but is truly surpassing* 1 4 2 . For what reason? In this media 
via, the Counci l never conceived conjugal love as an end of marriage 
which is juxtaposed or in contraposition to the other ends of marria-
ge 1 4 3 . Conjugal love, not only marriage, is ordained towards the ot-
her ends of marriage. 
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If this were so, what then is the hierarchy of the ends of marriage? 
Gaudium et spes does not offer an answer because the Conciliar 
Commission purposely did not want to offer an explanation to the 
hierarchy of the ends of marriage, considering it as a very specialized 
theme which would demand a technical-juridical language, which is 
not appropriate to the style of a pastoral consti tution 1 4 4 . 
But then, this silence does not at all signify that the Council had the 
intention of leaving aside the traditional doctrine of the hierarchy of the 
ends of marriage which assigns the primary place to the procreation 
and education of the children 1 4 5 . This can be demonstrated by what 
the response of the Commission to one modus: 
«In a pastoral text which intends to institute a dialogue with the 
world, juridical elements are not required... In any case, the primordial 
importance of procreation and education is shown at least ten times in 
the text*146. 
Although Gaudium et spes did not make an explicit declaration of 
the hierarchy of the marital ends for reasons already mentioned, we 
are inclined to believe that it is not within the intentions of the Fat-
hers to do away with the traditional doctrine of the ends. As pre-
viously seen, Pope John Paul II explained that with the renewed re-
flection of the Council , «the traditional teaching on the ends of 
marriage (and on its hierarchy) remains confirmed and at the same 
time deepened, from the point of view of the spouses, i.e. from the 
viewpoints of conjugal and familiar spirituality* l 4 7. 
It is a widely disseminated opinion that Gaudium et spes consi-
ders conjugal love as one of the essential ends of marr iage 1 4 8 . We, 
on our part, do not share such opinion. Following the line of argu-
ment of Gil Hellm and Garcia de Haro, we believe that the Coun-
cil did not consider conjugal love as an end of marriage. Rather, it 
allocated conjugal love into the essence itself of marriage, unders-
tood as the life-giving principle of the institution of marriage1*1*. To 
wit: 
«It is difficult to understand how some could have attributed to GS 
the making of conjugal love as an end —indeed, the first end— of ma-
rriage. The constitution says, many times, that the primordial end of 
marriage is children. And when it speaks of the other ends, confor-
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mably to the Tradition cited, it refers to mutual aid and the remedy of 
concupiscence. It does not list them in detail, however, perhaps inorder 
not to exclude other ends, such as apostolic and social tasks of the fa-
mily and because of the more technical character of an enumeration of 
this kind» 1 5 0. 
«Conjugal love is not an end of marriage, neither primary nor se-
condary, because definitely, it is not an end of marriage. A reality which 
by its nature is ordained to the end of the progeny cannot be at the 
same time be identified with the end of the institution; it is not marria-
ge which tends to conjugal love, rather conjugal love is ordained to the 
consecution of the end of marriage»151. 
Hence, in this line of argument, conjugal love and the matr imo-
nial institution, are the integrating elements of the essence of marria-
ge such that one can see the perfect compatibility of the sum impor-
tance of conjugal love in the matrimonial institution as well as its 
intrinsic ordination to the procreation and education of children 1 5 2 . 
Now, if the Council did not situate conjugal love in the level of 
ends but rather considered it as a life-giving principle which must 
impregnate all its aspects, how can we reconcile this to an earlier de-
claration of Pius XI that the «fostering of mutual love» is one of the 
secondary ends of marriage and of the conjugal act? 1 5 3 Does this in-
dicate a discontinuity in the teaching of the Magisterium? 
We must recall that the context in which Pius XI speaks of the 
fostering of mutual love as a secondary end is related with the vali-
dity of the motives by which the spouses can contract marriage or 
make use of their conjugal right, provided thatthe intrinsic nature of 
the act is always preserved and accordingly in its proper relation with 
the primary end. In fact, on one of the clarifications of the Commis-
sion regarding the notion of conjugal love, we are informed that 
conjugal love is cultivated and fostered by honestly performed con-
jugal act 1 5 4 . This «mutual love» utilized in a specific context, must be 
differentiated from the love which is described in other passages as 
an act of the matrimonial consent which establishes the community; 
and as the principle which informs and pervades all the duties of ma-
rried life and holds a pride of place in Christian marriage1^. 
As such, upon situating conjugal love as a life-giving principle of 
marriage and not as an end, the Council did not intend to break 
away with the teachings of the entire Magisterium and Tradition. 
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«Let us repeat —as we have already had the occasion to notice seve-
ral times— the Magisterium had never understood conjugal love as a 
secondary end of marriage. Therefore, Vatican Council II will be able 
to locate it —without disturbing but rather developing the Tradition— 
as the formal, life-giving principle of the conjugal community: a com-
munity of life and love, whose end is the procreation and the education 
of children*1 5 6. 
After this long discussion, what is our assessment on the doctri-
nes of our two authors in this point? 
Dietrich von Hildebrand affirmed that love is the primary mea-
ning of marriage. Unfortunately, the author did not expound on the 
significance of the term meaning. Nevertheless, he distinguished bet-
ween the primary meaning of marriage which is conjugal love and its 
primary end which is procreation. The distinction between the mea-
ning and the end of marriage is a novelty for the reason that, new 
terminology, different from that of traditional doctrine, is utilized. 
Nevertheless, such distinction made by von Hildebrand, as has been 
previously explained, enjoyed ecclesiastical endorsement from Car-
dinal Pacelli. 
In comprehending the doctrine of von Hildebrand, it is necessary 
to understand the distinction he made between instrumental finality 
and superabundant finality. 
«In instrumental finality, the being which is considered as means is 
in its meaning and end completely dependent upon the end, whereas in 
the superabundant finality, it has a meaning and value independently 
of the end to which it leads. In the instrumental finality the causa fina-
lis determines the causa formalis, whereas in the superabundant the cau-
sa formalis differs from the causa finalist^7. 
Thereby, von Hildebrand, upon appealing to this distinction, 
considers love as a formal principle and not as an end. This view-
point is compatible with the celebrated text of St. T h o m a s 1 5 8 . "Whe-
refore, one must not interpret meaning with essence in the juridical 
sense, as what some canonists have d o n e 1 5 9 . This would obviously 
lead to some inconsistencies on the juridical structure of marriage 
and would evidently jeopardize von Hildebrand's thought . Nevert-
heless, several affirmations reveal that by this word, the author is re-
ferring to some inherent intelligible value or an ontological consti-
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tuent of an objective reality which characterizes or specifies the natu-
re of such reality and permits it to be defined 1 6 0 , independent from 
and without identifying it with the purposes it may serve for. To wit, 
these affirmations are as follows: 
Marriage is the most intimate of all earthly unions «where mutual 
love is in a specific way the theme (that is to say, the core) of the rela-
tionship»1 6 1. «No other earthly community is constituted so exclusively 
in its very substance by mutual love»162. «In marriage the fundamental 
subjective attitude and the objective raison d'etre of the relationship, a 
relationship which also mysteriously serves to procreate new human 
beings, is mutual love»163. «Here, as we saw before, love is the essence of 
the relationship*164. 
It was already demonstrated that the reason for the distinction 
between the meaning and the end of marriage is directly related to 
his desire to liberate marriage from being exclusively conceived and 
defined from the viewpoint of its primary end: procreation. This 
would be consistent with his motive of combating the reductionist 
and biological vision of marriage prevalent during his t ime and the 
one-sided stress on its end in numerous theological and canonical 
treatises. 
Wi th his insistence on love as the primary meaning of marriage, 
Hildebrand wished to emphasize that the subjects united in marria-
ge are persons with values to realize, values which are independent to 
that of the generation of children 1 6 5 . Marriage is the seat where the 
spouses seek their realization and their perfection, these being made 
possible by conjugal love. However, problems would arise, as it already 
did, if one insists that conjugal love were a secondary end of marriage 
and if one maliciously identifies the words «primary meaning* with 
«primary end>. 
But basing ourselves on the posterior affirmations of the author, 
it is incontestably evident that von Hildebrand did not intend to 
contradict the traditional teaching of the hierarchy of the ends of 
marriage. He explicated that procreation is the primary end and he 
has been consistent with this conviction in all his works. W i t h the 
word end, we can assume that the author refers to something to 
which a thing tends to or to something to which a reality serves for. 
Now, we have shown above how conjugal love, being the primary 
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meaning of marriage, is not an end of marriage, equivalent to mu-
tual help, but possesses a substantial role in marriage, essential and 
perfective dimension, wi thout which marriage would cease to be a 
community of persons who are destined to love. 
In this manner, one can correctly say that love situates procrea-
tion in its proper context. Conjugal love is not only ordained to-
wards the mutual perfection of the spouses but also to the transmis-
sion of life, which are ends essential to love and marriage. However, 
the perfection of the spouses is ordained towards the transmission of 
life in the sense that the human perfection of the spouses normally 
finds its fullest realization in the transmission of life by which the 
spouses become collaborators in the creative love of God 1 6 6 . 
O n one hand, von Hildebrand explicitly mentioned that procrea-
tion is the primary end of marriage. A doubtful reaction, on the ot-
her hand, is provoked by the reader of his Die Ehe upon realizing 
that the author made little ment ion of the importance of the chil-
dren in marriage and insisted more on the love of the spouses. This, 
perhaps, is due to his desire to emphasize the personalist values of 
marriage. 
Is conjugal love an end of marriage in Doms' thought? Did he consi-
der it as the primary end? Contrary to what some authors th ink 1 6 7 , we 
tend believe that Doms did not consider conjugal love as an end of 
marriage. Nowhere in his book did we find an explicit affirmation 
that conjugal love is the primary end of marriage. T h e only affirma-
tion which may incline one to think that he considered love as the 
primary end of marriage is his misinterpretation of the intentions of 
the Encyclical Casti connubii: 
«It is of extreme importance that the Encyclical has adopted this po-
sition. Without doubt, there has been no fundamental change in attitu-
de: love and community of life have been recognized as a true if not the 
primary end of marriage...»1S8. 
In this text, love is placed at the same level with the communi ty 
of life. However, Doms affirmed that the immanent meaning is not 
love nor mutual help, but rather the two-in-oneness or «the commu-
nity of life of two persons, a community of life which embraces the 
whole human being, from the spiritual sphere, towards the corporal 
sphere passing through the sensible sphere» 1 6 9 . 
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Again, if one were to identify conjugal love with the mutual perfec-
tion of the spouses, or with the realization of the two-in-oneness as the 
immanent and proximate end of marriage, then, conjugal love in 
Doms' thought would be considered as the primary end of marriage, 
and hence, an outright rejection of the traditional doctrine. But this 
is not the case (if we rightly understood Doms). 
For Doms, the immanent meaning (i.e. proximate end) of ma-
rriage is the mutual completion and perfection of the spouses through 
the realization of the two-in-oneness (Zweieinigkeit, I'unite a deux). 
Is mutual completion and perfection of the spouses the same as mu-
tual help? Doms denies that mutual help is not the immanent mea-
ning of marriage 1 7 0 . 
Inspite of this denial, compare the statements which describe mu-
tual perfection and completion of the spouses in the realization of the 
conjugal two-in-oneness as the immanent meaning and proximate end 
of marriage 1 7 1 together with Doms' description of the personal end as 
«the accomplishment of the spouses as persons in the diverse planes of 
their being»1 7 2. Besides, Doms identifies this personal end with mutual 
help 1 7 3 . From these affirmations, one arrives at the conclusion that 
Doms identifies the immanent meaning (or proximate end) of marriage 
with mutual help! 
Did Doms reject the traditional theory of the ends in marriage? It 
is undeniably evident that the term mutuum adjutorium actually 
embraces a wide spectrum of realities in conjugal life in such a way 
that it also involves the accomplishment and perfection of the 
spouses in diverse planes of their being. If this is how Cathol ic 
thought understands mutual help and if, according to D o m s , the 
immanent meaning or the proximate objective end of marriage and of 
the conjugal act is the realization of the communi ty of two-in-one-
ness for the mutual completion and perfection of the spouses, we can 
safely assume, therefore, that there is an apparent inversion of the 
traditional theory of the ends of marriage in Doms ' theory. This , 
moreover, can be suppor ted by D o m s himself, who explicitly de-
clared that: 
«there is no longer sufficient reason to call primary end in the sense 
intended by St. Thomas, nor to oppose the other ends to it as secon-
dary. Since the child represents a supremely important means of natural 
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and supernatural perfection for the spouses themselves, we are able, su-
ported by the Encyclical Casti connubii, to designate as principal and 
primary end not the child but the mutualformation and perfection of the 
spouses in the natural ontological order and above all in the supernatural 
order»1 7 4. 
We admit that in more than one occasion, Doms affirmed that 
procreation is the primary end of marriage 1 7 5 . However, this position 
is incompatible to his aforementioned statements and to the whole 
framework of his thought which point to a denial of the traditional 
doctrine on marital ends. Doms rejected the traditional theory of the 
ends of marriage. In this regard, we disagree with T. Mackin when 
he affirmed that Doms «indeed accepted the traditional theory of 
ends in marriage» 1 7 6 . 
Hence, one can comprehend the furor which he caused among 
some Catholic theologians and the intervention of the Magisterium. 
The completion and perfection of the spouses in the intimate com-
muni ty of two-in-oneness are placed above and beyond the procrea-
tion and education of children. The dependence of mutual help and 
perfection of the spouses to the primary finis operis is deleted since 
what is immediately sought after in the first place by the spouses is 
the «completion of the human being, of the aptitudes and the 
strengths of the spouses» 1 7 7 . By emphasizing this perfective value of 
marriage and conjugal act in the persons of the spouses, «Doms and 
his followers passed on to the extreme of pretending to find a suffi-
cient and autonomous meaning in the conjugal union, defining and 
fully legitimizing it without recurring to its essential ordination to-
wards generation* 1 7 8 . 
In this regard, Doms ' articulation of the ends of marriage is in-
compatible with the underlying doctrine of Gaudium et spes on the 
marital ends. 
2.2. The place ofconjugal love in marriage 
If conjugal love was not conceived as an end of marriage, what 
then is its role in the structure of marriage 1 7 9? 
Numerous texts demonstrate that the Council situates conjugal 
love and the institution of marriage in the same essential plane, as a 
formal and unitive principle of this community, as we have earlier 
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mentioned. T h e subject of the conciliar affirmations, which is ma-
rriage or the communitas coniugalis180 can be fragmented into the two 
parallel and complementary aspects: the institution and conjugal 
love 1 8 1 . All that is predicated in a global manner to communitas co-
niugalis can be affirmed of the institution and of conjugal love. H o -
wever, when they are separated affirmations, they incline to present 
either a juridical sense or a personalistic sense 1 8 2 . 
Hence, the «formal and unitive principle of this community is in-
tegrated by a twofold element: conjugal love and the institution* 1 8 3 . 
Both have the same ends and properties in the following sense: that 
which is predicated to the institution of marriage is also predicable 
to conjugal love. 
Hence, «conjugal love is not an end of marriage but like marriage, it 
is ordained towards its essential ends, to procreation and education of 
children and to the mutual help of the spouses. Neither is conjugal love 
a property like unity and indissolubility but rather like marriage, conju-
gal love is one and indissoluble*184. 
The fact that conjugal love and marriage have the same ends and 
properties does not signify an identification between the subjective 
reality of conjugal love (which may be present or absent) and the in-
herent traits of a true conjugal love. Nor does it signify that conjugal 
love is the same as marr iage 1 8 5 . W h a t then differentiates conjugal 
love from the institution? 
An act of love, manifested through the exchange of matrimonial 
consent, gives rise to the institution of marriage. O n the other hand, 
the institution of marriage confirms, protects and sanctions the per-
sonal reality of conjugal love before God and men. Love needs the 
institution inorder for it to be conjugal whereas the institution needs 
conjugal love for its vitality, that is, as its life-giving principle. 
«Conjugal love and the matrimonial institution are hence, two as-
pects of the conjugal community which are necessarily implied because 
love would not be conjugal without its reference to the institution and 
the institution would not exist without love. One and the other arise in 
a mutual and essential dependence and they constandy require each ot-
her: love needs the institution in order for it to be conjugal and the ma-
trimonial institution always implies a radical exigency to be vivified by 
love. 
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From this, it follows that conjugal love has to be present in the dis-
tinct concrete aspects of marriage... This love has to inform the procre-
ation and education of children and the mutual help between the spou-
ses so that they may become truly human ends. In the same manner, 
the unity and the indissolubility of marriage must be vivified by conju-
gal love» 1 8 6. 
Hence, the Council presents conjugal love as the «life-giving 
principle of the conjugal community, owed by the very consent that 
has generated it, but whose actual absence does not destroy i t» 1 8 7 . 
It can be said that according to von Hildebrand's thought , con-
jugal love serves as principal motor of marriage, which is a «won-
derful union of two persons in love and by love» 1 8 8 . It is the élan, 
the vital impulse of marriage which is ordained toward the natural 
and supernatural perfection of the spouses. Love is seen as a vital 
principle of marriage: its existence makes marriage desirable alt-
hough it does not establish the bond and wi thout it, it would not 
be a marriage wanted by G o d 1 8 9 . O n the other hand, marriage pro-
tects the life of conjugal love 1 9 0 . Now, that which is ordained to so-
mething is no t identical to that thing. In this sense, conjugal love 
cannot be the same as the mutual perfection of the spouses but rat-
her fosters the latter. 
O n the other hand, Doms insisted that mutual , irrevocable, sin-
gular and total self-giving is only justified by personal love. Moreo-
ver, the realization of the ends of marriage, procreation and the mu-
tual personal development and perfection of the spouses is possible 
only through personal love 1 9 1 . Thus , Doms was able to identify the 
constitutive role of love in the conjugal life, not as an end, as we 
have said, but rather as he himself affirmed, as «the living forcé» of 
the «juridical, moral, effective two-in-oneness», which is marriage 1 9 2 . 
Love must impregnate and vivify this communi ty of two-in-one-
ness 1 9 3 . 
Wi th these affirmations, it can be surmised that Doms conside-
red conjugal love as a fundamental principle in conjugal life, not in 
the juridical sense, but rather in the existential aspect of the life in 
common wherein all the acts of the spouses must be imbued by a 
love such that, as Doms asserts, the realization of the ends of marria-
ge is only possible through a personal love 1 9 4 . 
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In this regard, we believe that the affirmations of Doms and von 
Hildebrand on conjugal love as a unifying and life-giving principle 
in marriage is consistent with the doctrine of the Council. 
2 .3 . Conjugal love and the essential properties of marriage 
If the unity and indissolubility of marriage are to be vivified by 
conjugal love, what happens then if this love weakens and fades 
away? 
We have said that the essential properties of marriage —uni ty 
and indissolubility— are properties of both the institution of ma-
rriage and of conjugal love. Nevertheless, one must differentiate the 
exclusivity and indissolubility of conjugal love from the unity and 
indissolubility of the institution. The Council has insisted that these 
properties emanate from the matrimonial institution itself 9 5 . As 
enunciated by the relator, these properties of unity and indissolubi-
lity are founded in the mutual self-gift of the spouses and in the good of 
the children, more than in the nature of conjugal love itself96. This juri-
dical precision was made to emphasize that the unity and indissolubi-
lity of the marital bond are rooted in the demands of the institution 
which the spouses must respect and not in the subjectivity or perso-
nal reality of conjugal love 1 9 7 . 
Von Hildebrand admit ted that once consent has been manifes-
ted, an indissoluble objective bond «which is withdrawn from the 
sphere of arbitrary decision of the persons concerned* 1 9 8 is created. 
He frowned at the view that the unity and indissolubility of marria-
ge arises only because it is commanded by the Divine positive law 
and that monogamy is not necessarily rooted in the nature of ma-
rriage nor demanded by natural morality. He contended that mono-
gamy is inherent to the essence of conjugal love and that conjugal 
love «in its essence aims at one person only» 1 9 9 because of its charac-
teristic as an irrevocable and lasting mutual self-gift2 0 0. 
Further, undeniable merit is to be given to Doms for his attempt 
to find an anthropological foundation for the unity and indissolubi-
lity of marriage. This task was carried out by insisting that the indis-
solubility of marriage must be based on four points: on the conjugal 
dignity of the spouses, on the divine idea that the sexual differentia-
tion of the human person is destined towards perpetual relations-
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hips, on love and on the ontological profundity of the conjugal act 
itself which is an expression of the spouses' mutual and total perso-
nal donat ion 2 0 1 . In doing so, however, Doms sustained a critical atti-
tude on the manner by which maternal security and the children's 
welfare constitute as motives for the indissolubility of marriage 2 0 2 . 
Certainly, we do not deny the value of this new anthropological 
foundation of the indissolubility of marriage. However, the above-
mentioned arguments cannot take away the validity of the education 
of children as a motive of indissolubility, as Gaudium et spes has affir-
med. Though they may be educated in an environment other than 
that of their family, each child has a right to be educated by his own 
parents. A love which is authentically conjugal (that is, human and 
personal) should not consider the child as extrinsic to it since the 
child is a visible prolongation and continuation of this love, as Doms 
himself asserted 2 0 3 . 
Nevertheless, inspite of Doms ' extremist view —which would 
soften in his posterior ar t ic le 2 0 4 — on children as a motive for indis-
solubility and unity in marriage, the new foundation laid out by 
Doms has unfurled a promising horizon of perceiving the unity and 
indissolubility of marriage as emanating also from the nature of an 
authentic conjugal love and of the dignity of the human person. 
Prior to their being demanded as precepts of law or as objective 
qualities of marriage as an institution, they must also be considered 
in the light of the intrinsic demands of an authentic and personal 
conjugal love. Unity and indissolubility are connected with the mu-
tual donat ion of the spouses. T h e person is a value in itself who 
possesses a sublime dignity and hence, must not be utilized as an 
instrument inorder to reach an end, but rather, must be treated as 
an end in itselP 0 5 . It is important to accentuate the fact that betwe-
en married spouses, I love you also signifies, I love you alone and for 
3. The relationship of conjugal love to the goods 
and ends of marriage 
Having shown that the Vatican l i s personalist presentation of ma-
rriage does not consider conjugal love as an end of marriage and that 
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it occupies a place which is at par with the institution, the Council 
goes further in emphasizing that conjugal love and the institution are 
intrinsically ordained towards the goods and ends of marriage. Gau-
dium etspes declares twice that marriage and conjugal love are ordai-
ned towards procreation (GS 48a, 50a) and for ten times, its procrea-
tive finality is recalled. Nevertheless, it was made precise that marriage 
is instituted not only for procreation (GS 50c) insofar as it is gifted 
with various goods and ends (GS 50a). It only cites mutuum adiuto-
rium once (GS 48a) but outside the category of ends, whereas it does 
not make any mention of remedium concupiscentiae206. 
3 . 1 . The intrinsic ordination of conjugal love and 
marriage to procreation 
T h e biblical foundation of the mission of the spouses in the pro-
creation and education of their children is provided by the following 
passage: 
Ipse Deus qui dixit: «non est bonum esse hominem solum» (Gen 2, 
18) et qui «hominem ab initio masculum et feminam... fecit» (Mt 19, 
4), volens ei participationem specialem quamdam in Suiipsius opere 
creativo communicare, viro et mulieri benedixit dicens: «crescite et 
multiplicamini» (Gen 1, 28) (GS 50a) 2 0 7. 
In it, the Council wishes to express that in this mission they are 
the cooperators and in a certain sense, its interpreters of the love of 
God the Creator and Savior 2 0 8. 
T h e Fathers emphasized right from the beginning that love and 
procreation cannot be placed in opposition to each other: rather, 
they are complementary and are ordained to each other. Besides, it 
was strongly expressed that «these two principal goods of marriage 
(namely procreation and love)... must be kept united» 2 0 9 , indicating 
the Council's desire to underline the intrinsic ordination not only of 
love, but also of the insititution of marriage to procreation. Two pas-
sages show this intrinsic dynamism of love to procreation. T h e first 
text is as follows: 
Indole autem sua naturali, ipsum institutum matrimonii amorque 
coniugalis ad procreationew et educationewz prolis ordinantur Usque ve-
luti suo fastigio coronantur (GS 48a). 
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This phrase took its definite form in the textus denuo recognitus 
but the idea was already present in the text of Ariccia. 
Amore autem coniugali, gene-
roso atque conscio, quemadmo-
dum... animetur oportet ipsum 
institutum matrimonii, quod ad 
procreationem et educationem 
prolis ordinatur, quibus, veluti fas-
tigio, completur et coronatur. 
Schema receptum or text of Ariccia 
n. 61, p. 47, lines. 16-19 
Ipsum autem institutum matri-
monii amorque coniugalis, genero-
sus atque conscius, procreatione et 
educatione prolisveluti suo fastigio 
coronantur. Textus recognitus n. 
52, p. 6, lines 19-20 
Take note of the following observations: 
1. The text of Ariccia suggests that generous and common conjugal 
love must animate or vivify the same matrimonial institution which is 
ordained to the procreation and the education of the children, by 
which it (referring to marriage) is completed and crowned 2 1 0. 
2. But then in textus recognitus, the institution of marriage is not the 
only one which is crowned by the procreation and the education of 
children. Conjugal love and marriage themselves are. This is proven by 
the words used {Ipsum autem institutum matrimonii amorque coniuga-
lis,... procreatione et educatione prolis... coronan tur)2U. 
T h e second text which demonstrates the intrinsic ordinat ion of 
conjugal love to procreation, states that 
Matrimonium et amor coniugalis indole sua ad prolem procreandam 
et educandam ordinantur. (GS 50a). 
The antecedent texts of this passage are the following: 
Attamen talis est 
amoris coniugalis in-
doles, ut matrimo-
nium natura sua ordi-
netur ad prolis pro-
creationem et edu-
cationem. Schema I, 
n. 21 p, 23, lin. 40-41 
Talis est matrimo-
nii et amoris coniuga-
les indoles, ut ex se-
metipsis ad prolem 
procreandam simul et 
educandam ordinen-
tur. Schema receptus, 
n. 63, p. 49, lin. 25 
Matrimonium et 
amoris coniugalis in-
dole sua, ad prolem 
procreandam et edu-
candam ordinantur. 
Textus recognitus, 
54, p. 8, lin 9-10) 
n. 
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1. In scheme I, one notices that the direct ordination to the procrea-
tion and the education of the children is predicated only to marriage. 
2. This was changed in the Scheme of Ariccia or Receptus after Monsig-
nor Dearden affirmed that ex ipsa amoris coniugalis natura elucet eius ordi-
natio ad foecunditatem212. Besides, the word «natura» was omitted because 
of its ambiguous character in our context. On the other hand, a mention 
of marriage as an institution is added so that the juridical element is joined 
together with the life of the personal love. Hence, in the text of Ariccia, 
both love and the institution are ordained to the children213. 
From these two analyzed texts, we can safely conclude that the 
Council wishes to emphasize that conjugal love and the institution 
of marriage are inseparable from procreation and education of chil-
dren. Both, by their proper nature, are intrinsically ordained to the 
procreation and education of the children. Marriage is not the only 
one benefitted by the procreation and education of children but 
conjugal love as well. 
These affirmations are supported, moreover, by another principle 
solemnly professed by the Council, that there can be no true contra-
diction between the procreation and the fostering of an authentic conju-
gal love (cf. GS 51b). Garcia de Haro explains that this is so because 
«they concern the end and the life-giving principle of the conjugal 
community established by the same creative act» 2 1 4 . If the spouses in 
their conjugal life impede the procreation and do not at tend to the 
education of the children, it means that they do not love each other 
with an authentic and true love 2 1 5 . 
O n the other hand, the Council purposedly wanted to avoid a 
technical language and a rigorous description of the ends of marria-
ge. This is manifested by the inclusion of the words veluti fastidio to 
the first text examined. 
Now, Doms admitted that conjugal love is in itself fruitful 2 1 6 . 
Furthermore, Doms also analyzed the normal psychological process 
of love, saying that «parental love and conjugal love are by nature 
one and the same love» 2 1 7 and that the child is a visible proof of their 
mutual love 2 1 8 . 
Notwithstanding, we think that Doms' vision of the connection 
between conjugal love and procreation is merely consequential. He in-
sisted that procreation is an end which is extrinsic to the immanent 
meaning of marriage and to the love of the spouses and to marriage 2 1 9 . 
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«If marriage, as a unity of two spouses is not constituted by their 
common ordination towards an end extrinsic to them but rather to the 
living and perpetual ordination of man and woman towards each other 
until they become one, there is no sufficient reason to call procreation 
as its primary end...» 2 2 0. 
This assertion can also be elucidated by his debasing stance to-
wards the procreative end insofar as a mere biological end of the 
union of the spouses in the conjugal act. It appears that the connec-
tion between the conjugal act and procreation is merely biological. 
O n many occasions did Doms reiterate that procreation is solely a 
biological effect or biological end of the sexual ac t 2 2 1 . H e contended 
that procreation is a remote biological end of marriage and of the con-
jugal act 2 2 2 . Furthermore, he considers the child as a mere terminal 
end (different from that of the end of human actions) of a natural 
necessary phenomenon, i.e. of the conjugal act of the spouses 2 2 3 or a 
means at the service of the perfection of the spouses 2 2 4 , and not to 
mention, his insistence that the child is a good situated outside the love 
of the spouses225 or a thing which can only be wanted as indirectly or 
strictly speaking can only be desiredand does not take into account the 
direct end of the sexual act filled in itself with a profound mea-
n ing 2 2 6 . Procreation is «only a partial element of the total union of 
two persons in a common life» 2 2 7. For these reasons, D o m s thinks 
that it would be improper to subordinate the meaning of the conju-
gal act (personal union and gift) to its end (procreat ion) 2 2 8 . Note 
that in these affirmations, Doms places himself at the situation of 
the spouses, inorder to determine the meaning of marriage as an ins-
titution. 
Now, Doms' consideration of procreation as a biological end gives 
way to inconveniences. It is as if the life-giving meaning of sexuality 
does not have a personal value at all. This viewpoint reveals, as W. 
May pointed out, a separatist understanding of sexuality in which 
the bond between the procreative meaning of human sexuality and 
its unitive meaning is severed. In this separatist vision of sexuality, 
the procreative meaning has a purely biological function. It becomes 
personally valuable only when it is consciously willed and chosen: other-
wise, the procreative meaning remains in itself a physiological given, 
a purely biological fact 2 2 9 . 
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Perhaps, there underlies a mistaken dualistic and biological no-
tion of the person in the viewpoint which considers procreation as a 
merely biological fact. It was Von Hildebrand himself, who, antici-
pating the justification of those who, invoke the superiority of perso-
nal over biological values inorder to justify artificial contraception, 
argued that 
«the generation of a new human being, a spiritual person who is an 
image of God, clearly bears not only a biological value but also an emi-
nently personal value. Whoever is blind to this cannot speak meaning-
fully of personal values. Again, the fact that the coming into being of a 
new person is bound by God to the most tender love union is a great 
mystery which obviously also cannot be regarded as the bearer of a me-
rely biological value*230. 
Besides, it would be erroneous to consider man as a compartmen-
talized being, as if man were divided into personal and biological-
corporal spheres. From the viewpoint of the substantial union, isn't 
the biological in man also personal in itself? To separate what is bio-
logical and what is personal in man would be a grave mistake of re-
ductionism and dualism. 
Doms ' vision of the child as something extrinsic, as a mere biolo-
gical result and as something accessory and consequential to the 
union of the spouses may be compatible to his desire to emphasize 
the personal values found in marriage. However, this view is incom-
patible with what Gaudium et spes declared regarding the child as the 
most precious gift towards which marriage and conjugal love are in-
trinsically ordained. Doms himself falls into a closed vision of nega-
ting the personal value of the child which must be included in this 
two-in-oneness instead of being considered as something extrinsic to 
it. We think that Doms ' personalist conception of marriage, despite 
his affirmations that the child is the personal achievement of the 
spouses, appears too individualistic and falls into the extreme of iso-
lating the union constituted by the spouses and closing this two-in-
oneness in between the two of them. 
If conjugal love is to be truly personal and fecund, it must be inti-
mately linked with paternal love and not just a mere effusion of the 
former, i.e. as a necessary natural tendency of a phenomenon. A per-
sonal conjugal love ought to be geared towards the entire person. 
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Now, every human person has an inherent potential paternity and 
maternity due to the reality of the sexual dimension of the human 
person. Taking this into account, Doms was not able to capture the 
plenary significance of I love you which should also be equivalent to / 
love you with all the children we will bring forth in our union. Thus , 
the vision that the fruit of this love (i.e. the infant,) is something ex-
trinsic or a necessary result of the love of the spouses as if it were an 
unwanted good, is incompatible to a truly personal and fruitful con-
jugal love. 
We believe that the intrinsic laws of conjugal love speak of a subs-
tantial interdependence between love and procreation. «True conju-
gal love is specifically fruitful: procreative. T h e contraposition bet-
ween these two principal values is a destructive mistake: it destroys 
love itself and it destroys the fruit» 2 3 1 which can be only «wanted in 
an indirect manner», i.e. the spouses subjectively want to possess 
each other in their conjugal relationships instead of directly perfor-
ming the act in view of procreating a child. In Doms , the intrinsic 
ordination of marriage and love towards procreation, affirmed in 
Gaudium et spes, is jeopardized with his extrinsic vision of the child. 
3.2. Conjugal love and the mutual help of the spouses 
In the above cited texts, procreation appears as an intrinsic end of 
marriage. However, the Council recognizes that marriage is no t ex-
clusively ordained towards procreation. The fact that procreation is 
one of the intrinsic goods of marriage is something evident in the 
document, without leaving aside the other ends {non posthabitis aliis 
matrimonii finibus) of marriage 2 3 2 . 
We have seen earlier that an identification of conjugal love with 
either mutual help or mutual perfection of the spouses, or to consi-
der conjugal love as an end has its own inconveniences: it would re-
sult to an inversion of the hierarchy of the ends of marriage and 
would eventually break the ordination of love towards procreation. 
Now, it is estimable that the Gaudium et spes has noted the dis-
tinction between conjugal love and mutual help and mutual perfec-
tion. Though mutuum adiutorium was only mentioned once 2 3 3 in the 
document , a reading of Gaudium et spes demonstrates that mutual 
help acquires a wider concept. Firstly, mutual help as an end is not 
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uniquely considered in view of the procreative end. Neither is it su-
bordinated to the procreative end. 
Secondly, it is related to conjugal love as a dynamic element of 
the conjugal community without being identified with conjugal love 
nor with the mutual perfection of the spouses 2 3 4 . Mutual help brings 
with it a wide array of conduct and activities which, upon being im-
pregnated by conjugal love, favor the encounter and the reciprocal 
perfection of the spouses 2 3 5 . 
III. T H E D I G N I T Y O F T H E CONJUGAL A C T A N D T H E 
CRITERIA F O R CONJUGAL MORALITY 
After delineating and comparing the nature and characteristics of 
conjugal love in the Pastoral Const i tut ion Gaudium etspes and the 
ideas of von Hildebrand and Doms, we shall now tackle a topic of 
vital importance. 
1 . T h e dignity of the conjugal act 
We have discussed in the first part of the chapter how the Coun-
cil affirms that conjugal love is expressed, signified and perfected in a 
singular and specific manner through the conjugal act. In their con-
jugal union, the spouses express their mutual self-gift and their love 
as well. This idea, as previously seen, is explicated in the thoughts of 
our two authors. 
Haec dilectio proprio matrimonii opere singulariter exprimitur et 
perficitur. Actus proinde, quibus coniuges intime et caste inter se 
uniuntur, honesti ac digni sunt et, modo vere humano exerciti, dona-
tionem mutuam significant et fovent, qua sese invicem laeto gratoque 
animo locupletant (GS 49b) 2 3 6 . 
In this paragraph, one can see that the Council provides a condi-
tion so that the conjugal acts of the spouses really manifest an aut-
hentic conjugal love: the union and mutual donation of the spouses 
and the expression of conjugal love through the conjugal act are 
achieved with the condition that they are realized in a truly human 
manner (modo vere humano). 
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O n the other hand, the Council states that these specific acts 
have to be carried out and ordained in conformity to the human dig-
nity (secundum germanam dignititatem humanam) which serves as 
the right reason (recta ratio). 
Indoles vero sexualis hominis necnon humana generandi facultas 
mirabiliter exsuperant ea quae in inferioribus vitae gradibus habentur; 
proinde ipsi actus vitae coniugali proprii, secundum germanam dignita-
tem humanam ordinati, magna observantia reverendi sunt" (GS 51c: 
italics added). 
In these two texts, it can be gleaned that the conjugal acts specific 
to conjugal love have a sublime dignity for they express the self-gift 
of the person of the spouses. As such, they must be approached with 
reverence and respect. However, only will they express an authentic 
self-gift of the persons if the acts in themselves are realized in a truly 
human manner and when they are ordained in conformity with the ge-
nuine human dignity, i.e. as human persons created according to 
God's image. In this regard, we are dealing with two things: the na-
ture of the acts and the nature of the human person. These two aspects 
are indispensable for the moral licitude of the realization of the con-
jugal act. 
Further reference was also made to the role of chastity. T h e con-
jugal acts have to be realized in conformity with the virtue of conju-
gal chastity. This idea was added in the third conciliar scheme. T h e 
relation which accompanied textus recognitus proposed the change of 
ordinatim to caste «so that the moral order be indicated according to 
its proper virtue» 2 3 7 . Two Fathers wanted it to be suppressed and one 
wanted it to be substituted. However, the Commit tee denied their 
petitions for it considers the virtue of chastity as indispensable in the 
exercise of the conjugal sexual acts 2 3 8 . 
From the above statements, it can be deduced that according to 
the Council , the conjugal acts, —inorder to signify and foment the 
mutual donation of the spouses and thereby be authentic expression 
of conjugal love—, have to be (1) realized in a truly human manner 
(natural aci), hence excluding anal and oral coitus; (2) in conformity 
to the human dignity (nature of the human person); (3) ruled by the 
virtue of chastity which supposes self-control and a respect of the or-
der wanted by God. 
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We believe that these principles can also be found in Doms ' 
thought. H e contended that inorder for the sexual act to be human 
and in conformity with the human dignity, the corporal sphere ne-
eds to be ruled by the spiritual sphere; otherwise, an act which is me-
rely physical constituted a degrading and inhuman act 2 3 9 . Moreover, 
it has to be realized with all decency and modesty24'1 considering the 
other person in his eternal value241, following the ordination instituted 
by God, i.e., with the opposite sex and as a naturally performed ac?42. 
Only then would the sexual act, according to Doms be an expression 
of a real self-gift of the person, which is the basis of its dignity. H o -
wever, the motive which guarantees and justifies such gift of the per-
son is a personal love, which if it does not exist, the sexual act would 
never be fully human 2 4 3 . If this union is carried out without any type 
of personal love and the sexual act is carried out for mere pleasure, 
then the «person is debased into the rank of an instrument of the ins-
tinct244. 
2. T h e objective criteria for conjugal morality 
We have previously discussed how the Council manifested its gre-
at esteem on the conjugal act. It has been willfully accepted that 
when the conjugal act is realized in a manner which is honest, chaste 
and worthy of the dignity of the spouses as human persons, it ex-
presses, fosters and perfects their conjugal love and realizes the mu-
tual donation of the persons of the spouses which is demanded by an 
authentic conjugal love. 
Now, the Church recognizes that the spouses may encounter 
themselves in temporary situations in which they cannot increase 
the number of children (GS 51a). Furthermore, the Church ack-
nowledges that when conjugal intimacy is interrupted, it can imperil 
the fidelity of the spouses and thus compromise the good of the chil-
dren (GS 51a). The Church categorically emphasizes that «there can 
be no conflict between divine laws governing the transmission of life 
and fostering the authentic conjugal love». (GS 51b). In these situa-
tions, the sincere intention and appreciation of the motives are not 
enough in orienting towards a true solution of the conflicts in which 
the spouses find themselves (GS 51c). 
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M a n as a person is a corporal-spiritual being. His spirituality-
enables h im to act in a rational manner. H u m a n sexuality as a cons-
titutive part of the human person, also possesses both corporal and 
spiritual dynamisms such that the exercise of sexuality —inorder 
for it to conform to human na ture— must be directed by his higher 
spiritual faculties and «not by his instincts which is the immanent 
force which is proper to irrational living things* 2 4 5 . As a creature of 
God, dependent on his laws and subject to respect the order esta-
blished by God, man is called to adjust himself to the objective crite-
ria taken from the norm of morality, for his dignity lies in obser-
ving the law established by God in his heart and by it he will be 
judged (GS 16). 
The question arises: what criteria did the Council offer to orient 
the spouses in the conjugal conduct? 
Moralis igitur indoles rationis agendi, ubi de componendo amore 
coniugali cum responsabili vitae transmissione agitur, non a sola sincera 
intentione et aestimatione motivorum pendet, sed obiectivis criteriis, ex 
personae eiusdemque actuum natura desumptis, determinari debet, quae 
integrum sensum mutuae donationis ac humanae procreationis in contextu 
veri amoris observant (GS 51c) 2 4 6. 
T h e criteria 2 4 7 in judging the moral conduct of the spouses in 
their conjugal relations do not depend on their subjective intentions 
— t h o u g h sincere they may be—, nor on the appreciation of reaso-
nable motives; rather, they depend on the objective criteria which 
proceed from the (I) nature itself of the human person and of his acts. 
However, these require that (2) the integral meaning of the mutual 
donation and human procreation in the true context of love be res-
pected 2 4 8 . We shall briefly discuss these two sources of the objective 
criteria in assessing the morality of conjugal acts. 
2 . 1 . The nature of the human person and of his acts 
The Council wanted to make the dignity of the human person as a 
constant point of reference of conjugal morality from which objecti-
ve criteria are to be sought 2 4 9 . However, the dignity of the human 
person referred to includes not only the nature of the human person 
as such, but also the intrinsic nature of the acts themselves. 
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This principle has already been enunciated in the relatio ad Textum 
receptum which states that «the procreative faculty and the act be res-
pected so that the objective conditions regarding the genuine dignity of 
the human person be observed» and that «those principles are not me-
rely taken from the biological or animal life, but from a specifically hu-
man order and from the dignity of the human person*2 5 0. 
However, in the textus recognitus, the Commission proposed a new 
text with a threefold aim (1) of clarifying the text regarding conjugal 
life which must be ordained according to the genuine human dignity; 
(2) of integrating all values such as love and the physical aspect of con-
jugal act as elements which determine the moral norms and (3) of re-
moving doubts regarding the objective character of the human dignity 
and thereby excluding whatever subjectivism in the right judgment of 
the morality of the conjugal acts 2 5 1. 
In the next stage of the redaction, one modus proposed that the ob-
jective criteria of morality be founded in the «dignity of the human per-
son and according to the nature of the acts themselves (in eadem perso-
nae humanae dignitate atque iuxta naturam ipsorum). The Commission 
decided to change what has been written in the textus recognitus (in ea-
dem personae humanae dignitate fundatis) into ex personae eiusdemque 
actuum natura desumptis. These words signify that the act has to be dis-
cerned not solely according to its merely biological aspect, but also in-
sofar as it integrally pertains to the human person and to his adequate 
consideration))252. 
Having these principles in mind, we can now compare them with 
what D o m s said about this matter. We believe that Doms had the 
intuition of the centrality of the principle of human dignity upon sa-
ying that «the dignity of the human person and the profound and holy 
love which rests upon it are the ontological, spiritual and moral 
foundations of every marriage* 2 5 3 . H e viewed the sexual act as a hu-
man act inseparable from the person. Its meaning is situated in the 
mutual gift of the persons which actualizes the conjugal two-in-one-
ness. If by reason of subjective satisfaction which one obtains from 
it, the conjugal act is envisioned without regard for the value of the 
person, the personal dignity of both partners is violated 2 5 4 . 
Furthermore, Doms insisted that the sexual act which expresses 
the self-giving of the person, must be entirely free from all fraud. The 
falsification may either be anatomical, mechanical or chemical. In 
whatever manner by which this falsification takes place, there is (1) a 
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corruption of the integrity of the sexual act and since the sexual act 
is inseparable from the person (2) the personal dignity of the spouses 
as God's creature is degraded and violated, and (3) a transgression of 
God's sovereignty by man exists 2 5 5. 
The centrality of the dignity of the human person in Doms' con-
jugal morality can be in accord with the intention of Gaudium et 
spes. In elaborating his principles, however, Doms affirmed that the 
intimate foundation of the morality of the sexual union is «primarily 
found in the meaning of the sexual union itself, independently of 
procreation or the subjective satisfaction of the spouses» 2 5 6. 
2.2. The integral meaning of mutual donation and of human 
procreation in the context of true love 
Gil Hellin asserts that according to the Council , marriage and 
conjugal love has undoubtedly two clear-cut and natural meanings: 
mutual donation and human procreation. They are meanings — n o t 
ends— which are intimate and connatural to the institution of con-
jugal love. These two are precisely the necessary criteria for a moral 
judgment of the intimate matrimonial life. T h e moral nature of the 
behavior of the spouses does not depend on the subjective criteria 
but is in strict dependence on the objective criteria 2 5 7 . O n the other 
hand, instead of being a third integral component which determines the 
morality of the conjugal act, conjugal love serves as the element which 
informs both mutual donation and human procreation1™. 
Could one derive the inseparability of these two meanings from what 
has been mentioned? Gil Hellin believes that the inseparability of the-
se two criteria, to be confirmed later in Humanae vitae, cannot be 
sufficiendy concluded from this text of Gaudium et spes, at least not 
in a literal manner. Nevertheless, one can deduce the necessary inse-
parability of these two meanings for the moral rectitude of the con-
jugal life basing oneself on the context 2 5 9 . 
Perhaps we can acknowledge von Hildebrand and Doms for ap-
preciating the intrinsic connection between the unitive and procrea-
tive meanings of the sexual act. 
Von Hildebrand was a step ahead of his contemporaries in decla-
ring that the conjugal act has a meaning of its own, not limited only 
to its procreative significance 2 6 0 but also includes the expression and 
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fulfillment of conjugal love 2 6 1 , and the unitive aspect of the conjugal 
union. This position is truly meritorious on the part of this author 
for conjugal love is not restricted to its psychological, affective or to 
spiritual dimensions, but is integrated with sexuality 2 6 2. 
However, the above statement gave rise to misinterpretations, 
which at tempted to justify artificial birth control. Von Hildebrand 
categorically rejected these posi t ions 2 6 3 . O n many occasions 2 6 4 did 
Hildebrand state that the conjugal act should be informed by love 
and that it must be realized in conspectu Dei stressing the inseparabi-
lity between the two meanings of the conjugal act: procreation and 
the fulfillment and expression of wedded love. 
As early as 1927, Von Hildebrand affirmed that these «two mea-
nings are organically united by God in such a manner to destroy such 
unity, to go against the sacred mystery of such union... would consti-
tute in itself a cr ime» 2 6 5 . Moreover, he ment ioned that the «general 
connection between procreation and the communion of love must always 
be maintained subjectively, at least as a general possibility of this 
act» 2 6 6 . Wi th these statements, we believe that von Hildebrand urged 
the spouses not to deliberately separate the unitive and procreative 
meanings of the conjugal act. 
O n his part, Doms insisted that the dignity and grandeur of the 
sexual act are not derived from its ordination towards procreation 
but rather in its meaning as a complete giving of the person267, in which 
the «intímate foundation of its moral goodness or evilness is prima-
rily found, independently of procreation or of the subjective satisfac-
tion of the spouses». Nevertheless, he added that the «realization of 
these two ends forms a new basis for its moral appreciation)) 2 6 8 . 
Doms stated that the personal and biological ends of the sexual act, 
«although they are two distinct finalities... are bound together and 
they normally compenétrate each other in an inseparable manner»2bS'. 
True, there seems to be a similarity with what Humanae vitae will la-
ter affirm regarding the inseparability of the two meanings of the 
conjugal act. However, one begins to doubt the rectitude of Dom's 
phrase when one relates it to the priority given by Doms to the mu-
tual completion and perfection of the spouses as the immanent end 
of marriage and to his aggressive stance against procreation as the 
primary end of marriage. 
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We have seen in its due moment , how D o m s considered illicit 
and immoral whatever falsification or artificial intervention of the 
conjugal act committed by the spouses. But then, to strip off the va-
lue of the intrinsic ordination of conjugal love to procreation in as-
sessing the morality of conjugal acts and to base the moral assess-
ment solely on the dignity of the person and on the mutual 
donation of the spouses is unorthodoxical. It is incompatible with 
what Gaudium etspes proposes. 
His affirmations on the dignity of the human person and the dig-
nity and meaning of the conjugal act as objective references for con-
jugal morality may be compatible with Catholic morality: yet, they 
still remain insufficient. He recognized the inherent dignity and per-
fective value of the sexual act, stripping it from any trace of a janse-
nist or dualistic attitude. But to overstress the importance of sexua-
lity as the fundamental and central force for the perfection of the 
human person and the realization of the immanent meaning of ma-
rriage can give way to deplorable consequences. If the meaning of 
the marital act is situated merely in the force of a mutual donation, 
without any relation to the procreation of children, the spouses can 
easily derive from it or create motives in order to free themselves 
from the weight of bearing and rearing children. Much more, can 
they comfortably defend or at least excuse abuses in their sexual acti-
vity 2 7 0 . 
Doms wanted to liberate sexuality from a merely biological no-
tion and marriage from its identification with its procreative finality 
in order to insist on the personal values found in them. However, in 
the process, Doms himself falls into a reductionism upon stressing 
that sexuality and the sexual act as the prime means of human per-
fection and consequently negating that their objective end is the 
transmission of new life: prqcreation. Von Hildebrand, would later 
protest against this at tempt saying that the t ruth does not lie in a 
mere diametrical opposition between two posit ions 2 7 1 . 
Gaudium et spes has established, on the other hand, some princi-
ples for conjugal morality in a more integral manner. T h e morality 
of the conjugal acts are provided by objective criteria: the nature of 
the human person —who possesses a sublime dignity for being crea-
ted according to God's image and called to an eternal destiny— and 
the intrinsic nature of the conjugal acts themselves. Both demand 
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that the conjugal acts are to be realized by observing the integral me-
aning of both mutual donat ion and of human procreation in the 
context of true love. However, the objectivity of this criteria is provi-
ded for and illumined by the divine law. 
2.3. The divine law 
T h e objectivity of the criteria is a result of the divine law, whose 
authentic interpreter is the Magisterium of the Church. The sole ba-
sis of the objective criteria is the divine law which we can know eit-
her through the teachings of the Magisterium or through the consi-
deration of the nature of the human person and his acts, for the 
divine natural law is encountered impressed in the human nature. 
Hence, upon saying that the objective criteria have to be taken from 
the nature of the person and his acts, the Council adds that in ques-
tions of birth regulation, having these principles mentioned as basis, 
it is not licit for the sons of the Church to go through ways which 
the Magisterium, upon explaining the divine law, disapproves of 7 2 . 
It is the divine law which «shows the full meaning of conjugal 
love, protects it and impels it towards its true h u m a n perfection» 
(GS 50b). God's law shows how conjugal love is expressed and culti-
vated in a manner adequate to the dignity of the human person. 
Now, the divine law is an object of knowledge and becomes light 
and rule of the conscience, for man is not the maker of the norms of 
his own acts. This idea was added in the textus recognitus in order to 
avoid whatever subjectivism in the elaboration of the judgment of 
the spouses. 
In sua vero agendi ratione coniuges christiani conscii sint se non ad 
arbitrium suum procederé posse, sed semper regi deberé conscientia 
ipsi legi divinae conformanda, dóciles erga Ecclesiae Magisterium, 
quod illam sub luce Evangelii authentice interpretatur (GS 50b) 2 7 3 . 
The Council does not present the divine law as an extrinsic com-
plementary no rm but as something impressed in the person him-
self 7 4. O n the other hand, we do not only know this law because the 
Magisterium of the Church explains and interprets it, but also we 
discover it in the nature of the person itself. Indeed, as Gaudium et 
spes insisted, man discovers deep within his conscience a law which 
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God has impressed in his heart and which he must obey: to love and 
do what is good and to avoid evil. Man's ^dignity lies in observing this 
law, and by it he will be judged» 2 7 5 . 
Summing up the content of this chapter, it can be deduced that 
there is an apparent concordance, though in a general manner, bet-
ween some ideas of von Hildebrand and Doms with the ideas ex-
pounded in Gaudium etspes, particularly in the following points: 
(1) the recognition of the personal values of sexuality which ex-
plains its superiority over animal sexuality; (2) its intrinsic connec-
tion with love; (3) the affirmation of the conjugal act understood as 
a mutual donation of the person and thereby is an expression, reali-
zation and fulfillment of conjugal love; (4) the characteristics of 
conjugal love as total, exclusive, chaste, benevolent and above all 
personal and its relationship with charity; (5) conjugal love is situa-
ted not at the level of ends but as a life-giving principle, the vital 
force of marriage which must imbue all the aspects of the conjugal 
life; (6) the acknowledgment of the two meanings of the conjugal 
act and the factual recognition of their inseparability; (7) the cen-
trality of the dignity of the human person in assessing the morality 
of the conjugal acts; (8) and lastly, marriage as a means of sanctifi-
cation. 
Nevertheless, it would be a presumption on our part if we affirm 
that there is a direct assumption of the thoughts of these two authors 
by the redactors of Gaudium et spes. Rather, we can warrant that ever 
since von Hildebrand and Doms manifested their thoughts, there 
has been a progressive assimilation of the personalist ideas in the wri-
tings of some authors on marriage published prior to the Second Va-
tican Council. 
In her desire to communicate herself to the contemporary society 
and in finding appropriate ways for bringing to life the rich doctrine 
of the Church in the midst of the new societal conditions, the 
Church during the Second Vatican Council , opted for a language 
which can be comprehended by the men and women of our times 
and, at the same time, integrated the antecedent theological develop-
ments but in continuity with the entire previous Magisterium. 
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In this respect, we manifest our reservations regarding some ideas 
pronounced by Doms specially those which are in connection with 
(1) the denial of the value of the education of children in the indis-
solubility of marriage; (2) the apparent disregard for the intrinsic or-
dination of marriage and conjugal love towards procreation and its 
value in the moral assessment of conjugal acts; (3) and his articula-
tion on the ends of marriage. These points cannot be made compati-
ble with the doctrine of Gaudium et spes on marriage. 
C O N C L U S I O N S 
The chapter on marriage and the family of the Pastoral Constitu-
tion of the Church in the modern world is a living testimony of the 
open att i tude of the Church towards doctrinal progress. Anchored 
on an investigation which is very attentive to the Sacred Scripture, it 
does no t neglect the contributions of the human and theological 
sciences, nor does it discard what has been established. The incorpo-
ration of conjugal love which occupies a central role in the conciliar 
exposition of the doctrine on marriage and the recognition of its hu-
man and interpersonal significance is a proof of this fact. 
After analyzing the thoughts of von Hildebrand and Doms and 
comparing them to what was expounded in Gaudium et spes, we can 
conclude that there are points of similarity and points which are irre-
concilable with what Gaudium et spes has affirmed regarding conju-
gal love and the ends of marriage. 
Concordant ideas 
There is an apparent concordance, though in a general manner, 
on the following points: 
1. Gaudium et spes recognizes the superiority of human over ani-
mal sexuality, admitting that the value of sexuality is not restricted in 
its biological meaning but also redounds in the entire h u m a n per-
son, The acts proper to the spouses realized according to the dignity 
of the human person, are to be revered and respected. 
Both von Hildebrand and D o m s insisted on the difference bet-
ween animal and h u m a n sexuality. Von Hildebrand manifests that 
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human sexuality cannot be reduced to its mere procreative signifi-
cance, which identifies it to animal sexuality. Tha t which differentia-
tes human sexuality from animal sexuality is the fact that in the for-
mer, a conscious participation of the human spiritual soul is 
involved and to isolate this conscious participation would be to 
equate it with a mere instinctive animal drive; in short, to animalize 
it. H u m a n sexuality is considered by von Hildebrand as essentially 
profound, for it connotes an unbreakable connection between the se-
xual and spiritual spheres of man. The corporal experiences always 
have repercussions on the rational or spiritual sphere: unlike animal 
sexuality or even acts of man, human sexuality always has moral im-
plications. 
O n his part, Doms bases himself on some biological indications 
inorder to demonstrate that human sexuality differs from animal se-
xuality. The absence of the period of rut and the possibility of carr-
ying out the sexual act during pregnancy demonstrate that human 
sexuality cannot be limited to its procreative end. Further, D o m s 
contends that the sexual act is a human and personal act, i.e., it can 
never be a simple activity of organs, nor can it be considered as me-
rely instinctive but rather originates in the depths of the human spi-
rit because it is freely willed and consists in the self-giving of the 
person. As such, it can never be separated from the person, nor can 
be considered as independent from him. Doms believes that there is 
a strong compenetration between sexuality and spirituality. The hu-
man spirit ordains and transfigures the acts of the sensible part of 
the human nature in order to acquire a spiritual content. 
2. Upon underling the dignity of the sexual act, the Council deci-
sively inserts sexuality in its relationship with love. Sexuality is eleva-
ted from a biological and affective plane in order to become a speci-
fic expression of conjugal love. 
Von Hildebrand describes this self-gift in the context of expoun-
ding the character of intimacy or secrecy which sexuality possesses. 
This indicates that the disclosure of ones sexuality, as constitutive of 
his person, is equivalent to revealing something intimate or personal. 
To unveil it or to surrender it is to the relinquish or abandon one's 
self to the other person. Wi th regard to the insertion of sexuality in 
conjugal love, von Hildebrand affirmed in several occasions that the 
true nature of sexuality, as essentially profound, as constitutive and 
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identifiable with the person himself and its procreative significance, 
can only be revealed by its connection with conjugal love. There is a 
preestablished harmony between love andsexualitysuch that if one con-
cedes autonomy to the sexual sphere separating it from its union with 
conjugal love, one begins to falsify its meaning. Only a love which is 
conjugal is capable of unit ing the sensual and spiritual spheres and 
maintain its integrity. Only conjugal love can uphold the sovereignty 
of the spirit over the body. 
In a parallel manner, D o m s manifests that the meaning of the 
sexual act is the self-gift of the person. Sexuality enables two per-
sons toward a mutual self-giving and mutual perfection. Moreover, 
Doms recognized sexuality in its personal dimension: sexuality is a 
mark which is inseparable from the human person and contributes 
to his determinat ion and perfection. H e affirmed that it is not li-
mited to an isolated activity of the sexual organs, that is, it cannot 
be reduced to its mere physiological function, bu t is rather gifted 
with values which contribute to the realization of the h u m a n per-
son 
O n the other hand, Doms affirms that only an intentional and 
real love enables the spirit to ordain and elevate that which is corpo-
ral and that the «satisfaction of the instinct must be done only th-
rough is harmonious insertion in conjugal love». 
3. Gaudium et spes declares that the conjugal act is a singular ex-
pression, fulfillment and perfection of conjugal love, signifying and 
fomenting the mutual donat ion of the person of the spouses. Ne-
vertheless, conditions were laid down by Gaudium et spes inorder for 
the conjugal act to be a real expression of conjugal love: that it be 
performed in accordance to human dignity and that it must be fulfi-
lled in an honest and chaste manner. 
This idea has been bannered by von Hildebrand since 1927, sa-
ying that the conjugal act «constitutes the unique expression and the 
specific realization of conjugal love», to be repeated later in his pos-
terior works. O n his part, Doms states that the conjugal love «finds 
its highest expression in that by which a spouse confides himself to 
the other up to the point of physically surrendering oneself* in a 
«specifically conjugal carnal union*. 
4. Gaudium et spes describes conjugal love as a personal love. It is 
total and eminently human, encompassing all corporal, affective and 
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spiritual manifestations. As such, it comprehends the sexual dimen-
sion of the spouses, having its origin in the will (and thereby is not 
merely erotic or passional but a habit) and always seeks the good of 
the person (benevolent, faithful and indissoluble). This love is hea-
led, elevated and perfected by the divine love. Both von Hildebrand 
and Doms identified the same characteristics of conjugal love, 
though in distinct manners and profundity. We believe that von Hil-
debrand was able to provide a more comprehensive exposition of the 
nature and characteristics of conjugal love. 
5. Contrary to what some authors think, we believe that D . von 
Hildebrand and H . Doms did not situate conjugal love in the cate-
gory of an end of marriage, nor did they identify it with mutual 
help. Rather, both saw love as a substantial principle in marriage, ha-
ving a fundamental and vital role in the entire conjugal life: the soul 
of marriage, according to von Hildebrand, and its living force, accor-
ding to Doms, as the principle which must imbue all acts of married 
life. It is in this manner that Gaudium et spes presented conjugal 
love: a life-giving principle which generates and vivifies the institu-
tion. Likewise, conjugal love needs the institution which confirms, 
sanctions and protects it before God and men. 
6. Gaudium et spes recognized that the conjugal act expresses, ful-
fills and foments conjugal love. Von Hildebrand and Doms ' at-
tempts to strip off whatever pessimistic and Gnostic notions with 
respect to the sexual act are noteworthy. Von Hildebrand recognized 
that conjugal act is the expression and fulfillment of conjugal love. 
Doms acknowledged that only when the spouses incorporate their 
sexual dimensions through the conjugal act does conjugal love arise. 
This is in contrast with regard to an erroneous and dualistic notion 
of conjugal love which is limited within the spiritual sphere: a no-
tion which is influenced by a pessimistic att i tude towards what is 
carnal and sexual. 
7. Upon laying down the criteria for conjugal morality, Gaudium 
et spes placed emphasis on the dignity of the h u m a n person which 
comprehends the twofold notion of the nature of the human person 
and the nature of his acts. 
Both von Hildebrand and Doms contend that the human person 
has to be respected in his entire value and full worth. Otherwise, the 
person is relegated into the rank of instrument for pleasure. Doms 
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affirmed that the dignity of the human person is a moral foundation 
of every marriage. The sexual act has to realized in a natural manner, 
i.e., according to the anatomical and physiological structure of the 
organs; its meaning as a complete self-giving of the person has to be 
respected, excluding whatever falsification or fraud. 
8. At the same t ime, the na ture of the h u m a n person and of 
his acts require that the integral meaning of mutua l donat ion and 
h u m a n procreat ion in the context of t rue love be respected. In 
this regard, Gaudium et spes recognized two clear-cut meanings of 
the conjugal act. Th is , as we have seen, were also enuncia ted by 
our two authors . However, we were able to identify a subtle sepa-
ration between the unitive and procreatie meanings of the conju-
gal act. 
9. In accordance to what Lumen gentium declared about the uni-
versal call to holiness, Gaudium et spes solemnly declares that th-
rough marriage, the spouses can attain their proper perfection and 
mutual sanctification. Both von Hildebrand and Doms ment ioned 
something about this fact. Von Hildebrand is conscious of the subli-
me meaning of marriage as a communion of love in Christ and by 
Christ, wherein the aim of each spouse is to achieve a transformation 
of their persons in Christ. The spouses have the unique task of sanc-
tifying themselves and glorifying God through marriage, which he 
described as a path of salvation. 
1 0 . Finally, it would be an injustice on von Hildebrand s part if 
one were to attribute all the merit to Doms , as what other authors 
have done, regarding the similarity of his ideas with what is found in 
Gaudium et spes. As we have seen throughout our investigation, the 
ideas on the importance of conjugal love in marriage and conjugal 
act as the singular expression and realization of this love, converting 
oneself as a gift to the other person, have been pronounced by von 
Hildebrand years earlier than Doms. 
Incompatible points 
O n the other hand, the concordance in some ideas does not jus-
tify an excessive and indiscriminate exaltation of Doms. The results 
of our investigation show that there are some of Doms ' ideas which 
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cannot be reconciled with the teachings of Gaudium et spes. These 
are the following: 
1. Doms ' denial of the value of the education of children in the 
indissolubility of marriage; Gaudium et spes affirmed that unity and 
indissolubility as properties of the matrimonial institution are also 
properties of conjugal love. However, it specified that the unity and 
indissolubility of the matr imonial insti tution are founded on the 
mutual donat ion of the spouses and the good of the children as 
well. T h o u g h Doms insisted that conjugal love forms part of the 
four pillars of the unity and indissolubility of marriage, he, nevert-
heless, sustained a critical attitude towards the demands of the pro-
creation and education of the child as one of the essential reasons 
for the indissolubility of marriage, asserting that the principle of 
unity of marriage resides immediately in the rapport of the spouses, 
and not in a good situated outside the relationship of the spouses as 
is the child. This is not in accord with the teachings of Gaudium et 
spes. 
2. Doms ' apparent disregard for the intrinsic ordination of ma-
rriage and conjugal love towards procreation; Gaudium et spes de-
fends that a true contradiction between conjugal love and procrea-
tion cannot exist. Marriage and conjugal love are intrinsically 
ordained to procreation. 
Doms' vision on procreation, on the other hand, as merely conse-
quential and extrinsic to conjugal love, places a tension between love 
and procreation. Doms ' theory places more importance on the clo-
sed union between the persons of the spouses. Procreation is seen as 
a merely natural phenomenon, a biological effect of the conjugal act. 
The child, though it serves as means for the perfection of the spouses 
and as a visible proof of their love, is not the objective end of the se-
xual act, according to Doms, because it is only wanted in an indirect 
manner. O n e can infer, then, that this is in contrast to the effort of 
the Council to underline their harmony. In this regard, Doms ' doc-
trine is not compatible with that of Gaudium et spes. 
3. Furthermore, Doms affirmed that the grandeur and dignity of 
the sexual act are derived from its meaning as a real union of per-
sons, thereby actualizing the conjugal two-in-oneness, and not from 
procreation. Too daring. Tha t which seems diametrically posited in 
Doms ' theory —mutua l donat ion and procreat ion— is harmo-
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niously united in Gaudium etspes. The conciliar text affirms that the 
dignity of the conjugal act consists in both: as an expression of the 
mutual donation of the spouses and of their love —which is intrinsi-
cally ordained towards procreation—. 
4. Besides, there is a great risk in placing the intimate foundation 
of its morality merely on mutual donation as the meaning of the se-
xual act and independent from procreation. Though Doms insisted 
on a total and complete respect of the ontological meaning of the se-
xual act, this remains inadequate and would have its moral draw-
backs, since the procreative meaning in Doms' thought is not onto-
logical to the meaning of the sexual act. O n the contrary, Gaudium 
et spes declares that the integral meaning of the sexual act is twofold: 
mutual donation and human procreation, performed in the context 
of true love. 
5. Finally, Doms' articulation on the ends of marriage in his book 
is irreconcilable with the doctrine of Gaudium et spes. Doms' misrea-
ding of the Encyclical Casti connubii led him to designate the mu-
tual formation and perfection of the spouses — a n d not procrea-
t ion— as the principal and primary end of marriage in the natural 
ontological and supernatural order as well. As such, Doms suggested 
that the use of the terms primary and secondary be discarded in the 
future. At first glance, Gaudium et spes did not ment ion in its text 
any hierarchization of the marital purposes: it only described that 
marriage has various goods and ends. In this sense, Doms has appa-
rently anticipated the Council's position on the hierarchy of the 
ends. But not quite. 
After verifying the underlying intention of the Council regarding 
the hierarchy of ends of marriage, we affirm that the silence on this 
matter is not in any way tantamount to a renunciation of the traditio-
nal doctrine on the ends of marriage. T h e final text and actas of the 
Council insisted on the primordial importance of procreation. Furt-
hermore, the actas and other authors attested that this silence res-
ponds to the pastoral tone of the document which does not want to 
enter into technical and juridical clarifications which are susceptible 
of overlooking the personalist values in marriage and to the demands 
of the conjugal and familiar spirituality of the times. For these rea-
sons, one can conclude that the actual inversion of the hierarchy of 
the ends of marriage in Doms' thought is incompatible with the 
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Council's desire to integrate doctrine and life in continuity with the 
entire previous Magisterium. 
* * * 
We have arrived at the final stage of our study and we have wit-
nessed that, there are some aspects in the thoughts of our two aut-
hors which are akin to the exposition of Gaudium etspes on conjugal 
love. Nevertheless, it would be impertinent to say that the redactors 
of Gaudium et spes directly and indiscriminately assumed and conse-
crated the thoughts of von Hildebrand and Doms on conjugal love 
and the ends of marriage. Rather, we can attest that ever since von 
Hildebrand and Doms expressed their thoughts, there had been a 
progressive assimilation of the personalist ideas in the writings of 
some authors on marriage published prior to the Second Vatican 
Council. 
In view of the desire of the Church to establish a dialogue with 
the contemporary society and to find appropriate ways for bringing 
to life the rich doctrine of the Church in the midst of the new socie-
tal conditions, the Church during the Council, opted for a language 
which can be comprehended by the men and women of our times 
and thereby — u n d e r the guidance of the Holy Spirit—, integrated 
the antecedent theological developments in the pastoral exposition 
of the Catholic doctrine of marriage. This position was chosen, but, 
with the explicit intention to be in harmony and in continuity with 
the entire previous Magisterium's doctrine on marriage. 
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Amor y matrimonio en la «Gaudium et spes» in «Lateranum» 48 (1982) 295-354; 
A FERNÁNDEZ BENITO, Contracepción: del Vaticano II a la «Humanae vitae», Es-
tudio Teológico San Idelfonso, Toledo 1994, pp. 69-152; R. GARCÍA DE HARO, 
Marriage and the Family in the Documents of the Magisterium, translated by Wi-
lliam E. May, Ignatius, San Francisco 1993 2, pp. 195-282. 
2 2 2 R O L A N D O B. A R J O N I L L O JR. 
2 . The elaboration of the text took place through five diverse phases which corres-
pond to five schemes which were distinct from one another according to the ob-
ject treated, the general inspiration of the text and the focus which is given to the 
problems encountered. Cf. R. A. SiGMOND, Documentación Histórica de la Consti-
tución Pastoral de la Iglesia en el mundo moderno-I m «IDO-C (Información Do-
cumentación sobre la Iglesia Conciliar)», ( 1 9 6 6 ) Boletín n. 6 6 - 2 , pp. 1-8. A wide 
range of bibliography regarding the history of the text can be found. To name a 
few : R. TUCCI, Introducción histórica y doctrinal a la Constitución Pastoral in 
Y.M.J. C O N G A R - M . PEUCHMARD (dir), La Iglesia en el mundo de hoy, vol. II, Tau-
rus, Madrid 1 9 7 0 , pp. 3 7 - 1 5 8 ; P. DELHAYE, Historia de los textos de la constitución 
in op. tit., vol. I.. 
3 . Cf. SiGMOND, loc. tit. In the first phase ( 1 9 6 1 to first half of 1 9 6 2 ) , within the 
Preparatory Theological Commission, a subcommission which is in charged of 
the preparation of the scheme concerning the social and international order, exis-
ted. The members of this subcommission are: Mons. Pavan y Ferrari-Toniolo 
and Fathers Hiirth, Gundlach, Jarlot and Sigmond. 
In the second phase, the principal experts, who have prepared the elaboration of 
the text, were Fr. Danielou, Mons. Pavan. P. Labourdette, P. Lio, P. Hirtsch-
mann, Mons. Ferrari-Toniolo, Mons. Ligutti, P. Sigmond, P. de Riedmatten,. 
Mons. Ramselaar, Mons. Klosterman and Fr. Tucci. 
In the third phase, under the presidency of Mons. Guano, are the following Bis-
hops: Schroffer, Hengsbach, Ancel, Manager, Wright, McGrath. The secretary of 
the redaction committee was Fr. Háring, and his collaborators were Frs. Sig-
mond, Tucci, Hirschmann, de Riedmatten, Mons. Medina and the canonist Ch. 
Moeller. 
In the fourth phase, After the third session, the group of redactors were reorgani-
zed again. Msgr. Philipps was in charged of the coordination of the work. The 
central subcommission of redaction was composed of the following experts: Msgr 
Haubtmann, who made the first pan, Fr. Tucci, Fr. Hirschmann, Can. Moeller. 
Eight subcommittees were in charged of carrying out the definitive redaction of 
the text IV (Ariccia). In this phase, sone new peritos were included: Frs. Dubarle, 
Lobret, Schillebeeckx, van Leeuwen, Gagnebet, Semmelroth, Wojtyla etc. In the 
last etaph, the number of the subcommittees was elevated to 1 0 . The principal 
collaborators were the same: ibidem. 
4 . P. DELHAYE, Personalismo y trascendencia en el actuar moral y social in J. L. ILLA-
NES (dir.) et al., Etica y teología ante la crisis contemporánea, I Simposio Internacio-
nal de Teología, EUNSA, Pamplona 1 9 8 0 , p. 5 5 . 
5 . On the influence of personalism in the document, see M. VINCENT, Les orienta-
tions personnalistes de Gaudium etspes, Trauvaux du Doctorat en theologie et droit 
canonique, Louvain 1 9 8 1 . 
6 . For a detailed analysis of this part, see P. HAUBTMANN, La comunidad humana in 
Y.M.J. CONGAR-M. PEUCHMARD (dir), La Iglesia en el mundo de hoy, vol. II, Tau-
rus, Madrid 1 9 7 0 , pp. 3 1 3 - 3 4 0 . 
7 . See G. THILS, La actividad humana en el universo, in Y.M.J. C O N G A R - M . PEUCH-
MARD (dirs.), ibid., pp. 3 4 1 - 3 7 2 . 
8 . Cf. M. VINCENT, op. tit., p. 5 . 
9 . On this see, Y. CONGAR, El papel de la iglesia en el mundo de hoy, in Y.M.J. C O N -
GAR-M. PEUCHMARD (dir), op. tit., pp. 3 7 3 - 4 0 4 . 
1 0 . J. Mouroux comments that the proper object of the chapter consists in offering 
the general lines of an anthropology since «man and his condition» are conside-
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red, according to Mons. Garrone, «as the soul of the scheme». This anthropology 
is neither historical nor phenomenological nor philosophical; it is above all, theo-
logical, since the Divine Revelation is used as its point of departure in illumina-
ting the reality of human experience. Certainly, the fulcrum from which the who-
le exposition of the document revolves around is anthropological: «It is man, 
therefore, who is the key to this discussion, man considered whole and entire, 
with body and soul, heart and conscience, mind and will» (GS 3a). 
The level of analysis is that of a Christian anthropology. This anthropology is 
Christian in the sense that (a) it bases itself in the Revelation, hence establishing 
itself starting from faith in Jesus Christ; (b) it analyzes all the human data and va-
lues and inserts them in its own vision; (c) and it explicidy concludes in Jesus Ch-
rist, who is the foundation in the whole trajectory of its exposition. 
The descending method which consists in having Christ, as the point of departu-
re, and in which the true structure of man is discovered in Christ as Creator, Sa-
vior, Perfect Man, is undoubtedly most founded from the theological perspective; 
however, it has its foreseen difficulties in the Council's aim of dialogue which in-
cludes the non-believers. Hence, the Council opted for the ascending method, 
i.e., it starts from man in order to culminate in Jesus Christ. Nevertheless, the 
Council is aware that the realization of this method is impossible without making 
a necessary reference to Christ such that in several passages, the Council reminds 
of this fact. J. MOUROUX, Situación y significación del capítulo 1: Sobre la dignidad 
de la persona humana in Y.M.J. C O N G A R - M . PEUCHMARD (dir), La Iglesia en el 
mundo de hoy, vol. II, Taurus, Madrid 1970, pp. 28Iff. 
See also Z. ALSZEGHY, L'immagine di Dio nella storia della salvezza in E. GUANO 
(dir.), La Costituzione pastorale sulla Chiesa nel mondo contemporaneo, Elle Di Ci, 
Torino-Leumann 1968, pp. 425-508; P. DELHAYE, La dignidad de la persona hu-
mana in G. BARAUNA (dir.), La Iglesia en el Mundo de Hoy. Estudios y Comentarios 
a la Constitución «Gaudium et Spes» del Concilio Vaticano II (Esquema XIII), Stu-
dium, Madrid, 1967, pp. 303-325; J. RATZINGER, The Dignity of the Human Per-
son in H. VORGRIMLER, Commentary on the Documents of Vatican II,. Pastoral 
Constitution on the Church in the modern world, vol. 5, Herder and Herder, New 
York 1969, pp. 115-163; L. RULLA, F. IMODA AND J. RIDICK, Antropología de la 
vocación cristiana: aspectos conciliares y posconciliares in R. LATOURELLE (ed.), Vati-
cano II, Balance y Perspectivas. Veinticinco años después, Sigúeme, Salamanca 1990, 
pp. 715-752. 
11. GS 12. Cf. J. MOUROUX, loe. cit. An extensive study on this topic was made by A. 
ERHUEH, The Image of God in Man in Vatican II. An Inquiry into the Theological 
Foundations and Significance of Human Dignity in the Pastoral Constitution on the 
Church in the Modern World, «Gaudium et spes», Dissertation for Doctorate in 
Philosophy, Fordham University, New York 1982. 
12. D. V O N HILDEBRAND, Etica cristiana, p. 303. 
13. D. V O N HILDEBRAND, Humanity at crossroads in «Thought» 23 (1948) 447-462 
at 453. 
14. See W. MAY, Sexual Ethics and Human Dignity, in W . AA, Person, verità e morale. 
Atti del Congresso Internazionale di Teologia Morale, Città Nuova Editrice, Roma 
1986, pp. 478-480; IDEM, An Introduction to Moral Theology, Sunday Visitor, In-
diana 1991, pp. 19-20. May comments that according to the Catholic tradition, 
exemplified in St. Thomas (STh. 1, 93, 4), and the teachings of Vatican Council II 
«there is a twofold dignity proper to human beings: one is intrinsic and an endow-
ment or gift; the other is also intrinsic, but an achievement or acquisitions 
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Intrinsic dignity is proper to human beings simply because they are «members of 
the human species which God called into existence, when in the beginning, he 
created man in his own image... male and female he created them» (Gen 1, 2 7 ) . 
«God created a being inwardly capable of receiving our Lord's own divine life. 
God cannot become incarnate in a pig or a cow or an ape because these creatures 
of his are not inwardly capable of being divinized. But, as we know from God's 
revelation, he can become incarnate in his human creature, and in fact he has fre-
ely chosen to become truly one of us; for his Eternal and Uncreated Word, true 
God of true God, became and is a human being, a man. Thus, every human 
being can righdy be called a "created word" of God». «Every human being, there-
fore, is intrinsically valuable, surpassing in dignity the entire material universe, a 
being to be revered and respected from the very beginning of its existence». 
This dignity which is intrinsic and inalienable and proper to human beings is 
God's gift, «in virtue of which every human being... is a being of moral worth, an 
irrepleaceble and nonsubstitutable person». Citing K. Wojtyla, May concludes 
that as such, «he is the kind of good that does not admit of use and cannot be tre-
ated as a object of use and as such a means to an end». 
As regards acquired dignity (intrinsic but an achievement), May writes; «When 
we come into existence, we are already, by reason of this inherent dignity, per-
sons; we do not become persons after a period of development". We have the ca-
pacity to discover the truth, to determine our own lives by freely choosing to con-
form our lives and actions to the truth. Though babies may not «have the 
developed capacity for deliberating and choosing freely», they have the natural ca-
pacity to do so because it is human and personal in nature. 
«When we come into existence, we are not yet fully the beings we are meant to 
be». This leads us to the second kind of dignity to wich we are called to acquire 
and achieve but the fact that we are beings with a calling as intelligent and free 
persons capable of determining our own lives by our own free choices, with the 
help of God's grace. We are on the path of acquiring this dignity «by making 
good moral choices» that is, by freely choosing to shape our lives and actions in 
accord with the truth. 
1 5 . D . V O N HILDEBRAND, Etica cristiana, p. 2 4 5 . 
1 6 . D . V O N HILDEBRAND, What is Philosophy?, p. 1 3 . 
1 7 . D . V O N HILDEBRAND, Man and woman, p. 2 4 1 . 
1 8 . D . V O N HILDEBRAND, Etica cristiana, p. 4 1 9 . Note the similarity of this idea with 
the personalise norm formulated later by Karol Wojtyla: «La norma en su aspecto 
negativo, declara que la persona es el tipo del bien que no admite ser utilizada y 
no puede ser tratada como objeto de uso y como medio de obtener un fin. En su 
forma positiva, la norma personalista confirma esto: la persona es un bien hacia el 
cual la única actitud correcta y adecuada es clamor». K. WojTYLA, Amor y responsa-
bilidad, Razón y fe, Madrid 1 9 7 8 ' , p. 4 1 (emphasis added). 
1 9 . Cf. H . DOMS, Du sens et de la fin du manage, pp. 3 1 - 3 2 . 
2 0 . Ibid., p. 24. 
2 1 . The above definition of the term person, derived from Boethius and which Chris-
tian philosophers have adopted, is important to show the predicability to all 
members of the human species. William E. May notes that some authors deny 
this definition and describe the human person as an entity which is aware of itself 
and capable of relating to others. This understanding of the person negates its pre-
dicability of many human beings. As such, the unborn, the newborn, or humans 
with mental illness who are not aware of themselves in a conscious manner and 
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who are incapable of relating to other selves are not considered as persons. Cf. 
Sex, Marriage and Chastity. Reflections of a Catholic Layman, Spouse and Parent, 
Franciscan Herald Press, Chicago 1981, pp. 2, 21. 
22. GS 12a. This notion was added in the textus recognitus (Nov. 15, 1965) to satisfy 
numerous council fathers who desired that the unity between body and soul be 
mentioned so as to avoid whatever dualism. They also wanted that the dignity of 
the human body, informed by an immortal and spiritual soul, be shown. Cf. Re-
latio ad Textum Recognitum, n. 14 A in Acta synodalia, vol. IV, pars VI, p. 443. 
Nevertheless, when one modus to the textus recognitus —which suggested that the 
dignity of the human body be linked not only to its creation by God but also to 
its nexus with the soul— was presented, the Commission thought that it was un-
necessary and considered that its incorporation might confuse the flow of the 
text. Acta Synodalia vol. IV, pars VII, p. 380. 
The Council resisted attempts to describe body and soul separately. Rather, it sees 
the whole human person as an embodied spirit. As J. Ratzinger explains: «The 
whole article (14) originally dealt solely with the dignity of the human body, and 
the following article concerned the dignity ofthe soul and particularly ofthe human 
intellect (Text 4). In Text 5 this division was suppresed and the whole constitu-
tion of man was included in Article 14 in order to oppose as much as possible any 
kind of dualism and to emphasize human unity even in this external way. That 
unity is so complete that man can only be described as simultaneously body and 
soul, each in the other, not separate from it». J. RATZINGER, The Dignity of the 
Human Person in H . VORGRIMLER, Commentary on the Documents of Vatican II,. 
Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the modern world, vol. 5, Herder and Her-
der, New York 1969, p. 126, cited by A. ERHUEH, op. tit., p. 280. 
23. On the substantial union of the human person, see C. CAFFARRA, Etica general de 
la sexualidad, trans, by J.J. García Norro, EIUNSA, Barcelona 1995, pp. 29-38; 
ID. Sexualidad a la luz de la antropología y de la Biblia, Documentos del Instituto 
de Ciencias para la Familia, Rialp 1990, pp. 7-26. See also W. E. MAY, Sex, Ma-
rriage and Chastity. Reflections of a Catholic Layman, Spouse and Parent, Francis-
can Herald Press, Chicago 1981. 
24. G. MARTELET, Amor conyugal y renovación conciliar, Desclée de Brouwer, Bilbao, 
1968, p. 19. 
25. A. SARMIENTO, Amor y fecundidad, in A. SARMIENTO (dir.), Cuestiones Fundamen-
tales en d Matrimonio y la Familia. II Simposio Internacional de Teología de la Uni-
versidad de Navarra, EUNSA, Pamplona 1982, p. 571. 
26. H . D O M S , Du sens et de la fin du mariage, p. 44. 
27. Ibid., pp. 14 and 41 respectively. 
28. Ibid., pp. 124-125; 44 respectively. 
29. Ibid., pp. 37-38. 
30. I. REUSS, Constitutio Pastoralis de Ecclesia in mundo huius temporis; Enmendationes 
Patrum ad Schema foceptum, Typis Polyglottis Vaticanis 1965, E/3898, Acta Sy-
nodalia, mm, p. 88. 
31. Cf. D. V O N HILDEBRAND, Marriage, p. 25. 
32. Cf. D. V O N HILDEBRAND, Pureza y virginidad, p. 26. 
33. Ibid., pp. 13-15; 46. 
34. Ibid.,p.\5. 
35. Cf. H. D O M S , DU sens et de la fin du mariage, pp. 21; 23-24. 
36. Ibid., p. 25. 
37. Ibid., p. 61 . 
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3 8 . Ibid., pp. 2 7 - 2 8 . 
3 9 . V . L. HEYLEN, La Dignidad del Matrimonio y de la Familia, in G. BARAUNA (dir.), 
La Iglesia en el Mundo de Hoy. Estudios y Comentarios a la Constitución «Gaudium 
etSpes» del Concilio Vaticano II (Esquema XIII), Studium, Madrid 1 9 6 7 , p. 4 1 8 -
4 1 9 . 
If we were to analyze human sexuality from the substantial unity of the human 
person, it can be gleaned that: 
( 1 ) In the person, we find a plurality of operations: non-spiritual (physic-psycho-
logical) and spiritual dimensions. These various dimensions or operations in the 
human person are hierarchically arranged such that the spiritual occupies a prio-
rity over the non-spiritual. Caffarra comments that non-spiritual dynamisms al-
ways perceive a reality in relation to the person, i.e., insofar as it is useful, neces-
sary to him or pleasurable; whereas, spiritual dynamisms perceive the reality in 
itself and by itself, i.e., the dignity and the value of the reality itself. This hie-
rarchy must be respected in order for the actuation to be personal The respect for 
the priority of spiritual dynamisms and its ordaining role over non-spiritual dyna-
misms is what K. Wojtyla calls integration into the human person. 
(2 ) Now, human sexuality is constitutive to the person. This signifies that the spi-
ritual and non-spiritual dynamisms are also encountered in human sexuality. In 
order for human sexuality to be a personal actuation, it must thereby respect the 
priority of the spiritual dynamism over the nonspiritual dynamism. It must be in-
tegrated into the person. Cf. C. CAFFARRA, Sexualidad a la luz de la antropología y 
de la Biblia, Documentos del Instituto de Ciencias para la Familia, Rialp 1 9 9 0 , 
pp. 1 3 - 1 6 . 
( 3 ) The fact that both body and soul possess a personal dignity, in so far as they 
are substantially united in man, leads us to affirm that the person cannot be su-
bordinated neither to his spirituality nor to his corporeality. From this, it follows 
that the person must not be subordinated to his sexuality. The acts proper to the 
spouses must always observe this insubordinability of the person Cf. A. SARMIEN-
TO, op. cit., p. 5 7 1 . 
4 0 . Cf. D . V O N HILDEBRAND, Marriage,, pp. 1 3 ; 1 5 . IDEM, Man and woman, pp. 3 6 -
3 7 ; 8 4 , 9 0 - 9 2 where von Hildebrand shows how the differences between these 
two typifications of the human nature, which are coordinated to one another and 
complementary, constitute the foundation of the possibility of marriage and the 
love which is characteristic to it. «It forms the specific foundation for all I-thou re-
lationships, for theu ltimate interpenetration of two persons, for spiritual union. 
It is precisely the general dissimilarity in the nature of both which enables this de-
eper penetration into the soul of the other, a stronger seeing-from-the inside, an 
ultimate openess toward the other, a real complementary relationship". D . V O N 
HILDEBRAND, Man and woman, pp. 9 1 - 9 2 . 
Doms on the other hand affirmed that the «diversity of types of the two spouses, 
as an element of two living persons who are absolutely unique in their individua-
lity, is within God's intention, the most powerful means of learning how to love 
the person in his own value and to carry out the love in an utterly individual 
manner». H . DOMS, Du sens etdelafin du mariage, p. 6 9 . See also pp. 2 5 - 2 7 ; 3 9 . 
4 1 . Cf. D. V O N HILDEBRAND, Pureza y virginidad, pp. 1 7 - 1 8 . IDEM, Marriage and 
overpopulation, p. 8 5 ; IDEM, Man and woman, pp. 4 9 - 5 0 ; 5 3 . Von Hildebrand's 
vision of sexuality is an intuition of what Pope John Paul II would teach as the 
nuptial meaning of the body. The body is considered not as a tool: rather, it is 
constitutive of the person, a revelation of his being. John Paul II in the address of 
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Nov. 7, 1979, stated that «Corporality and sexuality are not completely identi-
fied. Although the human body, in its normal constitution, bears within it the 
signs of sex and is, by its nature, male or female, the fact, however, that man is a 
"body" belongs to the structure of the personal subject deeply than the fact that 
he is in his somatic constitution, also male or female. The latter, in fact, is based 
on masculinity and femininity, as if on two different "incarnations", that is, on 
two different ways of "being a body", of the same human being, made in the 
"image of God" (Gn 1:27)»: J O H N PAUL II, Allocution, Le parole del libro, (The 
Biblical Text of the Creation of the Woman). General Audience, November 7, 
1979 in EF, vol. Ill, 1979.11.07, p. 2.431. 
42. Cf. H. DOMS, Du sens et de la fin du manage, pp. 59; 125. 
43. Cf. Ibid., pp. 42-43; 49; 79; 53-54; 63-64; 176; 178, 208. 
44. Note that this idea is to be affirmed later by Pope John Paul II: "Sexuality, by me-
ans of which man and woman give themselves to one another through the acts 
which are proper and exclusive to spouses, is by no means something purely bio-
logical, but concerns the innermost being of the human person as such». J O H N 
PAUL II, Apostolic Exhortation Familiaris consortio, 11. 
45. H. DOMS, Du sens et de la fin du manage, p. 54. 
46. Ibid., p. 179. 
47. Cf. Ibid., pp. 34-35. 
48. Several authors have noted this observation. See for example, J. LAFARGE,, The 
Sublimity of Marital Union. Review of «The Meaning ofMarriage», in «America» 
pp. 554-555; R. BoiGELOT, DU sens et de la fin du mariage, in NRTh 66 (1939) 
27-28. 
49. Cf. B . MERKELBACH, op. cit., p. 761; E. REGATILLO-M. ZALBA, op. cit., p. 585. 
50. «Does human perfection have to be determined by the mere experience of the de-
light brought about by the conjugal union? Does the realization of the person 
have to be equated to the mere experience of orgasm ?». W . MAY, Christian Ma-
rriage and Married Love in «Anthropos» 2 (1986) 124. 
51. Cf. A. MATTHEWS, Union y procreación. Evolución dia dottrina de Los fines del ma-
trimonio, PPC, Madrid 1990, p. 84; A. FAVALE, Fini del matrimonio nel Magistero 
del Concilio Vaticano II, in A TRIACCA-G. PIANAZZI (eds.), Realtà e valori del Sa-
cramento del Matrimonio, LAS, Roma 1976, pp. 173-210 at 199: «Secondo la 
Gaudium et spes, sessualità e amore coniugale, pur non identificandosi, si integra-
no a vicenda nelle relazioni interpersonali del matrimonio. La sessualità entra ne-
lla dinamica dell'amore come una sua componente fondamentale, e l'amore per-
vade la sessualità. In tal modo l'amore coniugale investe la donazione totale con 
cui gli sposi si vanno incontro l'uno all'altro con tutto il loro essere, corpo e spiri-
to, conferisce agli atti della sfera sessuale una loro intrinseca dignità e onestà (cfr. 
GS 49b), e li differenzia daquelli compiuti dagli animali che sono finalizati alla ri-
produzione (cfr. GS n. 51 c). La sessualità viene elevata così dal piano biologico a 
quello affetivo-integrativo, per diventare espressione specifica dell'amore coniuga-
le». 
52. Cf. A. FERNANDEZ BENITO, Contracepción:del VaticanoIIala «Humanae vitae», 
Estudio Teològico San Idelfonso, Toledo 1994, p. 106. 
53. P. DELHAYE, Dignidad del Matrimonio y de la Familia, in Y.M.J. CONGAR and M. 
PEUCHMARD (dir.), La Iglesia en elMundo de Hoy, II, Taurus Ed., Madrid 1970, 
p. 529. 
54. C. CAFFARRA, Sexualidad a laluzde la antropologiay de la Biblia, Documentos del 
Instituto de Ciencias para la Familia, Rialp 1990, p. 34. 
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55. D. V O N HILDEBRAND, Purezay virginidad p. 106. See also pp. 22; 56-57. IDEM, 
Man and woman, p. 4. 
56. Ibid., p. 32. 
57. D. V O N HILDEBRAND, Man and woman, p. 4 (italics added). 
58. D. V O N HILDEBRAND, Purezay virginidad, p. 22-23 (emphasis added). 
59. D. V O N HILDEBRAND, Marriage, p. 19; Purezay virginidad pp. 108:110. 
60. H . D O M S , Du sens et de la fin du mariage, p. 48. 
61. Ibid, p. 62. 
62. Ibid, p. 216. 
63. D. V O N HILDEBRAND, Purezay virginidad, pp. 27; 23-24; 32; IDEM, Marriage, 
pp. 23; 26. IDEM, Marriage and overpopulation, p. 90. IDEM, Man and woman, p. 
31 , 
64. H . D O M S , DU sens et de la fin du mariage, p. 48. 
65. Cf. G. DE ROSA, op. cit., p. 685. 
66. The first conciliar scheme, Schema De Ecclesia in mundo huius temporis, was ap-
proved for discussion by Pope Paul VI on July 3, 1964. It was discussed during 
the Council's 112th General Congregation on Oct. 29-30, 1964. It is found in 
Acta Synodalia Sacrosancti Concilii Oecumenici Vaticani II, vol. Ill, Pars V, 
116.142; 147-200. 
The second conciliar scheme which was discussed on the Council floor is Consti-
tutio Pastoralis de Ecclesia in mundo huius temporis, also known as the text of Aric-
cia or Receptus. It was discussed during the Council's 138th and 139th General 
Congregation. The section on marriage of the text of Schema Receptum is found 
in Acta Synodalia, vol. IV, Pars I, 477-482. 
The third conciliar scheme, Schema Constitutio Pastoralis de Ecclesia in mundo 
huius temporis, also known as textus recognitus, was presented to the Fathers on 
Nov. 1965, not for debate but for votation. Numerous placet iuxta modum were 
obtained so it was prudent to take these into consideration. This scheme can be 
found in Acta Synodalia, vol. IV, Pars VI, 474-480. 
The fourth conciliar scheme, Schema Constitutio Pastoralis de Ecclesia in mundo 
huius temporis, also called textus denuo recognitus, included the suggestions of the 
Council Fathers and the amendments submitted by Pope Paul VI. The chapter 
on Marriage was finally placed into vote on Dec. 4, 1965, whereas the whole do-
cument was voted on in public session on Dec. 7, 1965. This scheme can be 
found in Acta Synodalia, vol. IV, Pars VII, 271-278. 
Briefly, the three schemes which did not reach the Council floor are the follo-
wing: 
(1) Schema De Castitate, Virginitate, Matrimonio, Familia, prepared by the Theo-
logical Commission, presented to the Central Commission on May 7, 1962. It is 
found in Acta et Documenta Concilio Oecumenico Vaticano IIApparando, Series II, 
vol. II, Pars III, Vatican 1968, 893-937.; 
(2) Before the first session of the Second Vatican Council, a new scheme was pre-
pared and sent to the Council Fathers. Another scheme was prepared De Castita-
te, Matrimonio, Virginitate, Familia. It is found in Acta Synodalia, vol. I Pars IV, 
718-771. 
(3) The third project Schema «Depraesentia ejficaci Ecclesiae in mundo hodierno». 
It was prepared by the Mixed Commission which is formed by members of The-
ological Commission and the Commission for the Apostolate of the Laity and 
was sent to the Coordinating Commission on May 25, 1963 for approval. Ne-
vertheless, Cardinal Suenens, the relator, judged that it still had many defects. 
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67. The two preceeding texts are as follows: 
Ille autem amor, utpote actus eminen- Hie autem amor, utpote actus eminen-
ter humanus, cum in personam diriga- ter humanus, cum a persona in perso-
tur ab eaque terminetur, corporis ani- nam voluntatis affectu dirigatur totius 
mique motus peculiari dignitate ditare personae bonum complectitur ideoque 
eosque tanquam dementa ac signa spe- corporis animique motus peculiari dig-
cialia coniugalis amicitiae nobilitare nitate ditare eosque tanquam dementa 
valet. Hunc amorem Dominus, supre- ac signa specialia coniugalis amicitiae 
mo gratiae dono, quo christefideles filii nobilitare valet. Hunc amorem Domi-
Dei vocantur, ornare et elevare digna- nus, speciali s gratiae et carìtatis dono, 
tus est. Schema Receptum or Ariccia, n. sanare et elevare dignatus est. Schema 
62, 48, 23-26. textus recognitus, 53, 7, 19-23. 
68. It was daborated by Prof. V. Heylen under the direction of Msgr. Heuschen, Auxiliar 
Bishop of Hassdt, together with several experts: Msgr. Prignon, Frs. Schillebeeckx 
and van Leuven, and Msgr. Delhaye. This Scheme was finished at the end of January 
1965 and was accepted without difficulties by the Commission which reunited pre-
viously in Ariccia (Feb. 1-6,1965) and afterwards in Rome (Feb. 7-15). Neverthdess, 
in April 1965, numerous objections were presented in the Mixed General Commis-
sion (March 29-April 7). Finally, the project draft of this scheme was approved for 
distribution to the Fathers in May 1965. Cf. P. DELHAYE, op. cit., p. 506. 
69. «In num. 62, iuxta vota multorum Patrum, de vero sensu amoris, qui exdusive co-
niugibus proprius est, disseritur. Amor humanus totum hominum movere potest 
tarn in corpore quam in anima. Verus autem amor humanus, qui "terminatur" 
semper ad personam qua talem, fit amor amicitiae. Ita amor coniugalis quo duae 
personae intime et modo specifico uniuntur, quamdam plenitudinem humanam 
attingere valet et a Domino dono gratiae ac caritatis ditatur. Deus vero speciatim 
benedixit generosam virginitatem. Longe igitur ille amor vere humanus, a Deo 
sanctificatus, a mera egoistica indinatione erotica differt. 
Talis autem amor varus et sivi propriis operibus honestis excolitur, sed et sacrifi-
a is fovetur. Ille amor coniugalis est fidelis et indissolubilitatem, instituto pro-
priam urget», Acta synodalia, vol. IV, pars I, p. 534. 
70. «Utraque pars Patrum fonasse satisfactionem invenient in iis quae dicuntur de 
natura amoris coniugalis, quia: a) coniungitur cum ipsa caricate; b) praesentatur 
ut amor amicitiae et sic praecavetur confusio cum solo amore concupiscientiae; c) 
agnoscitur in sua realitate sexuali, sed sublineantur eius character emineter huma-
nus eiusque assumptio in amore supernaturalem; d) unitur cum adimpletione of-
ficiorum vitae quotidianae et cum eius sacrifiais»: Acta Synodalia, vol. IV, pars I, 
pp. 537-538. 
71 . Cf. Acta synodalia, vol. IV, pars VI, p. 486. «Proponitur ut dicatur: amor utpote 
eminenter humanus (ddendo "utpote actus": E/5294), quia amor, de quo hie, 
non est actus sed habitus (addendo "eminenter humanus" vitatur ne amor consi-
deretur ut passio vd "actus hominis": E/5634) et ut clarius dicatur amorem ilium 
ante omnia in voluntate radicari ("cum a persona in personam voluntatis affectu 
dirigatur") et totius personae bonum intendere ( "totius personae bonum complecti-
tur'), ad vitandam confusionem inter amorem et libidinem... Dicendo "voluntatis 
affectu"non exduditur affectivitas, quae phenomenologice primum locum tenere 
potest; paulo infra ceteroquin sermo fit de "tenero affectu"». 
72. «Omnino oportet proponere amorem humanuni coniugalem amorem humanuni 
dico, involvens ergo animam et corpus»; Oratio Em.mi P.D. Pauli Aemelii Card. 
Léger: Acta Synodalia, vol. III, pars VI, p. 54. 
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«Eadem dicantur de amore humano, de matrimonio et de familia, ubi indivisibi-
liter cogientur aspectus duo: corpore et animae»: Orario Em.mi P.D. Ioseph Ur-
tasun, Acta Synodalia, vol. Ill, pars VI, p. 105. 
73. Cf. Emendatio Em.mi P.D. G . BUENO C U O T O , E/4275 in Acta Synodalia, voi. 
Ili, pars VII, p. 193ss: Bishop Bueno Cuoto, in spite of the difficulty of the ter-
minologies employed, has the merit of laying down the metaphysical and anthro-
pological elements of conjugal love in his intervention. He mentions the different 
types of love in point no. 12 of his discourse: «...1) Potest quisquam velie (amare) 
species rei contra ipsam veritatem rei: est amor striae sensualis, seu unice et exclu-
sive intendens satisfactionem sensuum. Evidenter potest dari in homine, sed non 
est certe humanus». 
74. Cf. ibidem. «...3) potest homo velie (amare) veritatem rei, quatenus est tamen 
huic speciei substans: nempe species est conditio sine qua non amoris rei in sua 
ventate: est verus amor humanus; 4) potest homo (amare) velie rei veritatem, 
prout ad eius species quin tamen species sint conditio sine qua non amoris rei in 
se ipsa: est verior amor humanus; 5) potest homo velie (amare) rei veritatem, 
prout est in rerum natura, nempe, substans speciebus, nec tamen propter species, 
sed propter ipsius rei veritatem. Est verissimus amor humanus; ulterius, 6) potest 
homo velie (amare) uta rei veritatem ut ne cogitet quidem de eius speciebus: est 
verissimus et maior amor humanus: tandem, 7) potest homo velie (amare) rei ve-
ritatem etsi ipsius species defformae sin nec placeant: est perfectissimus amor hu-
manus». 
75. Cf. G . DE ROSA, Dignità del matrimonio e della famiglia e sua valorizzazione in A. 
FAVALE (dir.) La Chiesa nel mondo contemporaneo, Leumann, Torino 1968 3 , p. 
768. 
76. M . ZALBA, Dignidaddel matrimonio y de la familia, in Card. A. HERRERA ORIA 
(ed.), Comentarios a la Constitución «Gaudium et spes» sobre la Iglesia en el mundo 
actual, BAC, Madrid 1968, p. 429. 
77. A. MlRALLES, Amory matrimonio en la «Gaudium et spes» in «Lateranum» (1982) 
300. 
78. Cf. D . V O N HILDEBRAND, Man and woman, p. 48 and Enciclica «Humanae vi-
tae», pp. 22-23 where he enumerates the differences between spousal love and iso-
lated sexual desire. Briefly, in spousal love, the person is the theme of the rela-
tionship. The most intimate and deep union with the beloved is the primary 
desire. All the charm and the delight which the sexual sphere embodies is indisso-
lubly linked to the union with the beloved person. The person is truly considered 
as a person. 
In an isolated sexual desire, the other person is in no way thematic. The partner is 
an anonymous bearer of the attraction of femininity or masculinity whose charm 
is reduced to a superficial, a physical charm. The personality of the partner plays 
no decisive role. Personal union is in no ways sought but rather, he is used as a 
instrument for appeasing a desire. 
79. Cf. D. V O N HILDEBRAND, Marriage, p. 5. 
80. Cf. ibid., p. 8. 
81. Cf. ibid, p. 12. 
82. Ibid., p. 71 
83. Ibid, p. 64. 
84. Cf. H. D O M S , Du sens et de la fin du mariage, translated by Paul and Marie This-
se, Desclée du Brouwer, Paris 1937, p. 37. 
85. Cf. ibid, p. 69. 
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86. Cf. ibid., pp. 58-59; 37; 18. 
87. Ibid., pp. 198-199. 
88. D. VON HILDEBRAND, Afectividad cristiana, p. 82: «Las respuestas afectivas espiri-
tuales incluyen siempre una cooperación del entendimiento con el corazón. El 
entendimiento coopera en cuanto pone un acto cognoscitivo en el que aferramos 
el objeto de nuestra alegría, nuestra tristeza, nuestra admiración o nuestro amor. 
Y una vez más, es un acto cognoscitivo donde aprehendemos el valor del objeto. Y 
tras conceder que en la respuesta valor-afectiva se presupone la cooperación del 
entendimiento, debemos añadir también que se exige la de nuestro libre centro 
espiritual». 
Upon affirming the affective spiritual trait of love, Von Hildebrand adheres to 
the Augustinian notion of love which recognizes its spiritual character and affecti-
ve trait. Cf. D. V O N HILDEBRAND, Etica cristiana, pp. 228-229. 
89. Cf. Emendatio Em.mi P.D. M . CARD. BROWNE, E/3895 in Acta Synodalia, vol. 
Ill, pars VI, pp. 86 ss. 
90. Cf. Emendatio Rev. mi P.D. A. FERNÁNDEZ, E/3682 in Acta Synodalia, vol. Ill, 
pars V, p. 355: «Ad personas nempe amore amicitiae seu benevolentiae, ad res au-
tem amore concupiscentiae, idest propter personas amicabiliter dilectas. Non 
enim habentur amicitia ad res, sed ad personas tantum». Cf. ST. THOMAS AQUI-
NAS, In III Sent., dist. 28, a. 2c; STh, IL, q. 23, a. le. 
91. D. V O N HILDEBRAND, Pureza y virginidad, p. 106s; IDEM, Etica cristiana, pp. 
419-420; IDEM, Man and woman, pp. 20-21. 
92. H. DOMS, Du sens et de la fin du manage, p. 70. 
93. «Omnino oportet proponere amorem humanum coniugalem amorem humanum 
dico, involvens ergo animam et corpus»: Orario Em.mi P.D. Pauli Aemelii Card. 
Léger: Acta Synodalia, vol. Ill, pars VI, p. 54. 
«Eadem dicantur de amore humano, de matrimonio et de familia, ubi indivisibi-
liter cogientur aspectus duo: corpore et animae>: Oratio Em.mi P.D. Ioseph Ur-
tasun, Acta Synodalia, vol. Ill, pars VI, p. 105. 
94. Cf. Emendatio Em.mi P.D. G. BUENO C U O T O , E/4275 in Acta Synodalia, voi. 
Ili, pars VII, p. 193ss: «...6) Si amor est in sexum cum formali exclusione ipsius 
personae, non videtur adesse amor vere humanus-, 7) Si amor est in personam ip-
sam et in sexum sub specie tantum delectationis consideratum, cum formali exclu-
sione ipsius veritatis, capacitatis nempe organicae generandi, non est amor coniu-
galis; 8) Si amor est in sexum sub specie tantum delectationis consideratum, exclusis 
turn eiusdem ventate seu capacitate organica generandi, turn ipsa persona, amor non 
est nechumanus nec coniugalis» (italics added). 
Martelet comments that this personalist conception of love rejects the erroneous 
notions which were common in a particular theological current which, upon 
being influenced by dualism, negates conjugal union as an expression par exce-
llence of the spiritual value of man and of love. It opposes the spiritual friendship 
against the corporal union of the spouses. An authentic conjugality rejects animal 
sexuality. Rather, «it is consumed in the flesh, whose faculties of expression libe-
rates and realizes love which the spirit discovers in the union and which is given 
by the union» Cf. G. MARTELET, Amor conyugal y renovación conciliar, pp. 23-24. 
95. Cf. D. V O N HILDEBRAND, Marriage and overpopulation, pp. 85-87; IDEM, Ma-
rriage, pp. 13-14. 
96. D. V O N HILDEBRAND, Marriage, p. 15. See also pp. 4; 8; 20; 22 and Marriage 
and overpopulation, p. 90. 
97. Ibid, p. 15. 
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98. Cf. H. DOMS, Du sens et de la fin du manage, p. 45. 
99. Ibid., p. 59. 
100. Cf. ibid, pp. 19, 34-35, 37-38. 
101. Cf. ibid, p. 35 (emphasis added). 
102. G. MARTELET, Amor conyugal y renovación conciliar, p . 23. 
103. In reminding of the duty to nourish conjugal love, Gaudium etspes remits itself 
on many Scriptural texts, as found in footnote no. 10 of the GS 49 (Gen 2:22-24; 
Prov 5: 18-20; 31:10-11; Tob 8: 4-8; Song 1: 1-3; 2:16, 4:16; 1 Cor 7:3-6; Eph 
5: 24-33). Heylen comments that the Fathers, upon following the Bible, have gi-
ven to love a prominent place in the Christian sexual anthropology. Conjugal 
love in the Sacred Scriptures is realistic and human, a matter of body and soul. 
Cf. V. HEYLEN, La promozione della dignità del matrimonio e della famiglia, in 
W . AA., La Chiesa nel mondo di oggi, Vallechi, Florencia 1966, p. 361. 
104. D . V O N HILDEBRAND, Marriage, p. 6. 
105. Cf. ibid, p. 32. 
106. Ibid, p. 37. 
107. Cf. H. D O M S , Du sens et de la fin du manage, pp. 198-199. 
108. G. DE ROSA, Dignità del matrimonio e della famiglia e sua valorizzazione in A. FA-
VALE (dir.) La Chiesa nel mondo contemporaneo, Leumann, Torino 1968 3, p. 769. 
109. «..tota natura (ergo etiam amor) gratia Christi sanatur». Acta synodalia, vol. IV, 
pars VII, p. 498. 
110. The texts of Lumen gentium which refer to this state that: «In virtue of the sacra-
ment of Matrimony by which they signify and share the mystery of the unity and 
faithful love between Christ and the Church, Christian married couples help one 
another to attain holiness in their married life and in the rearing of their children. 
Hence, by reason of their state in life and of their position, they have their own 
gifts in the People of God» (LG l i b ) . «Ali in the Church, whether they belong to 
the hierarchy or are cared for by it, are called to holiness... All Christians in any 
state or walk of life are called to the fullness of Christian life and to the perfection 
of love and by this holiness a more human manner of life is also fostered in 
earthly society» (LG 40b). «Christian married couples and parents, following 
their own way, should support one another in grace through life with a faithful 
love... They stand as witnesses and cooperators of the fruitfulness of Mother 
Church, as a sign of, and a share in that love with which Christ loves his bride 
and gave himself for her» (LG 4 le). R. GARCIA DE H A R O , Marriage and the Fa-
mily in the Documents of the Magisterium, translated by William E. May, Ignatius, 
San Francisco 1993 2 , pp. 217-218. This author dedicates a lengthy analysis on 
the Conciliar teaching on marriage as a vocation to holiness. See ibid., pp. 215-
234. See also K. MADJANSKI, Comunione di vita e d'amore. Teologia del matrimo-
nio e della famiglia, trad, by V. LEVI, Vita e pensiero, Milano 1980, pp. 43-64; 
104-114; 181-200. 
111. Cf. B. SCARPAZZA, Communità familiare e spiritualità cristiana, AVE, Roma 
1974, p. 13. 
112. D . V O N HILDEBRAND, Pureza y virginidad, p. 213. 
113. D . V O N HILDEBRAND, Marriage... pp. 74-75. 
114. Ibid., p. 64: «Only one motive can be admitted as completely adequate for ma-
rriage: mutual love and the conviction that this union will lead to the eternal welfare 
of both spouses*. 
115. Ibid, p. 13: «Man and woman have the ultimately but one task to be "reborn in 
Christ" and to glorify God through their sanctity». 
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116. Cf. ibid., pp. 72, 63. 
117. Ibid, p. 63. 
118. Ibid., p. 75: «As the bond has been concluded in Jesus and toward Jesus, the in-
crease of conjugal love also means a growth in the love of Jesus. The unique aban-
donment to the beloved, the life to love which one lives and should live, opens 
the heart and enables it to love more and more. In a conjugal love outside Christ, 
spouses run the risk of erecting a wall between themselves and God; here, howe-
ver, their conjugal love itself becomes a source for their progression in the love of 
Christ». 
119. Cf. ibid., p. 44ff in which von Hildebrand explains the differences between a na-
tural and supernatural conjugal love. Conjugal love assumes a completely new 
profundity, seriousness, purity and benevolence. 
120. Ibid, p. 45. 
121. Ibid, p. 46 
122. Cf. ibid., p. 71 : «the unifying principle here touches the deepest roots of personal 
life. Here, as we saw before, love is the essence of the relationship. Its principle 
embraces not only the most intimate happiness of each but also the mutual aban-
don of love, an ardent interest in the spiritual and moral growth of the beloved, 
an affirmation of the unique idea of God which is incarnated in the other per-
sons 
123. Ibid.p. 46. 
124. Cf. H. D O M S , Du sens et de la fin du manage, p. 115. 
125. Ibid, p. 117. 
126. Ibid, p. 30. 
127. Ibid., p. 65. 
128. Cf. ibid., p. 213. See also p. 133 where he compares conjugal love and marital fi-
delity to that of Christ to His Church. 
129. Note that this does not mean that without love, marriage can be dissolved and di-
sintegrated, i.e, one is free to remarry. This interpretation is sustained by R. Mc-
CORMICK, Notes of Moral Theology 1965 through 1980, University Press of Ameri-
ca, Washington D . C . , 1981, pp. 544-561 and by T. MACKIN, What is Marriage? 
Marriage in the Catholic Church, Paulist Press, New York 1982, p. 315. W. May 
cites Mackin stating that: «Since, according to Gaudium et spes, a marriage is to be 
understood as an intimate community of life and marital love, it can dissolve and 
disintegrate. W. May argued that certainly, Gaudium et spes constandy taught 
that God wanted marriage to be a community of intimate life and conjugal love. 
However, the same document taught that marriage «is an institution confirmed 
by the divine law and receiving its stability, even in the eyes of the society, from 
the human act by which the partners mutually surrender themselves to each ot-
her; for the good of the partners, of the children, and of the society this sacred 
bond no longer depends on human decision alone (GS 48)». Likewise, it insisted 
that conjugal love «exdudes adultery and divorce* (GS 49). Cf. W. MAY, Chris-
tian Marriage and married love, in «Anthropos» 2 (1986) 101-102. 
130. «Ubi agitur de amore coniugali foedus supponitu, quod lege sancitum. Acta Syno-
dalia, vol, IV, pars VII, p. 498. 
131. Cf. H. D O M S , Du sens etde la fin du manage, p. 59. 
132. Cf. ibid, pp. 30, 37. 
133. Cf. D . V O N HILDEBRAND, Marriage, p. 21 . 
134. Cf. D . V O N HILDEBRAND, Purezay virginidad, p. 107; Enciclica «Humanae vi-
tae»..., p. 21 . 
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135. Cf. D . V O N HILDEBRAND, Encíclica «Humanae vitae»..., p. 28. 
136. D . V O N HILDEBRAND, Marriage, p. 22. 
137. Cf. ibid., pp. 21; 22; 23. 
138. Cf. ibid., p. 64. 
139. «Amor ut bonum matrimonii tunc etiam finis matrimonii nominari potest, si amor 
ut illud momentum intelligitur, quo communitas matrimonialis constituitur, i.e., 
ut relatio personae ad personam et quidem talis, qualis matrimonio propia est. Si 
veru amor sensu psychologico sumitur, tunc non est finis sensu propio, sed potius 
est ratio inuendi matrimonium et virtus in matrimonio semper excolenda»; Oratio 
Exc.mi P . D . Ioseph Reuss in Acta Synodalia, vol. IV, pars II, pp. 84-85. 
«Amor coniugalis non in ordine finis, sed in ordine causae formalis matrimonii 
reponi videtur»; Animadversio Exc.mi P . D . Aloisii Eduardi Henríquez Jiménez 
in Acta Synodalia, vol. Ill, pars VII, p. 279. 
«Omnino oportet proponere amorem humanum coniugalem —amorem huma-
num dico, involvens ergo animam et corpus— oportet proponere, dico, amorem 
ilium ut aliquem verumfinem matrimonii constituens, ut quid per se bonum ha-
bensque suas propias exigentias et leges» : Oratio Em.mi P . D . Pauli Aemelii 
Card. Léger in Acta Synodalia, vol. Ill, pars VI, p. 55. 
«Amor vero coniugalis, qua talis, qui regulatur virtute castitas, non est finis, sed si-
cut ipsa amicitia humana castitas, sive coniugalis sive virginalis, est medium ad 
caritatem obtinendam. Finis autem immediatus matrimonii propie dicendus est 
filius: finis immo unicus et totalis, tribus relucens aspectibus»; Animadversio 
Exc.mi. P . D . Nicolas Laudadio in Acta Synodalia, vol. Ill, pars VII, p. 309. 
«Il suffrait pour cela de laisser aux théologiens la liberté de presenter una formule 
plus nuancée, plus réaliste, celle-ci par exemple: la pratique d'un amour conjugal 
honnête et normalement fécond»: Animadversio Exc.mi P . D . Eduardi Jette in 
Acta Synodalia, vol. Ill, pars VII, p. 294. 
140. Cf. F. GIL HELLIN, El Matrimonio: Amor e Institución, loe. cit., p. 231. The same 
postion is held by different authors though expressed in different manners. See 
v.g., A. FAVALE, Fini del matrimonio nel magistero del Concilio Vaticano II in A. 
M. TRIACCA and G . PIANAZZI (directors), Realtà e valori del Sacramento del Matri-
monio, LAS, Roma 1976, p. 200; S. LENER, Matrimonio e amore conugale nella 
«Gaudium etspes» et nella «Humanae vitae», in CivCatt II (1969) 22-33 at 29; P. 
DELHAYE, Dignidad del Matrimonio y de la Familia, in Y.M.J. CONGAR and M. 
PEUCHMARD (dir.), La Iglesia en el Mundo de Hoy, II, Taurus Ed., Madrid 1970, 
p. 535ss. 
141. «Numerus ille Patribus placuit (E/5650 + 33, E/5659 [E/5649]). Mediam quasi 
viam tenet inter sententiam eorum qui putant amorem coniugalem primum lo-
cum tenere (et ideo postulant ut textus in hoc sensu reelaboretur) et opinionem 
eorum qui ambiguitatem vocabuli "amoris" eiusque "subiectivitatem" riment»: 
Acta Synodalia, vol. IV, pars VI, p. 485. 
142. Cf. GIL HELLÎN, F., LOS «bona matrimonii» en la Constitución Pastoral «Gaudium 
et spes» in ScrTh 11 (1979) 128-129; El lugar propio del amor conyugal en la es-
tructura del matrimonio según la «Gaudium et Spes» in «Anales Valentinos» 6, n. 
11 (1980), pp. 1-2; ID. , El Matrimonio: Amor e Institución in A. SARMIENTO 
(dir.)., Cuestiones Fundamentales en el Matrimonio y la Familia. II Simposio Inter-
nacional de Teología de la Universidad de Navarra, EUNSA, Pamplona 1982, p. 
231. 
143. R. GARCIA DE H A R O , Marriage and the Family in the Documents of the Magiste-
rium, translated by William E. May, Ignatius, San Francisco 1993 2, p. 246. 
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«Numerus ille Patribus placuit (E/5650 + 33, E/5659 [e/5649]). Mediam quasi 
viam tenet inter sentientiam eorum qui putant amorem coniugalem primum lo-
cum tenere (et ideo postulant ut textus in hoc sensu reelaboretur) et opinionem 
eorum qui ambiguitatem vocabuli "amoris" eiusque "subiectivitatem" timent». 
Acta Synodalia, vol. IV, pars VI, p. 485. 
However, as a continuation, the Commission proposed that love utservetur textus 
qui amorem ut completivum quemdam finem operis matrimonialis describit (iuxta 
doctrinam PiiXII, anno 1941) eiusque indolem spiritalem ostendit. Acta Synodalia, 
vol. IV, pars VI, p. 485. 
144. Various formulas have been used by the Relatio in order to insist on this point: 
«Commissio ceteroquim iam antea statuit quaestiones technicas de finibus non 
esse tractandas» (Acta Synodalia, vol. IV, pars VI, p. 487). As a response to the pe-
tition of 190 Fathers to indicate or explain better the hierarchy of the ends of ma-
rriage, the Conciliar Commission responded: «In textu pastorali qui dialogum 
cum mundo instituere intendit elementa iuridica non requiruntur... Insuper in 
textu, qui stylo directo et pastorali mundum alloquitur, verba nimis technica 
(hierarchia) vitanda apparent»; as a response to those who wanted to add volunta-
tis legitime manifestato to Ita actu humano, the Commission equally responded 
«Intextu pastorali praecisio ilia iuridica non requiritur» (Acta Synodalia, vol. IV, 
pars VI, p. 478). 
Gil Hellfn comments that «the classical distinction between primary and secon-
dary ends moves on an ontological and metaphysical plane, on the level of nature: 
in other words, it indicates that there is a primordial end which informs all the ot-
her ends but it does not imply in whatever manner that the secondary ends are 
extrinsic, adventitious or of little importance. In the common language, neverthe-
less, the word "secondary" used to have another meaning: "that which matters lit-
tle" or "that which is of less worth". In other words, in its exposition, the Council 
is aware of this difference of evaluation of the words —in the technical and popu-
lar levels— and in order to avoid whatever mistake which it could bring, that the 
Catholic doctrine would not be reeived by the faithful in in its authentic sense, 
(the Council) prescinds of the classical terminology*. F. GIL HELLIN, LOS «bona 
matrimonii» en la Constitución Pastoral «Gaudium et spes» in ScrTh 11 (1979) 
156. 
145. It is for this reason that Zalba concluded: «Stat ergo, Concilium immutatam reti-
nuisse doctrinam traditionalem de finibus matrimonii et de hierarchia inter ipsos 
existente». M. ZALBA, Num Concilium Vaticanum II hierarchiam finium matrimo-
nii ignoraverit, immo et transmutaverit in «Periódica» 69 (1979) 635; Cf. M. ZAL-
BA, Dignidad del matrimonio y de la familia, in Card. A. HERRERA ORIA (ed.), Co-
mentarios a la Constitución Gaudium et spes sobre la Iglesia en el mundo actual, 
BAC, Madrid 1968, pp. 418. 
The same view is shared by the following authors: A. MIRALLES, «Amory matri-
monio en la "Gaudium etSpes"» in «Lateranum» 48 (1982) 324-325; A. FAVALE, 
op. cit., p. 192; V. HELYEN, op. cit., p. 358; R . GARCÍA DE H A R O , op. cit., p. 
272. 
146. Acta Synodalia, vol. IV, pars VI, p. 478 (italics mine). The latin text reads: «In 
textu pastorali qui dialogum cum mundo instituere intendit elementa iuridica 
non requiruntur... Ceteroquin momentum, primordiale procreationis et educa-
tions saltern decies in textu exponitur...». 
This explanation of the Commission must have been disregarded by one author 
who said that there is a «total silence whether if the children is the primary end of 
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marriage». M. CLARET I NONELL, L'amor, la sexualitat i la fecunditat. El magisteri 
de l'Eglésia fins a la «Familiaris consortio», Herder, Barcelona 1995, p. 400. 
147. J O H N PAUL II, Allocution Continuiamo, 10-X-1984, n. 3, in A. SARMIENTO-J. ES-
CRTVÁ IVARS, Enciridion Familiae, V, Rialp, Madrid 1992, pp. 4.200-4.201: «Se-
gún el lenguaje tradicional, el amor, con "fuerza" superior, coordina las acciones 
de la persona, del marido y de la mujer, en el ámbito de los fines del matrimonio. 
Aunque ni la constitución conciliar, ni la encíclica, al afrontar el tema, empleen el 
lenguaje acostumbrado en otro tiempo, sin embrago, tratan de aquello a lo que se 
refieren las expresiones tradicionales... Con este renovado planteamiento, la ense-
ñanza tradicional sobre los fines del matrimonio (y sobre su jerarquía) queda con-
firmada y a la vez se profundiza desde el punto de vista interior de los esposos, o 
sea, de la espiritualidad conyugal y familiar». 
Hence, we do not maintain the same opinion of Sevilla, who upon citing L. Vela, 
L. Janssens and, P. Delhaye, attests that the silence of Gaudium etspes on the hie-
rarchy of the marital ends holds that the traditional doctrine on the ends has been 
surpassed. A SEVILLA DE SEGOVIA, El Pensamiento de Herbert Doms. Sobre algunos 
aspectos ignorados del matrimonio. Tesis doctoral. Universidad Pontificia de Comi-
llas, Madrid 1985, p. 334. 
148. For instance, Heylen affirmed saying that «it is undeniable that conjugal love, rai-
sed to the level of an objective end of marriage, has attained a place of first rank, 
by beginning to be considered as the primary reason of the matrimonial union». 
V. HEYLEN, La promozione della dignità del matrimonio e della famiglia, in W . 
AA., La Chiesa nel mondo di oggi, Vallechi, Florencia 1966, p. 358. 
Larrabe asserts that «it is undeniable that the Council upon exalting conjugal love 
as an objective end of marriage, the generation and education of children did not 
lose anything, rather, they are even more guaranteed in a better manner»: J.L. LA-
RRABE, Nuevas perspectivas posconciliares en favor del matrimonio y la familia in 
«Estudios Ecclesiásticos» 48 (1973) 36. 
Zalba also shares the same opinion saying that the Council wanted to second the 
desires of many Father to extol the momentum amoris in marriage and thereby 
considered conjugal love as a specifying end of the matrimonial society, ordained 
towards the procreation and education of children but subordinated to it. Cf. M. 
ZALBA, Num Concilium Vaticanum II hierarchiam finium matrimonii ignoraverit, 
immo et transmutaverit in «Periodica» 69 (1979) 626. 
149. R. GARCÍA DE H A R O , Marriage and the Family in the Documents of the Magiste-
rium, translated by William E. May, Ignatius, San Francisco 1993 2, p. 235. 
150. Ibid, p. 244. 
151. F. GlL HELLIN, LOS «bona matrimonii en la Constitución Pastoral «Gaudium et 
spes» in ScrTh 11 (1979) 160ff. 
152. Cf. ibidem. 
153. PlUS XI, Encyclical Casti connubii in AAS 22 (1930) 561. 
154. «Talis autem amor varus et sivi propriis operibus honestis excolitun>. Acta synoda-
lia, vol IV, pars I, p. 538. 
155. PlUS XI, Encyclical Casti connubii in AAS 22 (1930) p. 541 and 546. García de 
Haro asserts that in Casti connubii, the good of the conjugal fidelity, in reality, is 
nothing else but conjugal love which is designated by the name of its first essen-
tial property. «Conjugal love —which established and must inform the entire 
community of life between the spouses and whose end is the work of generating 
and educating children— can not be other than a faithful love... It is put in the se-
cond place, not because it is to be considered secondary, but in accordance with a 
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traditional custom that finds its explanation in the fact that, metaphysically, the 
end determines the form: the ordination to the generation and education of hu-
man life defines the requirements and unique characterisitics of conjugal love...»: 
R. GARCIA DE H A R O , Marriage and the Family in the Documents of the Magiste-
rium, translated by William E . May, Ignatius, San Francisco 1 9 9 3 2 , p. 1 1 7 . 
1 5 6 . R. GARCIA DE H A R O , Marriage and the Family in the Documents of the Magiste-
rium, translated by William E. May, Ignatius, San Francisco 1 9 9 3 2 , p. 2 0 0 . 
As Gil Hellin says, «Upon acknowledging and employing the schema of the go-
ods, the Council transcended the presentation of the school authors and joined 
itself into the great sources of the great masters, St. Augustine and St. Thomas. 
The goods appear... as the fundamental coordinates in which the ends, proper-
ties, and the levels —natural and Christian— of the existence of marriage are in-
tegrated*: F. GIL HELLIN, Los «bona matrimonii en la Constitución Pastoral «Gau-
dium etspes» in ScrTh 1 1 ( 1 9 7 9 ) 1 7 6 . In fact, in De bono coniugali 3 , 3 (PL 4 0 , 
3 7 5 ) , St. Augustine affirmed that the perfection of marriage is derived from a 
twofold good: the procreation and education of children and through it, the esta-
blishment of the conjugal society as an intimate community of persons {Ibid pp. 
1 3 1 - 1 3 7 ) . On the other hand, St. Thomas emphasized that oa twofold perfection 
can be observed in creatures. The first is constituted by their formal principle, 
from which they derive their proper nature and species; and the second is the ac-
tivity by which they tend toward their end. The formal principle in marriage is 
constituted by the indivisible union of souls through which the spouses promise 
to each other their faithful love; whereas the end of marriage is the generation and 
• education of children (STH, III, q. 2 9 , a. 2 ) . Cf. GARCÍA DE H A R O , op. cit., p. 
2 5 3 . 
1 5 7 . D . V O N HILDEBRAND, Marriage and overpopulation, p. 9 3 . 
1 5 8 . STH, III, q. 2 9 , a. 2 : «A marriage is said to be true from the fact that it attains its 
perfection. Now there is a twofold perfection of anything: the first and the se-
cond. The first perfection is found in the form of a thing, from which it receives 
it species; the second perfection consists in its operation, through which a thing 
in some way attains its end. The form of marriage is found in a certain indivisible 
conjoining of souls, through which one of the spouses is indivisible held to be 
faithful to the other. The end of marriage is the procreation and education of 
children. It attains the first through the conjugal act and the second through the 
various deeds of the husband and wife, whereby they serve one another in nouris-
hing their children». 
1 5 9 . Cf. J . FORD, Marriage: its meaning and purposes, in TS 3 ( 1 9 4 2 ) 3 3 5 ; J . F O R D - G . 
KELLY, Contemporary moral theology. Marriage Questions, II, Newman Press, 
Maryland 1 9 6 4 , p. 1 9 . 
1 6 0 . Cf. E . BOISSARD, op. cit., p. 4 3 . 
1 6 1 . D . V O N HILDEBRAND, Marriage, p. 5 . 
1 6 2 . Ibidem. 
1 6 3 . Ibid., p. 6 . 
1 6 4 . Ibid., p. 7 1 . 
1 6 5 . Cf. ibid., p. 1 4 . 
1 6 6 . Cfr. C. COLOMBO, / / matrimonio sacramento della Nuova Legge in T. GOFFI (dir.), 
Enciclopedia di matrimonio, Queriniana, Brescia 1 9 6 5 , p. 2 7 0 . 
1 6 7 . Cf. A. FAVALE, Fini del matrimonio nel magistero del Concilio Vaticano / / i n A.M. 
TRIACCA and G. PlANAZZI (directors), Realtà e valori del Sacramento del Matrimo-
nio, LAS, Roma 1 9 7 6 , p. 1 7 8 ; J . LECLERCQ, La familia, Herder, Barcelona 1 9 6 2 , 
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p. 24; J. L. ILLANES, Amor conyugal y finalismo matrimonial in J.L. ILLANES et al. 
(eds), Cuestiones fundamentales en el Matrimonio y familia. II Simposio Internacio-
nal de Teología de la Universidad de Navarra, EUNSA, Pamplona, 1982, pp. 475-
476. These authors maintain that Doms considered conjugal love as the primary 
end of marriage. 
168. H . D O M S , Du sens et de la fin du manage, pp. 13-14 (italics added). 
169. Ibid., p.m. 
170. Cf. ibid, p. 109. 
171. To recall, Doms asserts that marriage has a meaning of its own, immanent and 
inherent to it, which is independent of its end. "Marriage is, in itself, a reality of 
profound meaning before being for something else which is not it itself» (p. 109). 
Marriage «aims at, as its proximate end, the realization of its meaning, the conjugal 
two-in-oneness... The concept of marriage indicates a lasting and loving relations-
hip of two adult persons of different sexes in order to complete themselves and mu-
tually help each other in a community of intimate, indivisible and indissoluble life 
until it becomes active in the conjugal act» (pp. 114-115 emphasis added). The 
most proximate and most immediate end of marriage, is therefore the realization, the 
completion of the human being, of the aptitudes and strengths of the spouses which 
would not be possible in purely spiritual relationships between themselves or with, 
other persons. It seeks to attain this end through a bond of intimate mutual love 
which aspires to last throughout life and is distinguished from other purely spiri-
tual or psychical bonds through its proper manner of realizing the reciprocal love 
and surrender in the conjugal act (p. 49 emphasis added) 
172. «La fin personnelle est l'accomplissement des époux comme personnes aux divers 
plans de leur être». Ibid., p. 105. 
173. «La question se pose maintenant de savoir si les fins primaires et secondaires c'est-
à-dire le bien de l'enfant (bonum prolis) et l'aide mutuelle (mutuum adjutorium) 
au sens de bien total des époux...». Ibid., p . 103. Doms would later identify these 
two ends as the two remote ends of the conjugal act: procreation (biological end) 
and the mutual accomplishment and perfection of the spouses (personal end). Cf. 
ibid, p. 105. 
174. Cf. ibid., p 108 (italics mine). See also pp. 35-36, 39;177. See section III of 
Chapter III where we have extensively discussed this topic. 
175. Cf. H . D O M S , Du sens et de la fin du mariage, pp. 22; 92-93; 108; 109. 
176. T. MACKIN, The Marital Sacrament, Paulist Press, New Jersey 1989, p. 598. 
177. H . D O M S , Du sens et de la fin du manage, p. 42 (italics added). 
178. E. BoiSSARD, op. cit., p. 53. 
179. O n this see F. G I L HELLÍN, El lugar propio del amor conyugal en la estructura del 
matrimonio según la «Gaudium et Spes» in «Anales Valentinos» 6, n. 11 (1980), 
pp. 1-35 and R. GARCIA DE HARO, Marriage and the Family in the Documents of 
the Magisterium, translated by William E. May, Ignatius, San Francisco 1993 2 , 
pp. 234-256. 
180. It must be noted that right from the beginning of the chapter, marriage is desig-
nated with the expression communitas coniugalis. (Salus personae et societatis hu-
manae ac christianae arete cum fausta condicione communitatis coniugalis et fa-
miliaris connectitur. G S 47, 1). 
The Council utilizes in an indiscriminate manner the terms marriage (matrimo-
nium), conjugal community (communitas coniugalis) and conjugal convenant (foe-
dus coniugale) in order to designate marriage. 
181. This can be exemplified in the following passages: 
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«Intima communitas vitae et amotis coniugalis, a Creatore condita suisque legi-
bus instructa, foedere coniugii seu irrevocabili consensu personali instauratur» GS 
48a. «Indole autem sua naturali, ipsum institutum matrimonii amorque coniuga-
lis ad procreationem et educationem prolis ordinantur iisque veluti suo fastigio 
coronantun> GS 48b. «Matrimonium et amor coniugalis indole sua ad prolem 
procreandam et educandam ordinantur» GS 50a. 
182. This affirmation was clarified by Gil Hellin. The two aspects of marriage —insti-
tution and conjugal love—, when they are united, substitute adequately «com-
munitas coniugalis» in all the global affirmations which can be done of marriage. 
When they are separated in affirmations proper to marriage itself, they incline to pre-
sent either a juridical sense or an existential-personalistic sense respectively. Hence, 
one can see the equilibrium required for the exposition of marriage without de-
forming the juridical doctrine, presenting the richness of its content and at the 
same time delimiting, protecting and defending it. Marriage is not the «institu-
tum» aseptically; marriage is not «conjugal love» in abstract. Marriage is the «ins-
titutum amoris coniugalis», or better, the institutionalized conjugal love. F . GIL 
HELLIN, El Matrimonio: Amor e Institución in A. SARMIENTO (dir.), Cuestiones 
Fundamentales en el Matrimonio y la Familia. II Simposio Internacional de Teologia 
de la Universidad de Navarra, EUNSA, Pamplona 1982, pp. 235-236. 
This view is somehow implied by Tettamanzi who states that «Il matrimonio in 
facto esse può definirsi-quanto ad essenza-come amore coniugale legittimato»: D. 
TETTAMANZI, Il Matrimonio cristiano: Studio storico-teologico, Seminario di Mila-
no, Milano 1979, pp. 248. 
In this regard, we find Claret's opinion as unfounded when he states that «Vati-
can II did not present marriage from the perspective of ends nor from the institu-
tional perspective, but as community of love founded on love which justifies the 
life of the spouses in itself»: M. CLARET I NONELL, L 'amor, la sexualitat i la fecun-
ditat. El magisteri de l'Eglésia fins a la «Familiaris consortio», Herder, Barcelona 
1995, p. 398 (emphasis added). 
In Gaudium etspes, the personalis: and the institutional perspectives are both taken 
into consideration as a proof of the media via taken by the Commission. Cf. P . 
DELHAYE, Dignidad del Matrimonio y de la Familia, in Y.M.-J. CONGAR and M. 
PEUCHMARD (dir.), La Iglesia en el Mundo de Hoy, II, Taurus Ed., Madrid 1970, pp. 
520-521. IDEM, La comunidad conyugal y familiar según el Vaticano II, in J. GlBLET 
et. al., En las fuentes de la moral conyugal Desclée de Brouwer, Bilbao 1968, p. 203. 
183. R . GARCÍA DE H A R O , Marriage and the Family in the Documents of the Magiste-
rium, translated by William E. May, Ignatius, San Francisco 1993 2 , p. 236. 
184. F . G I L HELLIN, El lugar propio del amor conyugal en la estructura del matrimonio 
según la «Gaudium etSpes» in «Anales Valentinos» 6, n. 11 (1980), p. 2. 
185. This view is supported by several authors. For instance, U. Navarrete says: «L'a-
more non s'identifica nemmeno col matrimonio "visto nell'unità dei due sogget-
ti". Il matrimonio pure visto nell'unita dei due soggetti, sul piano giuridico del 
quale ci occupiamo, altro non può essere che il complesso di dirriti es obblighi 
cteati dal consenso, i quali vincolano certamente i due soggetti fra di loro in una 
strettissima unità giuridica ed esistenziale, ma una volta creati sussitono da sè, in-
dipendentemente dall'amore. L'unità dei due soggetti, nel piano giuridico, per-
mane anche se viene ad spegnersi l'amore. Non possono dunque identificarsi». U. 
NAVARRETE, Consenso matrimoniale e amore coniugale con particolare riferimento 
all cost. Gaudium et spes in V. FAGLIOLO (ed.), L'amore coniugale. Annali di dottri-
na e giurisprudenza canonica, I, Ed. Vaticana, Vaticano 1971, p. 205. 
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Walter Kasper contends that marriage must not be solely viewed from the pers-
pective of love. «An all-embracing personal view of marriage also includes both 
objective and institutional elements. A renewed theology of marriage must there-
fore be on its guard not only against a one-sided objectivization and a tendency to 
overemphasize the institutional aspect of reality, but also against a too individua-
listic and romantic understanding of the part played by the person in marriage. 
Marriage, in other words, should not be seen purely as a love relationship. It must 
also be seen within the framework of the actual and social economic conditions of 
human freedom»: W. KASPER, Theology of Christian Marriage, translated by D . 
Smith, Seabury, New York 1980, p . 16. 
186. F . GIL HELLIN, El lugar propio del amor conyugal en la estructura del matrimonio 
según la «Gaudium etSpes» in «Anales Valentinos» 6, n. 11 (1980), p. 35. 
187. R. GARCIA DE HARO, op. cit., p. 248. The same view is shared by A. FAVALE, Fini 
del matrimonio nel Magistero del Concilio Vaticano II, in A. TRIACCA-G. PIANAZZI 
(eds.), Realtà e valori del Sacramento del Matrimonio, LAS, Roma 1976, pp. 173-
210 at 194ff. See also F . GIL HELLIN, Fundamento moral del acto conyugal: aspectos 
unitivo y procreativo, in «Anthropos. Rivista di studi sull persona e la famiglia» 2 
(1986) 145. 
188. D . V O N HILDEBRAND, Marriage, p. 6. 
189. Cf. ibid, pp. 32; 22. 
190. Cf. ibid., p. 22. 
191. Cf. H . DOMS, Bisexualidady matrimonio, pp. 830, 833. 
192. H . D O M S , Du sens et de la fin du manage, p. 38. 
193. Cf. ibid, p. 107. 
194. Cf. H . D O M S , Bisexualidad y matrimonio, pp. 830, 833 
195. Non ubique vero huius institutionis dignitas eadem clamate illucescit, siquidem 
polygamia, divorai lue, amore sic dicto libero, aliisve deformationibus obscuratur 
(GS 47b). 
196. The texts which illustrate this fact are as follows: 
Quae intima unió, ex Quae intima unió, utpote Quae intima unió, utpo-
ipsa coniugalis amoris na- mutua duarum personarum te mutua duarum perso-
rum, plenam coniugum donatio, plenam coniugum narum donatio, sicut et 
fìdem exigit atque indis- fidem exigit atque indisso- bonum liberorum, ple-
solubilem eorum unita- lubilem eorum unitatem, nam coniugum fìdem 
tem urget. Schema Recep- etiam intuitu liberorum, exigunt atque indissolu-
tum, 61 , p. 47, lins. urget. Textus Recognitus, bilem eorum unitatem 
23-25. 52, p. 6, lins. 24-26 urgent. GS 48,1. 
The relation which accompanies the Textus Recognitus explains that «Proponitur 
ut loco: "ex ipsa coniugalis amoris natura", dicatur: "utpote mutua duarum per-
sonarum donatio", quibus verbis etiam adiungi debent, ut idea modo completo 
exponatur: "atqueetiam intuitu liberorum":etenim proprietates matrimonii illis 
duobus elementis vitae coniugalis magis quam natura amoris confirman viden-
tur». Relatio ad Textum Recognitum, F , p. 15. Acta Synodalia, vol. IV, pars VI, p. 
484. 
Moreover, the response to modum 24 explains that the transformation of the text 
was carried out in order to emphasize that the indissolubility of marriage is de-
manded non tantum ex natura fidelis mutuae duarum personamm donationis sed 
etiam ob bonumprolìs.. Expensio modontm, 24 e, f, g (emphasis added) in Acta Sy-
nodalia, vol. IV, pars VII, p. 482. 
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197. A modum observed that in toto hoc capite amorem tantum sublineari ut si defi-
ciat amor matrimonium cessare videatur. The response of the relator is as follows 
«Textus ipse nullo modo insinuat matrimonium, deficiente amore, dissolvi pos-
se». Acta Synodalia, vol. IV, pars VII, p. 472. 
This has also been clarified in an earlier relatio wherein it explains that even if 
love is essential element for the existence of marriage, its later absence cannot dis-
solve it. «Notio instituti matrimonii sequenti phrasi firmatur, ne ullus censeat 
sese illud arbirtrio suo postea dissolvere posse; aut deficiente amore etiam requisi-
te, matrimonium suum nullum fieri». Relatio ad Schema receptum, 61 , A, p.103 
(Acta synodalia, vol. IV, pars I p. 536). 
198. D. V O N HILDEBRAND, Marriage, p. 23. 
199. Ibid, p. 20. 
200. Cf. ibid, p. 32; Marriage and overpopulation, p. 85. 
201. Cf. H . D O M S , Du sens et de la fin du mariage, p. 79. 
202. Cf. ibid, pp. 79-80. 
203. Cf. ibid., p. 83. 
204. Cf. H . D O M S , Bisexualidady matrimonio, pp. 798; 833. 
205. It is, perhaps, Karol Wojtyla who would succeed in integrating the essential 
properties of marriage with the personal condition of the spouses. Polygamy 
and dissolubility of marriage are opposed to the respect of the person. K. 
Wojtyla expounds that these two aspects are opposed to the personalist norm. 
The personalist norm is the foundation and origin of monogamy and indissolu-
bility. A person can not be an object of pleasure for another but must be an ob-
ject of love. The union between man and woman requires an adequate statute 
in which sexual relations can be fully realized, at the same time that it guarante-
es the lasting union of the persons-the union in marriage. The personalist norm 
recommends a love which corresponds to the being of the person loved. A dis-
soluble marriage is only an institution which permits the realization of sexual 
joys and not the lasting union of persons based on the reciprocal affirmation of 
their value. 
Polygamy and dissolubility of marriage demonstrate that the othet person repre-
sents nothing but sexual values for the other person. It considers the opposite sex 
as an object which merely possesses sexual value and sees marriage as an institu-
tion which doe? ^or have any other objective than the realization of the sexual 
union. Cf.jv. *«.'•_. JTYLA, Amory responsabilidad, Razon y fe, Madrid 1978', pp. 
235-236, 239. 
206. A. FA VALE, op. cit., pp. 192-193 where he remits us to U. NAVARRETE, Structura 
iuridica matrimonii secundum Concilium Vaticanum II, Roma, pp. 42-43. 
207. These lines were added in the textus denuo recognitus after 25 Fathers proposed a 
new text to be placed so that in this manner, the ends of marriage and conjugal 
love may be enuntiated by the words of the Sacred Scripture. 
The reason of their proposal was accepted but was modified so as to avoid the im-
pression that the distinction of the sexes is destined primarily to their mutual 
complementarity rather than to its procreative function. Cf. Acta Synodalia, vol. 
IV, pars VII, p. 493. 
208. In officio humanam vitam transmittendi atque educandi, quod tamquam propria 
eorum missio considerandum est, coniuges sciunt se cooperatores esse amoris Dei 
Creatoris eiusque veluti interpretes (50b). 
Unde verus amoris coniugalis cultus totaque vitae familiaris ratio inde oriens. non 
posthabitis ceteris matrimonii finibus, eo tendunt ut coniuges forti animo dispo-
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siti sint ad cooperandum cum amore Creatoris atque Salvatoris, qui per eos Suam 
familiam in dies diktat et ditat (50a). 
209. This idea was already present in the oral and written interventions of the Fathers 
during the conciliar discussion of Scheme I (n. 21) to the text of Ariccia. «Propo-
nitur additio: "Ipse vero Deus... bonis ac finibus... intruxit". Ita fines intrinseci 
matrimonii synthetice in textum introducuntur: cf. 196, 197, 206, 207, 208, 
211, 213, 219, 220, 225, 228, 246, 247, 341 bis, 343, 345, 347 bis, 350, 351, 
353, 357, 475, E/4035, E/4792. Introductio huius ideae duorum principalium bo-
norum matrimonii (procreationis nempe et amoris) uniendorum, semper fortius expe-
tita fuit et in duo bus supplementis scriptis fere unanimiter expostulatunt. Acta synoda-
lia, vol. IV, pars I, p. 536 (italics added). 
210. 1. The relatio commented that the phrase «Amore autem coniugali... animetur 
oportet ipsum institutum matrimonii, quod... completur et coronatur» mentio 
fit, uti multi Patres petierunt, de matrimonio simul et amore. Momentum 
amoris coniugalis ad ipsam prolem procreandam educandam sublineatur: 197, 
200, 206, 207, 208, 211 , 219, 225, 336, 34lbis , 352, 477. Hence, underli-
ning the, importance of conjugal love in the procreation and education of chil-
dren. 
2. Verba «veluti fastidio» eminenter, licet non technice, prolis praestantiam mani-
festant (Acta synodalia, vol. IV, pars I, p. 536) 
211. Besides, the words «ordinatur» and «completur» were omitted for reasons of bre-
vity. Moreover, in the case of the word «completur», it was omitted so as not to 
frustrate the couples who do not have children. Iuxta petitiones plurium textus 
brevior proponitur; vox: «completurv> omittitur, ne coniuges, qui prolem non ha-
bent, frustrentur. Acta Synodalia, vol. IV, pars VI, p. 484. 
When textus recognitus was delivered for votation, many Fathers proposed chan-
ges with regard to this text. 
1. 179 Fathers wanted to underline the fact that procreation is an inrinsic end of 
marriage (179 Patres, ad sublineadum procreationem esse finem intrinsecum ma-
trimonium, dicendum esse putant: «procreatione et educatione prolis natura sua 
uti fastigio coronantur»). 
2. 20 Fathers wanted to indicate that procreation is the primary end of marriage 
(ut melius indicetur procreationem esse finem primarium matrimonium, 16 patres 
(quibus 4 alii formula quoad sensum identica accedunt), petunt ut dicatur: «Ipsum 
autem institutum matrimonii, quod est in servitium vitae et amoris, actuali procrea-
tione et educatione prolis simuHl cum praxi virtutis amoris coniugalis generosi conscii-
que, veluti fastigio suo coronantun. Alius Pater petit ut loco «procreatione... coro-
nantur», dicatur: «stta indole ad procreationem et ad educationem prolis naturaliter et 
Dei voluntate ordinantum. Alius adhuc petit ut restituatur textus prior vel ut dicatur 
cum additions quadam: «Instttutum... procreationi et educationi prolis a Creatore 
destinatam, ipsis veluti fastigio coronantun>. 
3. As a response to these petitions, the Conciliar Commission changed the phrase 
into "Indole autem sua naturali, ipsum institutum matrimonii amorque coniugalis 
ad procreationem et educatione/w prolis ordinantur Usque veluti suo fastigio coro-
nantnty,(ibid.) which is the definitive form which appeared in the textus denuo re-
cognitus and later the final text. 
Miralles notes that with this last modification, it was made clear that the Council 
did not pretend to reform the precedent doctrine of the Magisterium regarding 
the order of the ends. Cf. A. MIRALLES, op. cit., p. 328. 
212. Acta Synodalia, vol. Ill, pars VI, p. 50. 
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213. Loco: «matrimonium sua natura ad prolis procreationem ordinatur», dicitur: «ta-
lis est matrimonii et amoris coniugales indoles, ut ex semetipsis adprolem procrean-
dam simul et educandam ordinentur». Vocabulum «natura» in nostro contextu sat 
ambiguum esset; mentio de matrimonii instituto addita est, ut elementum iuridi-
cum cum vita personali amoris coniungatur. Relatio ad Schema receptum, n. 63B 
in Acta synodalia, vol. IV, pars. I, p . 538. 
However, in the textus recognitus, words «talis est... indoles ut» was replaced by «in-
dole sua» because the construction of the phrase is seen as exceedingly confusing. 
Besides, the words «ex semetipsis« were deleted because its idea is already contai-
ned in the words «indole sua». 
Proponitur ut dicatur: «indole sua», loco: «alis est... indoles ut» quia constructio vi-
detur nimis contorta. Suggeritur insuper ut verbba «ex semetipsis» deleantur, cum 
idem habeatur verbis: «indole sua» et cum, ex alia parte, explicita mentio «ex se-
metipsis» (vel: «suapte natura»: E/5634) infirmat verba numeri 54 de matrimonii 
indissolubilitate, prole optata non habita (E/5684); commissio ceteroquin iam 
antea statuit quaestiones technicasde finibus non esse tractandas... Proponitur ut 
servetur: «amor» loco: «actus coniugalis», quia agitur de amore coniugali prout 
etiam in actu coniugali existere potestm ita ut non habeatur confusio inter amore 
eiusque actum (E/5648). Relatio ad Textum recognitum n. 54 A in Acta synodalia, 
vol. IV, pars. VI, p. 487. 
214. R . GARCIA DE HARO, op. cit., p. 258-259. 
215. Cf. A . MIRALLES, op. cit., p. 328. 
216. H. D O M S , DU sens et de la fin du manage, p. 38. 
217. Ibid., p. 83. Cf. ibid., p. 21 . 
218. Ibid.,p.216. 
219. Cf. ibid., pp. 35-36; 95. 
220. Ibid., p. 107. 
221. Ibid., pp. 106-107: «In the order of biological phenomena, procreation is the 
purpose of marriage and the marital act in the same manner as the fruit of a tree is 
the purpose of the flower... The end in this biological sense is an entirely different 
thing from the end of human actions and institutions. It merely designates the ten-
dency of a natural necessary phenomenon). See also ibid., pp. 35-36; 39; 202. 
222. Cf. ibid., p. 105. 
223. Cf. ibid, p. 107. 
224. Cf. ibid, p. 85. 
225. Cf. ibid, pp. 35-36. 
226. Cf. ibid, p. 177. 
227. Ibid, p. 74. 
228. «It is not fitting to assign as the objective end of the sexual act a thing which is 
only wanted indirectly, which stricdy, can only be desired and does not take into ac-
count the direct end of the sexual act which in itself is filled with a profound me-
aning...». Ibid, p. 177. 
229. This vision also reveals a notion of the person as a conscious subject aware of himself 
and capable of entering into meaningful relationships. As such, a person is a cons-
cious subject who possesses a body, the body considered as an instrument or tool 
of the person which is something other than the person. 
Thus, what is considered of personal and human value is the love-giving, relatio-
nal and unitive dimension of sexuality. The principal basis of evaluating genital 
sexual activity would be the quality of the relationship between the partners or 
the degree of affectivity or tenderness which exists in it. 
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May attests that this view is upheld by a lot of Catholic theologians and laity such 
as CHARLES CURRAN, J O H N DEDEK, DANIEL CALLAHAN, BERNARD HARING, 
LOUIS JANSSENS, MICHAEL VALENTE, PHILIP KEANE etc. Their views are summari-
zed Anthony Kosnik's book, Human Sexuality: New Directions in American Cat-
holic Thought, Paulist Press, New York 1977. 
The Catholic understanding of human sexuality, on the other hand, is integralist. 
The body is not merely a tool for the person but is constitutive of the being of the 
person, an expression of the person, his revelation. The procreative and the uniti-
ve meanings of sexuality are regarded as possessing a profound human a personal 
significance. They participate in the dignity of the person and are considered as 
goods of the person and not goods for the person. The procreative dimension of se-
xuality is not a purely physiological and biological function which is separate 
from the person but rather something which is inherent in him, possessing a hu-
man and personal value. W. MAY, Sex, Marriage and Chastity, Franciscan Herald 
Press, 1981, pp. 3-11. See also, K. THOMAS M C M A H O N , Sexuality: Theological 
Voices, Pope John Center, Massachusetts, 1986. 
230. D . V O N HILDEBRAND, Encíclica «Humanae vitae»: un signo de contradicción, p. 
50. Note the similarity with what is said in Familiaris consortia: «The totality 
which is required by conjugal love also corresponds to the demands of responsible 
fertility. This fertility is directed to the generation of a human being, and so by its 
nature it surpasses the purely biological order and involves a whole series of personal 
valúes». J O H N PAUL II, The Apostolic Exhortation of the Family, Familiaris con-
sortia, n. 11 (Human Life Center, Minnesota 1984). 
231. K. MADJANSKI, Comunione di vita e d'amore. Teología del matrimonio e della fami-
glia, trad, by V. Levi, Vita e pensiero, Milano 1980, p. 131. Note that this affir-
mation is absent in the French edition of the same book. 
232. The origin of this phtase came about as a substitution proposed by the Commis-
sion in the textus denuo recognitus as a result of a petition of the Fathers to delete 
the word etiam in the phrase «Unde verus amoris coniugalis cultus totaque vitae 
familiaris ratio inde oriens etiam eo tendunt, ut coniuges forti animo dispositi sint 
ad cooperandum cum amore Creatoris atque Salvatoris, qui per eos Suam fami-
liam in dies diktat et ditat» (Textus recognitusn. 54, p. 8, lines 10-13)". The word 
etiam was added in this text because without it, the phrase could give way to an 
equivocal interpretation that marriage is uniquely ordained towards procreation. 
Emphasing that marriage has other ends, the Commission decided to delete etiam 
and place non posthabitis ceteris matrimoniifinibus instead. With regard to the im-
portance of procreation, the Commission deemed the addition of «Filii sane sunt 
praestantissimum matrimonium donum et ad ipsorum parentum bonum máxime 
conferunt». The word donum was changed from bonum after Msgr. Reuss realized 
that it did not have any episcopal nor papal backup. 
233. Vir itaque et muliet, qui foedere coniugali «iam non sunt duo, sed una caro» (Mt 
19, 6), intima personarum atque operum coniunctione mutuum sibi adiutorium 
et servitium praestant, sensumque suae unitatis experiuntur et plenius in dies adi-
piscuntur. GS 48b (italics added). 
234. «Matrimonium vero, non est tantum ad procreationem institutum; sed ipsa indo-
les foederis inter personas indissolubilis atque bonum prolis exigunt, ut mutuus 
etiam coniugum amor recto ordine exhibeatur, proficiat et maturescat (GS 50 
c)». 
Further, Gil Hellin believes that conjugal love and mutual donation must not be 
confounded. «Tanto si se trata del momento inicial del matrimonio o de cualquie-
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ra otro en el que se expresa esta mutua donación, una cosa es ésta, la mutua entre-
ga de los esposos o el bonum fidei, elemento estructural del matrimonio y otra dis-
tinta el amor conyugal, elemento animador y vivificador de aquella mutua entre-
ga; amor que mueve a la entrega y a la vez se enriquece de ella. Sin estas 
precisiones, alguien se puede sentir tentado a identificar, según el esquema ya cri-
ticado, el bonum fidei con el fin de la mutua ayuda o del amor coyugal, y a ver en 
este pasaje la confirmación de la gran importancia del amor conyugal en la cate-
goría de fin principal o al menos coprincipal con el de la procreación. La conse-
cuencia inmediate sería dar por superado la tradicional jerarquía de fines o por el 
contrario lamentar que en dicho contexto no se haya inserto una referencia a la 
ordenación del amor a la procreación». F . GIL HELLÍN, Fundamento moral del acto 
conyugal in loc. cit., p . 1 4 6 . 
2 3 5 . A. FAVALE, Fini del matrimonio nel Magistero del Concilio Vaticano II, in A. 
TRIACCA-G. PIANAZZI (eds.), Realtà e valori del Sacramento del Matrimonio, LAS, 
Roma 1 9 7 6 , pp. 1 9 7 - 1 9 8 ; A. MATTHEWS, Unión y procreación. Evolución dia 
doctrina de los fines del matrimonio, PPC, Madrid 1 9 9 0 , pp. 8 4 - 8 5 . 
2 3 6 . The two preceeding schemes state the following: 
Haec dilectio propio opere exprimitur Haec dilectio propio matrimonii opere 
et perficitur. Actus proinde, quibus singulariter exprimitur et perficitur. 
coniuges intime et ordinatim inter se Actus proinde, quibus coniuges intime 
uniuntur, honesti sunt et modo vere et caste inter se uniuntur, honesti ac 
humano perpetrati donationem mu- digni sunt et modo vere humano exer-
tuam plenam significant et fovent. citi, donationem mutuam significant 
Scheme Ariccia, n. 6 2 , p. 4 8 , lin. 3 4 - 3 7 et fovent, qua sese invicem laeto grato-
que animo locupletant. Scheme textus 
recognitus, n. 5 3 , p. 7 , lin 3 0 - 3 4 ) 
On the history of this text see A. FERNANDEZ BENITO, Contracepción: del Vaticano 
II a la «Humanae vitae», Estudio Teológico San Idelfonso, Toledo 1 9 9 4 , pp. 
1 1 4 - 1 2 0 . See also F . GIL HELLÍN., Fundamento moral del acto conyugal: aspectos 
unitivo y procreativo, in «Anthropos. Rivista di studi sull persona e la famiglia» 2 
( 1 9 8 6 ) 1 4 5 - 1 4 7 
2 3 7 . Relatio ad Textum recogitum, n. 5 3 E, p. 7 , line 3 4 in Acta synodalia, vol. IV, pars 
VI, p. 4 8 6 : «Proponitur ut loco: "ordinatim", dicatur: "caste", ut ordo moralis hac 
in re indicetur secundum virtutem propiam». 
The importance of the virtue of chastity and its relationship with the respect for 
the dignity of the human person was already expressed by Msgr. K. Wotyla in his 
written observation on the text of Ariccia. He declares that the union of the spou-
ses is carried out in a truly personal manner, that is in conformity to the dignity 
of the human person, when both respect the order of nature and for this reason, 
the virtue of chastity is indispensable. «In usu matrimonii etenim unio persona-
rum, mariti scil. et uxoris, tunc modo revera personali perficitur, quando simul 
ordinis naturae respectum uterque habeat. Ut ergo haec ambo, i.e., unio revera 
personalis et respectus ordinis naturae, actu sint opus est verae virtutis»: Acta Sy-
nodalia, vol. IV, pars III, p. 2 4 2 . 
2 3 8 . Responsum ad modum 56c, p. 7 , line 3 3 in Acta synodalia, vol. IV, pars VII, p. 
4 9 1 : «c) Vocabulum: "caste" servetur ad recolendam virtutem seu ordinem casti-
tatis». 
2 3 9 . H. DoMS, Du sens et de la fin du mariage, pp. 2 8 ; 6 5 . 
2 4 0 . Ibid., p. 2 0 7 . 
2 4 1 . Ibid, p. 6 4 . 
2 4 6 ROLANDO B. ARJONILLO JR. 
2 4 2 . Ibid., pp. 5 3 ; 5 5 . 
2 4 3 . This is a posterior affirmation of Doms found in Bisexualidad y matrimonio, p. 
8 3 3 . Nevertheless, one could find it implied in his earlier work. Cf. Du sens et de 
la fin du manage, pp. 2 7 ; 3 4 - 3 5 ; 2 0 9 . 
2 4 4 . Ibid, p. 2 0 8 . 
2 4 5 . Cf. M. ZALBA, op. cit., p. 4 3 4 . 
2 4 6 . Italics added. The texts in the previous two schemes are as follows: 
«Facultas vero humana generandi mirabiliter exsuperans ea quae in inferioribus 
vitae gradibus fiunt necnon ipsi actus vitae coniugali proprii, secundum germa-
nam dignitatem humanam ordinati, magna observantia reverendi sunt" {Schema 
receptum, n. 6 4 , p. 5 0 , lines 4 0 - 4 3 ) . 
«Facultas vero humana generandi mirabiliter exsuperans ea quae in inferioribus 
vitae gradibus habentur, necnon ipsi actus vitae coniugali proprii, secundum ger-
manam dignitatem humanam ordinati, magna observantia reverendi sunt. Indo-
les moralis igitur rationis agendi, ubi agitur de componendo amore coniugali cum 
responsabili vitae transimissione non a sola sincera intentione et aestimatione mo-
tivorum pendet, sed obiectivis criteriis, in eadem personae humanae dignitate funda-
tis, determinati debet, quae integrum sensum mutuae donationis ac humanae 
procreationis in contextu veri amoris observant» ( Textus recognitus n. 5 5 , p. 9 , li-
nes 1 9 - 2 8 ) . 
For commentaries, see J. FlNNlS, «...Objetivis criteriis ex personae ejusdemque ac-
tuum desumptis...» in J.L. ILLANES (dir.) et al., Eticay teologia amte la crisis contem-
poranea, I Simposio Intemacional de Teologia, EUNSA, Pamplona 1 9 8 0 , pp. 6 3 3 -
6 4 2 ; F. GIL HELLIN, Fundamento moral del acto conyugal: aspectos unitivo y 
procreativo, in «Anthropos. Rivista di studi sull persona e la famiglia» 2 ( 1 9 8 6 ) 
1 3 1 - 1 6 3 ; IDEM, El bien del matrimonio y la comunión conyugal, in «Anthropotes» 
( 1 9 9 2 ) 2 3 1 - 2 3 8 ; IDEM, Del amor conyugal a la paternidad responsable, in ScrTh, 
XXVI ( 1 9 9 4 ) 1 0 3 9 - 1 0 5 5 . 
2 4 7 . The phrase ex personae eiusdemque actuum natura desumptis was introduced in the 
textus recognitus with a very precise finality: to dissipate all doubts regarding the 
objective character of human dignity. Moreover, it is clear that the moral judge-
ment has to be guided by moral norms. For this reason the word «criteria» was 
used in order to emphasize the objectivity. This was explained in the answer given 
to the modi which proposed that the word «criteria» be replaced by «normis mora-
libus»: «Vocabulum "criterium' magis characterem obiectivum innuit» {Acta Sy-
nodalia, vol. IV, pars VII, p. 5 0 2 ) 
2 4 8 . Cf. F. GIL HELLIN, Fundamento moral del acto conyugal; aspectos unitivo y procrea-
tivo, in «Anthropos. Rivista di studi sulla persona e la famiglia» 2 ( 1 9 8 6 ) 1 5 0 ; 
IDEM, El bien del matrimonio y la comunión conyugal, in «Anthropotes» ( 1 9 9 2 ) 
2 3 1 . 
2 4 9 . Cf. P . DELHAYE, Dignidad del Matrimonio y de la Familia, in Y.M.-J. CONGAR 
and M. PEUCHMARD (dir.), La Iglesia en elMundo de Hoy, lì, Taurus Ed., Madrid 
1 9 7 0 , p. 5 5 4 . See also, W . MAY, Sexual Ethics and Human Dignity, in W . AA, 
Person, verità e morale. Atti del Congresso Internazionale di Teologìa Morale, Città 
Nuova Editrice, Roma 1 9 8 6 , p. 4 7 8 : The Church's teaching on sexual morality is 
"grounded in a profound reverence for the dignity of the human person and in a 
respect for the goods perfective of them». 
2 5 0 . Relatio Generalis ad Schema Receptum, n. 6 4 J, p. 5 1 , lin. 8 in Acta Synodalia, vol. 
IV, pars I, p. 5 4 1 : «facultasprocreandi et actus ad hanc spectantes objective consi-
derati secundum genuinam personae humane dignitatem revereantur» and «et ut 
n o t e s 247 
illa principia non mere hauriantur e vita biológica seu animali... sed ex ordine 
specifice humano atque dignitate personae humanae...». 
251. «Ut textus de vita coniugali "secundum germanam dignitatem humanam ordi­
nanda" clarior evadat (E/5846) et, in quantum fieri potest ad vitam accedat 
(E/5646, E/5657) omneque dubium de character obiectivo dignitatis humanae 
auferetur (E/5688), novus textus proponitur. Iuxta votum E/5846, quo desudera­
tur ut omnes valores turn amor turn aspectus physici actus coniugalis tamquam 
elementa in norma morali efFormanda, integrentur suggeritur: "índoles moralis... 
observant". Quibus verbis ex ipso titulo numeri 55 desumptis omnis subjectivis­
mus omnino excluditur et asseritur intentionem personalem et mere individua­
lem aestimationem nullatenus sufficere ad rectum iudicium de moralitate effro­
mandum. Criteria enim obiectiva adhibenda sunt, quibus intrinsecus sensus 
donationis mutuae in actu humanae procreationis servetur, in contextu quidem 
veri amoris, ut verus amor recte exprimatur».(/?í¿ífto ad Textum Recognitum, n. 
55 G , p. 9 in Acta Synodalia, vol. IV, pars VI, p. 490). 
252. Modus 104, p. 9, line., 25­26...c) Quinqué petunt ut ducatur: «ex ipsa persona 
natura et dignitate desumptis» ...f) Alius: «in eadem personae humanae dignitate 
atque iuxta naturam ipsorum». R. ...c) et f): elementa ex utraque hac propositione 
retinendo, proponitur ut loco: «in eadem personae humanae dignitate fundatis»; di­
catur: «ex personae eiusdemque actuum natura desumptis» quibus verbis asseritur 
etiam actus diiudicandos esse non secundum merum biologicum, sed quatenus 
ill i ad personam humanam et adaequate considerandam pertinent 
253. H . DOMS, Du sens etdelafin du manage, p. 208. 
254. Ibid., p. 61. 
255. Cf. Ibid., pp. 176­178. 
256. Ibid, p. 114. 
257. In his commentary, B. Haring omitted this indispensable word and whose absen­
ce can give way to equivocal interpretations of the doctrine of the Council. Cf. В. 
HARING, Matrimonio y familia en el mundo de hoy in «Razón y Fe» 173 (1966) 
277­292 at 289. 
In fact, after the Council, some Catholic theologians such as J. David, J. M. 
Reuss, В. Haring, J. Т. Noonan, E. Schilebeeckx, P. de Locht and F. Bóckle, sus­
tain that the spouses can separate the two meanings of the conjugal act —mutual 
donation and procreation— with the use of anovulatory drugs, under the premi­
se that the conjugal act expresses and foments the conjugal love (Cf. A. VALSEC­
CHI, Regulación de los nacimientos. Diez años de reflexión teológica, Salamanca 
1968, pp. 228­253). Martelet comments that the authors —who justify the use 
of artificial methods as permissible— reason out from the renewed focus of the 
Council which substituted the the old criteria of acts of nature with the objective 
criteria taken from the nature of the human person and of his acts ( G . MARTELET, 
Amor conyugal y renovación conciliar, p. 36). This reveals a misinterpretation of 
the Council's doctrine. 
258. F. GIL HELLÍN, El bien del matrimonio y la comunión conyugal, in «Anthropotes» 
(1992) 232. 
«El Concilio Vaticano ha colocado el amor conyugal en su verdadero lugar, que 
no es otro sino el ser del matrimonio; ahora bien, este ser del matrimonio es insti­
tución y amor conyugal. Si los dos criterios de mutua donación y humana procre­
ación surgen del ser conyugal de la persona, así como del acto que lo expresa y re­
aliza, para que la vida íntima matrimonial refleje todo lo que significa, habrá de 
ser vivida en contexto de verdadero amor. Todo esto es requerido por la castidad y 
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es imposible sin ejercitarse en dicha virtud»: F. GlL HELLlN, Fundamento moral 
delacto conyugal: aspectos unitivoy procreativo, in «Anthropos. Rivista di studi su-
11a persona e la famiglia» 2 (1986) 150. 
259. F. GlL HELLIN, Fundamento moral delacto conyugal: aspectos unitivoy procreativo, 
in «Anthropos. Rivista di studi sulla persona e la famiglia» 2 (1986) 150. 
260. Cf. D. V O N HILDEBRAND, Marriage, p. 25. 
261. Cf. ibid p. 26. 
262. J. Noonan comments that the position of Hildebrand on the conjugal act radi-
cally differs from that of St. Augustine and the whole Patristic and medieval tra-
dition. To wit: «His position was linked to the Catholic tradition by the special, 
sacral value assigned to the act of coition. The tradition had made coitus a sacral 
act free from human interference. Von Hildebrand fully emphasized its content 
on love... He cut away completely from the Augustinian and scholastic approach 
that made procreation and a remedy for concupiscence the only values present... 
Hildebrand made love central to the moral meaning of conjugal love». J. N O O -
NAN, Contraception, p. 495. 
263. Cf. D. V O N HILDEBRAND, Enciclka «Humanae vitae», p. 6. 
264. Cf. D. V O N HILDEBRAND, Marriage, pp. 19, 27-28; and, Purezay virginidad, pp. 
24; 31; 110-111. 
265. D. V O N HILDEBRAND, Purezay virginidad, p . 24 (italics added) 
266. D. V O N HILDEBRAND, Marriage, p. 28 (emphasis added). 
267. Cf. H. DOMS, Du sens etdelafin du mariage, p. 66. 
268. Ibid, p. 114. 
269. H. D O M S , DU sens etdela fin du mariage, p. 78 (italics added). Grubb affirms that 
a year after the publication of Humanae vitae, Doms was named honorary prela-
te: «Putting the very close similarities between his thought on birth control and 
that which is expressed in Humanae vitae together with the award of his honorary 
prelacy, surely it is not stretching things too far to see a vindication of the man 
and his thought some thirty-four years after the publication of his book». Cf. G. 
GRUBB, The Anthropology of Marriage in Significant Roman Catholic Documents 
from Casti connubii to «Gaudium etspes», Dissertation for the Degree of Doctor 
of Philosophy, St. Louis University 1986, footnote 172, pp. 125-126. 
270. Cf. A. LANZA, Defineprimario in «Apollinaris» 14 (1941) 35. 
271. Cf. D. V O N HILDEBRAND, El caballo de troya en la Ciudad de Dios, Fax, Madrid 
1967 2, p. 32. 
272. «Filiis Ecclesiae, his principiis innixis, in procreatione regulanda, vias inire non li-
cet, quae a Magisterio, in lege divina explicanda, improbantur (GS51c)». Though 
von Hildebrand and Doms did not direcdy deal on this topic, we have decided to 
add this subsection for purposes of offering a sufficient understanding on the 
doctrine of conjugal love of Gaudium etspes. 
273. «In sua vero agendi ratione coniuges christian! conscii sint se non ad arbitrium 
suum procedere posse, sed semper regi debere conscientia ab ipsa lege divina illu-
minanda, dociles erga Ecclesiae Magisterium, quod illam sub luce Evangelii aut-
hentice interpretatur» (Textus recognitus, n. 54, p. 8, lines 31-37) 
However, 17 Fathers saw that the expression «regi debere conscientia ipsa lege di-
vina illuminanda» runs the risk of being interpreted in the sense of situational et-
hics and asked that it might be changed. Cf. Acta Synodalia, vol. IV, pars VII, p. 
497. 
274. Cfr. A. MlRALLES, op. tit., p. 312-313. Miralles observes that there is a certain pa-
rallelism between the cited phrases of the numbers 50 and 51 of GS regarding the 
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foundation of the moral criteria which have to guide the spouse in their conjugal 
life. 
The first has the divine law interpreted by the Church Magisterium as its founda-
tion. The second has the nature of the human person and his actions as its foun-
dation. The objective criteria obtained from this respect the integral sense of the 
mutual self-giving and of human procreation in the context of true love (51c). It 
does not deal with a double foundation. 
275. GS 16 (emphasis added). 
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